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ABSTRACT

This comprehensive study in U.S. immigration law examines its interactions with many relevant and significant laws and issues that affect immigrants. This study argues that immigrants benefit the U.S. economy because of their improvement on labor competition, contribution to the technology and science fields, and direct and indirect creation of jobs. This study draws upon scholarly research that proves immigrants help wages in their respective regions grow at high rates. The next question then turns to how immigrants can move to the U.S. through certain visas, and this study has a special focus on employment and investor visas. These are the issues immigrants face with U.S. immigration policies and laws, but they also face legal and financial issues back in their home countries.

This study also delves into legal, financial, and banking issues that immigrants face when immigrating to the U.S. with a special focus on immigrants from China, the Philippines, and Vietnam. Even though these are all immigrants from Asia, they all have unique backgrounds and face distinct legal and economic challenges when immigrating to the U.S. This study explores these Asian groups’ history of immigration to the U.S. It also discusses financial issues they face with respect to their respective bank industries, money transfers and anti-money laundering issues.

This study then closes with a survey of tax issues that affect immigrants. Often, immigrants are unaware of the tax implications of moving to the U.S. This study aims to educate foreigners and legal scholars as to the tax consequences of being a resident for tax purposes, and then it discusses specific issues that subject them to the U.S. tax system. This study also focuses on the new U.S. reporting scheme—Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1. Research Problem and Background

U.S. immigration law is a complex system infused with politics and decades of shifting policies. In the middle of these changes are the people who want to make changes themselves—immigrants. Many potential immigrants see the U.S. as the Land of Opportunity. However, many of them do not know the legal and financial struggles of becoming a U.S. citizen let alone the appropriate visa for which the foreigner should apply.

Immigrants suffer difficulties in their transition or assimilation to American culture. In a study conducted by Daniel N. Diakanwa, he found that it is not an easy task for immigrants to integrate into American culture: “It requires a period of adjustment by the natives and the immigrants. It further requires an understanding of the dynamics of cultural integration as well as the internal and external changes that occur during various stages of cultural integration.” ¹ To Researcher and Associate Director of the Culture Learning Institute at the East-West Center in Hawaii, Gregory Trivonovitch, the stages of cultural integration are the following: the honeymoon stage, the hostility stage, the integration or acceptance stage, and the home stage. He further pointed out that “these four stages are cyclic in nature, not linear, and a person will encounter periods of adjustment continuously as he or she moves from one situation to another.” ² Of the given stages, it is under the so-called hostility stage where the difficulty occurs.

As for those who seek employment in the US, the general rule is that all U.S. employers are subject to the restrictions imposed by the U.S. immigration law. This is to say that employers may only employ those who are eligible. Individuals who are eligible are either citizens of the United States, aliens who acquired a LPR status or those whom the USCIS individuals expressly authorized

¹ Daniel N. Diakanwa, Adjusting and Integration New Immigrants in the American Culture, 2 (October 2011)
² Id., 5
to be employed. While the restrictions imposed by U.S. Immigration Law are intended to protect the U.S. workers it consequently makes it difficult for many immigrants to acquire a job in the US upon their arrival in the country.

Other than for work authorization, additional restrictions are imposed such as the need to sponsor noncitizens for work visas, which require employers to file paperwork with USCIS and pay processing fees, which cannot be transferred to employees. Notably, during said sponsorship process, employers may face additional difficulties such as the long wait for government approval (which can take months), and concerns about the availability of these visas (the government caps some visa categories). The obstacles of employment-based visa sponsorship can be particularly burdensome to public interest employers. In a competitive job market, these employers will almost always have U.S. applicants for listed positions, so they may choose not to allocate any funds for visa sponsorship. ³

Another way to acquire U.S. citizenship is through investments. However, the amounts required are high and the conditions imposed are stiff. For example, on the Employment-Based Fifth Preference, also known as “EB-5,” the amount of capital required shall be $1,000,000. ⁴ If the investment is made in a targeted employment area, the amount of capital required shall then be $500,000. If for a high employment area, the amount of capital required shall then be greater than, but not greater than 3 times, the amount of $1,000,000. ⁵ While the U.S. market offers promising opportunities for foreign investors, other than for the purpose of acquiring an LPR status, the decision, however, of whether to buy or build a business in the United States is governed by a host of factors. These factors may be geographic, demographic, financial, and industrial and often it

⁴ The Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of State, may from time to time prescribe regulations increasing the dollar amount specified under the previous sentence.
⁵ INA § 203(b)(5)(C)
includes industry maturity, financial considerations, the potential for success, internal capacity, and supplier and customer availability.  

1.2. Purpose of this Study

The study aims to illuminate the struggles, options, and opportunities immigrants have when moving to the U.S. This study will be a comprehensive review and analysis of current U.S. immigration law and its connection with laws of China, the Philippines and Vietnam with respect to money transfer and banking since many immigrants from these countries have to consider how to legally transfer money when they move to the U.S. Furthermore, immigrants should be aware of the complex U.S. tax system since there are different tax consequences for green card holders and foreigners. This study not only examines immigration law, but also the relevant tax issues that immigrants should know how to navigate.

Notably, federal courts continually recognized immigration law as being second only to tax law in their complexity. In comparison, it has been said that a mistake on one’s taxes usually results in only a fine or an additional payment to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) while a mistake or a poor choice on immigration can change one’s life forever. The IRS agrees that the U.S. tax code is too complex, which is an enormous problem according to the IRS Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS).

According to the 2010 Report of the IRS Taxpayer Advocate to Congress, for the past 10 years, there have been approximately 4,428 tax code changes, inclusive of an estimated 579 changes in 2010 alone. As per analysis conducted in early 2010, the tax code contained 3.8 million words. This is radically higher than the 1.4 million words contained in 2001 tax code.

---

6 KPMG LLP, Investing in the United States: A guide for international companies, 3 (2011)
8 Stuart Anderson, Immigration, 56 (2010)
10 “2010 Annual Report to Congress” National Taxpayer Advocate, Volume 1, “Most Serious Problems, #1” (2010)
The purposes of this study are to explain the essence of U.S. immigration law and assist foreigners on their exploration of U.S. immigration law. Once foreigners learn of their options, they can then understand what connected issues affect their immigration goals such as their respective countries’ anti-money laundering laws.

In China, for example, The Administrative Measures for the Financial Institutions’ Report of Large-sum Transactions and Doubtful Transactions, \(^{11}\) was formulated by the People’s Bank of China in accordance with the Anti-Money Laundering Law of the People’s Republic of China, \(^{12}\) with a view to prevent money-laundering through financial institutions and regulate the financial institutions’ report of large-sum transactions and doubtful transactions.

Article 7 of the law provides that “A financial institution shall, within 5 working days after the occurrence of a large-sum transaction, timely send to the CALMAC an electronic report of large-sum transaction via its headquarters or via an institution designated by its headquarters. If it has no headquarters, or if it is unable to send the report of large-sum transaction to the CALMAC via its headquarters or via the institution designated by its headquarters, its way of report may be determined by the PBC separately.” \(^{13}\) Furthermore, “For a large-sum transaction conducted through a client’s account or bank card opened in or issued by a financial institution within China, the account opening financial institution or the card issuing financial institution shall submit a report. For a large-sum transaction conducted through an overseas bank card, the receiving bank shall submit a report. For a large-sum transaction that is not conducted through a client’s account or bank card, the financial institution that handles this business shall submit a report.” \(^{14}\)

The Philippine government enacted Republic Act (R.A.) No. 9160 (The Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001), which took effect on 17 October 2001 to curb money laundering. Certain

---

\(^{11}\) Order of the People’s Bank of China (No. 2 [2006])

\(^{12}\) Id.

\(^{13}\) Id. at Art. 1

\(^{14}\) Id. at Art. 7, § 2
provisions of AMLA were amended by **R.A. No. 9194** (An Act Amending R.A. 9160) effective 23 March 2003. It was further amended by RA 10167 which took effect on 2 June 2012 and the latest amendment is RA 10375 effective 15 February 2013. It has also issued the Revised Implementing Rules and Regulations (RIRR) implementing R.A. No. 9160, as amended.\(^\text{15}\)

As for Vietnam, it was not until 2005 when the term “money laundering” (rua tien) was formally used and legally defined in Vietnam when both the term “money laundering” and the general legal framework of the Anti-Money Laundering in Vietnam were stipulated in Government Decree 74/2005/ND-CP. This move of the Vietnamese authorities is rather an admission and a confirmation of the existence of money laundering in Vietnam.\(^\text{16}\) The key legal instruments governing the anti-money laundering activities in Vietnam are the following:\(^\text{17}\)

1. Law on Prevention and Combat of Money Laundering No. 07/2012/QH13 (AML Law);
2. Decree No. 116/2013/ND-CP of the Government, dated 4 October 2013, detailing the implementation of a number of Articles of AML Law;
4. The Penal Code of 1999, particularly Articles 250 and 251 thereof; and
5. The Law on Drug Prevention of 2000, particularly Article 3 (5) thereof.\(^\text{18}\)

The new Law on Anti-Money Laundering was passed and made effective on 1 January 2013.\(^\text{19}\) It replaced the previous legislation (Decree No. 74 of 2005) and provides tougher measures, including with respect to customer due diligence and record keeping. The 50-article Law provides measures to prevent, detect, stop and handle organizations and individuals committing acts

\(^{15}\) Official Gazette of the Republic of the Philippines, (February 21, 2012)
\(^{16}\) *Id.*., 5 Supra note 13
\(^{17}\) Norton Rose Fulbright, Business ethics and anti-corruption – Asia Pacific laws: Vietnam, 128 (September 2014)
\(^{18}\) Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering, Mutual Evaluation Report, Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of Terrorism VIETNAM, 7 (8 July 2009)
\(^{19}\) The Law on Anti-Money Laundering No. 07/2012/QH13.
of money laundering. The prevention and combat of money laundering for the purpose of financing terrorism also complies with the Law.  

1.3. Relevance of this Research

Every year, more than a million immigrants move to the U.S. or on net, one immigrant arrives in every 41 seconds. They make the U.S. their new home after deciding to leave their country of origin. Many foreigners wish to do the same. Yet, they lack the knowledge and resources to do so. Many see the U.S. as a land of promise, but the only likelihood among all immigrants is that they will face a long, drawn-out process and as such should choose wisely the visas for which they apply.

1.4. Research Questions

Foreigners need to know what U.S. immigration issues they will face when applying for certain visas. Foreigners also need to know what are certain money transfer issues they will face when immigrating to the U.S. Additionally, they should be aware of the tax implications of becoming a resident of the U.S.

Based on these needs, foreigners will have a wide array of questions which guide this study’s research questions. With the interests of immigrants in mind, this study attempts to answer, “What kind of visa is best for a person’s specific situation?” Once foreigners decide on a visa, “What are the legal and financial issues they will undergo from their home countries of China, The Philippines, and Vietnam when they transfer money from their foreign accounts to the U.S.?” Lastly, “What are the tax implications of becoming a U.S. resident for tax purposes?”

---

20 Samantha Campbell & Pham Bach Duong, The Banking Regulation Review (5th Edition), 17 (28 April 2014)
22 U.S. Census Bureau, International Data Base, 2011
There has been a lack of synthesis of all these questions and foreigners need to know how to navigate these issues in order to make their move to the U.S. as smooth as possible. Thus, there is a need to answer a global question of, “How is it possible to synthesize all these issues in such a way that makes it understandable to foreigners who have very little exposure to U.S. laws?” This study will attempt to answer these questions in a comprehensive way.

1.5. Methodology

The research methodology employed in this study is a reliance on primary resources of U.S. and international laws and rules, treaties, legal publications and other documents. Such resources all relate to the relevant topics of each respective chapter.

1.6. Limitations of this Study

Although there have been comprehensive analyses on U.S. immigration law, there is a lack of fusion on related issues such as anti-money laundering laws of specific countries and U.S. tax laws. This study attempts to do something truly unique and because of this ambition, there is a dearth of similar studies. Thus, this is a limitation of the study that needs to be acknowledged.

1.7. Scope of the Study and Chapter Overview

The scope of this study encompasses U.S. immigration and tax law and the money transfer and bank laws of China, the Philippines and Vietnam in an immigration context. This study does not focus on all U.S. visas, nor does it attempt to explain the long history of U.S. immigration law since one of the aims of this study is to give foreigners understandable presentations of their most feasible visa options. This study specifically studies anti-money laundering issues and money transfer issues in such a way that makes it comprehensible for immigrants of China, the Philippines, and Vietnam. Lastly, this study explores and explains only tax laws relevant for foreigners who wish to immigrate to the U.S. and does not review all tax codes tax residents have to consider. This
study is done in such a way that it starts with the global issues of U.S. immigration policy, then goes into more detailed issues of U.S. visas and tax laws.

Chapter two discusses the benefits immigrants bring upon the U.S. economy. It details specific contributions immigrants make to the U.S. economy and argues for the continued acceptance of immigrants. Such acceptance will only help improve the U.S. economy because of the skills foreigners possess as workers and investors. As taxpayers, foreigners help local economies grow and add diverse and innovative business contributions to help foster economic growth.

Chapter three compares employment visas, work visas, and investor visas. It provides a comprehensive comparison of the advantages and disadvantages from these groups of visas. It also discusses the history, policy and background of each visa. It allows readers to decide for themselves which visa is best for them if they are potential immigrants, or deeper understanding of U.S. immigration laws if the readers read for academic purposes.

Chapters four, five, and six discuss the history, reasons for immigrating to the U.S. along with financial issues of money transfer, bank laws, and anti-money laundering of China, the Philippines, and Vietnam respectively. Chapters four, five, and six follow similar formats, but all have unique issues and subtleties that make their experiences entirely different even though they are all Asian countries. This study attempts to discuss relevant issues that immigrants of those countries would ask regarding money transfers and money transfer restrictions.

Chapter seven examines U.S. tax issues foreigners face when immigrating to the U.S. It explores preliminary tax issues such as how to determine whether someone is a U.S. resident for tax purposes. Then it examines specific issues that foreigners need to be aware of when immigrating to the U.S. It educates foreigners of the intricacies of having foreign property to wanting to sell property in the U.S.
2.1. Introduction

Recent studies have shown an opposition to U.S. immigration by Americans. A survey conducted in 2007 showed that Americans have given lesser support to more open immigration policies. In the following year, the survey has shown that about 50 percent of native-born Americans looked at immigration as a problem, not an opportunity. Thus, during the 2008–2009 recession period and the 2010–2011 jobless recovery, the opinion about immigration further worsened. Ideas like immigrants taking American jobs, depressing national wages, and threatening the U.S. economy have become deeply rooted and even deeper during economic recessions.\(^23\)

The different percentages on the national survey must, however, be seen to suggest that citizen’s anxiety is manageable. And what is needed are immigration policies that meet the sources of public dissatisfaction and lessen public perceptions of immigration’s social and economic costs. Thus, this study aims to negate that seemingly legitimate fear and anxiety over immigration by arguing that the benefits of immigration are much broader than widely imagined and the costs are more confined. In other words, immigration is beneficial for the economy of the United States as to its population, both to native or foreign-born citizens.

2.2. U.S. Immigration and the Economy

On July 25, 1785, the first President of the United States and one of the Founding Fathers, George Washington, wrote to Dr. David Humphreys,\(^24\) “My first wish is to see this plague to mankind [war] banished from off the earth, and the sons and daughters of this world employed in more pleasing and innocent amusements, than in preparing implements and exercising them for the

\(^{23}\) Giovanni Peri, Immigration, Labor Markets, and Productivity, Cato Journal, 35-36 (Winter 2012); citations omitted
\(^{24}\) The Writings of George Washington from the Original Manuscript Sources 1745-1799, 202 (John C., Fitzpatrick, ed., August 1936); prepared under the direction of the United States George Washington Bicentennial Commission and published by authority Library of Congress.
destruction of mankind. Rather than quarrel about territory, let the poor, the needy, and oppressed of the earth, and those who want land, resort to the fertile plains of our western country, the second land of promise, and there dwell in peace, fulfilling the first and great commandment.” Washington eventually saw the nation become, as it has always been, a nation of immigrants. The United States of America, after all, was founded on the universal promise that “all men are created equal.”

There were many waves of immigrants from the founding of the country. From 1820 to 1920, nearly 30 million foreigners arrived in the United States and close to 400,000 immigrants arrived in 1870 alone. After a decade, the figure rose to over 450,000 and stayed high for several years. These migrants transformed America by supplying the much-needed labor in the industrialization era. Throughout history, immigrants have come from around the globe together with their children and have kept the workforce of the United States vibrant, kept the businesses of the United States on the cutting edge, and helped build the greatest economic engine in the world.

America is truly a nation of immigrants. Nearly all people living here today are immigrants themselves, or are the descendants of immigrants who came to this country earlier in its history. The U.S. Census Bureau estimates that in 2013, the U.S. welcomed a new immigrant, on net, every 41 seconds. Overall in 2013, 41.3 million immigrants lived in the U.S., accounting for 13.1% of all U.S. residents. Put another way, more than one in every eight persons in the U.S. in 2013 was a first-generation immigrant. When one considers the children of immigrants, the foreign-born presence in the U.S. is even more impressive. In 2012, some 35.7 million “second-generation

25 The unanimous declaration adopted by the Continental Congress meeting at Philadelphia, Pennsylvania on July 4, 1776, which announced that the thirteen American colonies, then at war with Great Britain, regarded themselves as thirteen newly independent sovereign states, and no longer a part of the British Empire. Instead they formed a new nation—the United States of America.
26 Supra note 2, 3
27 114th Congress, 1st Session, S. Res. 216 (June 25, 2015); on recognizing the month of June 2015 as “Immigrant Heritage Month”
29 U.S. Census Bureau, International Data Base, 2011
30 U.S. Census Bureau, 2013 American Community Survey.
immigrants” 31 lived in the country. Together, the first and second generations of America’s immigrants accounted for almost 76 million people in the U.S. in 2012. That equals 24% of the total population in that year, or the equivalent of almost one out of every four persons in the U.S.

Immigrants come to the United States in three general ways. Darrel M. West, political scientist, explained that the first route is immigrants coming to the United States through marriage, family ties, special skills or as political refugees. The second route is through temporary work or tourism visas or through short-term visas for students or government exchanges who come to America for limited periods of time either to visit, work, attend government or academic events, or enroll in educational institutions. They, however, are allowed to work in America for a maximum period of three years. The third and most controversial mechanism is through illegal immigration, referring to undocumented immigrants.33

E.G. Ravenstein, referred to as the founding father of modern migration research, suggested in 1885 that the primary causes of migration are economic 34 and the economic effect, thus, in his speech given on May 4, 2006 before Congress, U.S. Representative Dave Reichert emphasized that “Immigration is not just compatible with but is a necessary component of economic growth.”

It can also be argued that migration increases labor competition as stated, “The very simple logic of demand and supply implies that, other thing being fixed, an increase in the labor supply reduces wages as workers compete in an increasingly crowded economy.” Economist Giovanni Peri argued, however, that said reasoning is “partial equilibrium,” which relies on the assumption that other things are kept fixed. Thus, they do not account for the series of adjustments and responses of the economy to immigration. Still, that simple logic is often meant to imply that more workers in an economy mean lower wages and lower incomes. These partial equilibrium implications are likely to

31 A “second-generation immigrant” refers to an individual who reports having at least one foreign-born parent.
33 Supra note 2, 6-7
be incorrect, theoretically and empirically, in “general equilibrium.” The workings of four important mechanisms attenuate — and often reverse — the partial effects of an increased supply of foreign workers on the demand for native workers.  

Studies show that 70 percent of agricultural workers in the United States are foreign-born and keep California and farms in the United States in business. More than one-fourth of all new businesses in the United States are started by immigrants, who, together with their children, started more than 40 percent of Fortune 500 companies. Together, these businesses employ tens of millions of both native-born and foreign-born in the United States, generating more than $4.5 trillion in annual revenue. Equally significant is the fact that more than 75 percent of companies in the United States had an immigrant with either a top management or a product-development position, which helps the companies grow and innovate.

The facts do not end there. Notably, immigrants have likewise given great contribution to progress in technology and sciences. In a study conducted by the Kauffman Foundation, more than 20 percent of companies engaged in technology in the United States were started by immigrants, who, as well, created revolutionary and innovative companies, i.e., Google, Intel, and eBay, thus, paving the way to modern American life. In fact, 14 percent of employed college graduates and 50 percent of those with doctorate degrees, who work in mathematics and computer science occupations in the United States, are immigrants. Moreover, 44 percent of new technology start-ups in Silicon Valley for the period covering 2006 to 2012 were founded by at least one immigrant.
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Talented people, often top students in their home countries, come to the United States in search of new and better opportunities. Not only from across the nation but around the world, they come to the United States, which they see as a place where hard work and perseverance is valued and rewarded. The nation’s vibrant and open economy, together with the universities and research institutions that lead in technological and scientific innovation, are seen to offer them greater challenges and a bigger stage.\textsuperscript{42}

Throughout our nation’s history, immigrants have enriched economic, intellectual, social, and cultural life in the United States in a number of fundamental respects. The nation needs a new national narrative on immigration that moves from themes of illegality and abuse to innovation and enrichment. The country needs to build a new public policy based on empirical realities, not abstract fears and emotions.

\textbf{2.3. Wage Increase and Job Creation}

One fear that native-born workers have is that immigrant workers reduce their wages and increase unemployment, since immigrants are feared to fill jobs that native-born workers should have had. Recent studies, however, show that there exists no considerable effect of immigration on labor markets, particularly between the number of immigrants coming to the United States and the reduction of wages or the increase of employment.\textsuperscript{43}

On matters of wages, there are actually two ways immigrant workers increase the wages of native-born Americans. First, immigrants and native-born workers tend to differ in their education, their occupations, and their skills. The jobs which immigrants and native-born workers perform are, at the most, interdependent. The productivity of native-workers is then increased and as result, increases their wages. Second, the inclusion of immigrant workers to the labor force rather
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stimulates new investments in the economy. This, in turn, increases the demand for labor. An increased demand for labor exerts upward pressure on wages. 44

A study conducted by the Economic Policy Institute showed that the average wage increase native-born workers experience, as a result of immigration, is calculable. In its 2010 report, it was estimated that immigration increased the wages of native-born workers by 0.4 percent for the period covering 1994 to 2007. Further, the amount of wage gain varied slightly by the level of education of the worker. College graduates received an upward pressure of 0.4 percent; those with some college 0.7 percent; high school graduates 0.3 percent; and those without a high school diploma 0.3 percent. 45 This is almost equal with the estimates given by Economist Giovanni Peri where, for the period covering 1990 to 2006, immigration increased the wages of native-born workers by 0.6 percent; college graduates 0.5 percent; those with some college 0.9 percent; high school graduates 0.4 percent, and those without a high school diploma 0.3 percent. 46

Studies conducted on the local level have similar conclusions. Studies in Dawson County, Nebraska 47 and Miami, Florida 48 showed that both cities experienced a large arrival of immigrants over a short time period and that wages increased. Economist David Card, who conducted his study in more than 100 cities, equally found that the wages of native-born citizens tend to be higher in cities with large immigrant populations. 23 According to research, “[t]he uniformity with which the authors of [empirical work in labor economics] conclude that there is essentially no consistent evidence of labor-market effects from immigration is truly striking.” 49 However, authors Noel
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Gaston and Douglas Nelson recognize that: “It is also widely agreed that there are sizeable negative effects on migrants of the same origin and vintage, and, perhaps not quite so widely held, agreement that the small, and shrinking, group of native high-school drop-outs experience economically, and statistically, significant negative consequences from contemporary immigration.”

The National Research Council (NRC), after a comprehensive review of the empirical evidence in 1997, made its conclusion that “[t]he weight of the empirical evidence suggests that the impact of immigration on the wages of competing native-born workers is small…” The findings of the NRC is considered puzzling because accepted labor economics suggests that when the supply of labor is increased, ceteris paribus, wages will decrease among similarly situated workers. The ceteris paribus assumption is important for it requires immigrants to increase the supply of labor without simultaneously increasing the demand for labor. Notwithstanding, a balancing increase in the demand for labor is possible. This assumption is due to the fact that immigrants are also consumers of goods and services. This is to say that an increased demand for goods and services inevitably results in domestic suppliers of goods and services increasing their demand for labor or employment.

Indeed, immigrants, as consumers, create employment opportunities. Immigrant workers spend their wages to purchase food, clothes, appliances, cars, and other products and services from domestic suppliers of goods and services. Moreover, these domestic suppliers respond to the arrival of new immigrant workers by investing in new restaurants, stores, and production facilities.
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This results in more employment opportunities for additional workers. A study conducted by the University of Nebraska, Omaha, estimated that 12,000 jobs for the state of Nebraska in 2006 and more than 8,000 jobs in the Omaha and Lincoln metropolitan areas, were generated due to immigrants’ demand for goods and services.\textsuperscript{56}

It is a fact that there exists no competition between most immigrant and native-born workers. This is equally true even in times of high unemployment. It must be noted that foreign-born workers differ from most native-born workers in a number of terms, such as what occupations they work in, where they live in the country, and the education they have. There is a tendency to believe that immigrants and native-born workers work in different occupations. Otherwise, they would usually specialize in different tasks, with native-born workers taking higher-paid jobs that require better English-language skills than many immigrant workers possess. There is no competition between immigrants and native-born workers, rather they complement each other.\textsuperscript{57}

Immigrants do not steal jobs from native-born workers. Immigrants come to the United States either to fill jobs that are available or to create and establish their own businesses as investors and entrepreneurs. Studies show that there is no connection between immigration and high unemployment at the regional, state, or county level.\textsuperscript{58} During the 2006 immigration debates, Stanford Law School Dean Dan Siciliano, then also the Executive Director of the Program in Law, Economics, and Business, expounded that the nation’s economy depends on immigrant workers filling the “growing number of less-skilled jobs for which a shrinking number of native-born workers are available.”\textsuperscript{59} Immigrant labor, according to Siciliano, does not take jobs away from native-born workers or cause the reduction of their wages. Rather, as Siciliano argued, immigrant
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workers fill in the “gaps in our labor force.” When native-born workers either become older or more educated, they tend to seek high-paying or high-skilled jobs. This is where the gaps happen. To Siciliano, this is a phenomenon he described as “the economic reality of a changing native-born U.S. population.” In other words, employment opportunities and wages of “nonprofessional U.S. workers” are not affected due to immigration.

Other than replacing retiring native-born workers in the labor force or those who left to seek high-paying or high-skilled jobs, immigrant workers actually do more. Immigrants will likewise look after the retiring native-born workers themselves. It is expected that as the U.S. population advances in age, there shall be a high demand for healthcare workers of all kinds, both high-skilled and lesser-skilled. Studies show that between 2010 and 2020, there is a projected increase of employment by 34.5 percent in healthcare support occupations, 25.9 percent in healthcare practitioner and technical occupations, and 26.8 percent in personal care and service occupations. Many of them will, of necessity, be immigrants.

There exists a demographic crisis in the nation’s economy. Around 77 million Baby Boomers, equivalent to about a quarter of the U.S. population, have started reaching their retirement age. Over the next two decades, this will have a huge economic impact to such extent that it will stretch, to a breaking point, the nation’s Social Security and Medicare systems. The growth of the labor force will fall. A smaller number of workers and taxpayers will support the growing number of retirees. Under the given circumstances, immigrants will play a crucial role in filling the labor force and, as a result, the tax base. The Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) projected that the U.S.
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population age 55 and older will increase by 21.7 million and reach 96.3 million, or 36.6 percent of the population, between 2010 and 2020. Thus, through retirement, 33.7 million job openings will then be created. With that, economic growth will then be expected to create 21.1 million additional job openings and the demand for workers will increase.

Immigrants go where the jobs are, or they create jobs on their own and this is best done through the businesses they establish. Immigrants tend to be more risk takers than native-born Americans according to a study conducted by the Kauffman Index of Entrepreneurial Activity, which found that “immigrants were more than twice as likely to start businesses each month in 2010 than were the native-born [Americans].” This is reflected on the upward pressure in immigrant entrepreneurship since 2006. The Partnership for a New American Economy, through the use of census data, estimated that immigrant-owned businesses “generate more than $775 billion in revenue, $125 billion in payroll, and $100 billion in income, employing one out of every 10 workers along the way.” Moreover, “immigrants started 28 percent of all new U.S. businesses in 2011.”

In either small or large businesses, immigrants do play an important role in creating jobs. A report made by the Fiscal Policy Institute showed that small businesses owned by immigrants employed 4.7 million people and had $776 billion in receipts in 2007. Notably, 18 percent of all small business owners in the United States are immigrants. This is higher than the 13 percent immigrant share of the population or the 16 percent labor force. As regards to large businesses, the Partnership for a New American Economy estimated that immigrant-founded Fortune 500 companies account for 18 percent of all Fortune 500 companies. From which, $1.7 trillion in annual
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revenue is generated and 3.7 million workers worldwide are employed. These companies include AT&T, Verizon, Procter & Gamble, Pfizer, Kraft, Comcast, Intel, Merck, DuPont, Google, Cigna, Kohl’s, Colgate-Palmolive, PG&E, Sara Lee, Sun Microsystems, United States Steel, Qualcomm, eBay, Nordstrom, and Yahoo. Equally, a survey conducted in 2008 showed that one-quarter of both engineering and technology-related companies in the United States for the periods covering 1995 and 2005, had an immigrant as either a founder or co-founder. In 2005, these companies made $52 billion in sales and had 450,000 employees.

Equally related in creating American jobs are the tens of thousands of high-skilled immigrants who come to the United States every year either to study, work, or start a business. They make both the nation and the economy stronger. To maintain the same in the coming years or decades, there exists an imperative need for well-educated, tech- and science-savvy workers and entrepreneurs. And for both immigrants and native-born citizens who qualify as such, all the opportunity must be given unto them so that they may contribute to the success and prosperity of the nation.

Whether immigrants take jobs or create jobs is not quite understood. Congress needs to know how different groups of foreign-born workers affect employment so that they may design immigration policies that benefit the US economy. More and more economic research proves the numerous economic benefits from immigration. Albeit small, immigration has a positive effect on the gross domestic product (GDP). Immigration reduces the cost of labor-intensive goods and services. The foreign-born boost invention and innovation, and are more likely to start new
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businesses. 78 Immigration appears to encourage US natives to upgrade their skills through additional education or training. 79 Studies indicate that immigration may have a small positive effect on Americans’ wages, although there is also some evidence that immigration has no effect or even a negative effect on wages, especially among the least educated. 80

2.4. Illegal or Undocumented Immigrants

Immigration in the United States consists of legal immigrants, those who have permission to reside and work in the United States, and illegal immigrants, which refers not only to those who arrive illegally but also to those who entered legally on temporary visas, but then fail to leave as stipulated. Illegal immigrants are also referred to as unauthorized immigrants, illegal aliens, or, if they are working, undocumented workers. 81

No comprehensive records may be obtained as to the exact number of illegal immigrants currently residing in the United States. There are only estimates or indirect means. An estimate made by the Homeland Security in January 2011 yields that there are 11.5 million illegal immigrants in the United States. Compared to a revised 2010 estimate of 11.6 million, the results suggest little to no change in the unauthorized immigrant population from 2010 to 2011. Of said number of unauthorized immigrants now living in the United States, 55 percent entered between 1995 and 2004 and 59 percent were from Mexico. 82

While there are numerous arguments hurled against illegal immigrants, there are actual economic benefits to illegal immigration. Studies conducted showed that “Illegal workers in the United States reduce wage rates in narrowly defined low-wage labor markets, but they do not reduce native-born employment by the full extent of the employment of the illegal workers. American workers who are complementary to illegal immigrant labor may experience an increase in the demand for their services and wages because of the illegal immigrants. Illegal workers may increase the overall rate of return on capital, thus promoting greater national investment. However, large numbers of illegal workers in specific industries may reduce the incentive for those industries to mechanize. A very legitimate concern is that illegal workers and their families impose greater fiscal costs on state and local governments than they contribute to tax revenues.” 83

In a study conducted by the Institute on Taxation and Economic Policy (ITEP), 84 undocumented immigrants contribute significantly to state and local taxes by collectively paying an estimated $11.84 billion in 2012. It also found that in 2012, the undocumented immigrants’ nationwide average effective state and local tax rate, the share of income paid in state and local taxes by illegal immigrants, is an estimated 8 percent while the top 1 percent of taxpayers pay an average nationwide effective tax rate of just 5.4 percent. 85

Thus, to make temporary immigration reprieve available to up to 5.2 million undocumented immigrants under the executive actions of President Obama, the state and local tax contributions from illegal immigrants would increase by an estimated $845 million a year once fully in place. Moreover, it will equally raise the effective state and local tax rate from 8.1 to 8.7 percent. 86

In 2007, the Congressional Budget Office found that allowing undocumented immigrants a pathway to citizenship will help the federal budget. It is estimated that federal revenues will
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increase by $48.3 billion and federal outlays by $22.7 billion. This will lead to a surplus of $25.6 billion. The revenue increase is seen from greater receipts of Social Security payroll taxes, while that in federal outlays will be through refundable income tax credits and Medicaid.  

2.5. The Rational Person

It is without any doubt that the United States is the most preferred destination country for skilled immigrants. This is due to the fact that there are more and better opportunities in the United States not only for the well-educated but also the highly skilled. Moreover, U.S. immigration policies are more rewarding than any other nation. It is said that the United States was founded on the principle that social mobility was possible and that hard work and high achievement would be rewarded.  

As found by the White House Council of Economic Advisers, “roughly 90% of native-born workers experience wage gains from immigration, which total between $30 billion and $80 billion per year.” These high-skilled workers are able to earn more for several reasons. With an influx of low-skilled workers with lower wages, the higher-skilled workers are able to increase production, and their employers are thereby able to hire more workers at all skill levels. As noted earlier, this in turn creates more managerial-type jobs and jobs for other higher-skilled workers with knowledge and skills in technologically driven occupations. The high-skilled workers could, in turn, hire low-skilled workers to help with their personal services (such as landscaping and child care), thus creating more jobs for low-skilled workers and increasing their own productivity.  

On this context, there exists a phenomenon referred to as the international “brain drain,” which is defined as an exodus of the highly skilled and highly educated population from a country,
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accompanied by detrimental domestic economic consequence. This phenomenon is based on two premises. First, there is a small number of highly educated people in developing nations and second, this small number will, more likely than not, emigrate. The continuing injection of brains and talent to developed countries, like the United States, however, results in great benefits. In fact, developed countries, at times, compete with each other over immigrant candidates. As explained, “industrial countries are trying to outbid one another . . . to attract highly skilled migrants to their domestic industries in order to gain (or retain) a relative advantage over their international competitors in the knowledge-based global economy.”

Thus, another significant strategy to boost the developing country’s economy is to encourage highly skilled immigration. As Professor Kunal M. Parker, of Cleveland-Marshall College of Law, made the conclusion on said concept of the immigrant as human capital that the value of an aspiring immigrant is measured by the receiving country based on his/her profile as “homo oeconomicus” or “the rational person.” Adding, brain drain is the unavoidable symptom of a widespread “reimagination of legal immigration in terms of productivity, skill, resources, and self-sufficiency.”

“Immigrants are an important source of human capital and a major contributing source of the entrepreneurial base in many countries.” Thus, to attract immigrant entrepreneurs, many developed countries have devised both special visas and incentive programs. In the present
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knowledge-based economy, what will greatly boost the nation’s competitive edge in globalization is intellectual capital and knowledge-based assets.  

What stimulates the economy are highly-skilled immigrants and the reason for which is because they are innovative. They are often highly educated, with advanced degrees, in the STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) fields from U.S. universities. They are three times more likely to file patents than U.S.-born citizens. Conclusively, their patent activities indicate innovation and how much such innovation contributes to the economy. Companies who take and commercialize the new ideas will, in turn, stimulate the economy. Regional studies conducted attributed its rapid job growth and expansion to the development of high-tech industries.

Even countries like China and India are now investing into their technology related industries. To fuel their innovation and growth in research and development, they engage the services of highly educated and skilled workers from the United States. Skilled immigrants encourage investments and promote specialization in high-tech industries, according to statistical analysis, and U.S. businesses, especially those in the technology sector, take advantage of skilled immigrants in the creation of new products and services.
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“Immigration is an important part of America’s Future Workforce. To build the economy of the future, the United States must create the workforce of the future.” 110 There is an intense international competition among businesses, universities and research institutions in the United States. The difference between success and failure among them is the quality of their human capital and the way it manages its talent pipeline. 111 Business leaders, educators and policymakers must all come together in order to develop and implement strategies that will maximize America’s workforce competitiveness. In so doing, the United States and all its citizens will continue to thrive in this new world. 112 Such strategies include programs, which will encourage employers to invest in the development of a skilled workforce, the inclusion of veterans, the disabled and other underrepresented groups in the workforce and also initiatives to encourage voluntary adoption of flexible workplaces and sensible immigration policies. 113

The economies of most developed countries are increasingly characterized as knowledge-based. 114 In the long run, a “knowledge-based capital” approach 115 has more prospective to stimulate the U.S. economy and, according to Annie Anjung Lin, 116 entrepreneurs contribute to the U.S. economy for the following reasons:

1. Investment on physical capital investments into their business;
2. Direct job creations by hiring local workers to work in their business;
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3. Creation of diverse products and services in various industries to meet the needs of their target market; 117
4. Contribution to the global economy by selling their goods internationally; and
5. Continued contribution to a country’s gross national product by operating their business. 118

These are reasons why “[s]mall businesses are the engine of job growth in our economy.”

Almost half of job creation is due to small businesses having fewer than fifty employees. Small business entrepreneurs are as important to job creation as they are in stimulating the U.S. economy and in maintaining the competitiveness of the United States in today's global economy. 119

Thus, to maintain a strong economy and country in the coming decades, it is imperative for us to have a lot of well-educated, tech and science-savvy workers and entrepreneurs. Obviously, they are the people who are going to create the jobs in the future. And whether they be native-born or immigrants who come to this country as teenagers or adults, all the opportunity must be given to them to contribute to the success and prosperity of our country. 120

2.6. The Employment-Based Immigrant Visa System

According to Seth R. Leech and Emma Greenwood, 121 the American economy benefits from both skilled and professional immigrants. 122 Employment-based immigrants contribute to the economy and this is done by driving innovation, creating businesses, and contributing skills that are not matched by U.S. workers. 123 The problem, however, is that fewer skilled employees choose not to immigrate to the United States. Thus, there exists a stiff competition for skilled employees from
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Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the United Kingdom, all of which have welcoming immigration policies. For which, these developed countries are chosen over the United States because they are more certain to acquire permanent status should they so wish. Other than said countries, there is also a competition from developing countries like India, which, by tradition, is a major source of skilled immigrants for the United States. Many potential immigrants from these countries now find equally promising professional opportunities in their home country.

Furthermore, the Employment-Based immigration system, particularly the immigrant visa cap, may deter many potential immigrants from working in the United States. Studies show that new temporary legal arrivals under the employment-based visa dropped from 268,000 in 2000 to 185,000 in 2004. “From 2001 to 2003, applications from foreign students to American universities dropped by 26%, while [foreign student applications] increased in the United Kingdom (36%), France (30%) and Australia (13%).” Thus, Vivek Wadhwa noted that, “approximately one in five new legal immigrants . . . either plan to leave the United States or are uncertain about remaining.” The difficulties of obtaining a green card, according to commentators, is linked to the fact that “[u]nfortunately, America's immigration policies are driving away the world's best and brightest precisely when we need them most.” There are long and uncertain waiting times that rose from employment-based immigrant visa caps. As such, rather than to wait with no certainty, many immigrants in high-tech professions choose to return to their home countries.
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“America is no longer the forerunner for attracting the brightest people from around the world.” 132 As compared to other countries like Canada, New Zealand, and Australia, the United States has more low-skilled rather than high-skilled immigrants. His studies show that almost 30 percent of immigrants in the United States have a low level of education, and only 35 percent acquire a high level. While in Canada, only 22 percent possess a low level of education and more than 46 percent of its immigrants obtain a high level of education.133

Wadhwa explained that one of the main reasons is due to the U.S. immigration policy towards high-skilled immigrants. The immigration policies of Canada favor entry of more immigrants with higher education levels and specialized skills. However, the United States’ immigration policies favor family relationships. And while it may be true that the United States educates some of the best and brightest and granted about five hundred thousand F-1 student visas in 2012, the H-1B visa cap is at a much smaller number. On the same year, only 150,000 H-1B employment visas were actually granted. 134

Studies conducted by Seth R. Leech and Emma Greenwood 135 noted that the United Kingdom reformed its immigration system in 2008 using the so-called “points-based system” 136 and chose to not implement visa caps on immigration. 137 Thus, immigrants intending to enter the United Kingdom can simply apply for permanent residency after residing five years in the United Kingdom on a non-immigrant visa. 138 The only requirement or filter for initial admission is a points-based system which is applied non-immigrant visa applicants. 139 It will not be applied again if, after five
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years, the immigrant applies for permanent residency. Thus, a visa cap-free immigration system of labor certification will better serve both the protecting labor and facilitating efficient Employment-Based immigration to the United States.

In Australia, while it has an annual cap on its General Skilled Migration Program (GSM), it has been reduced from 133,000 to 115,000. It must be noted, however, that this cap is totally different from that imposed by the U.S. immigration system and which cap only applies to skilled immigrants who are not employer-sponsored, skilled immigrants who are sponsored by a family member, and skilled immigrants who have been in Australia for at least two years who work in designated areas with a provisional regional visa. Emphasis must be given to the fact that Australia has no cap on employer-sponsored immigrants. Again, there are no like provisions in U.S. law which allow immigrants, even those without a job offer, to enter the U.S. labor market.

On the other hand, the annual numerical allotment of employment-based green cards is divided among five employment-based immigrant visa preferences and within the first three preferences are professional and skilled workers. The preference/category system is structured as follows: the employment-based first preference (EB-1) includes Extraordinary Ability Aliens (EA), Multinational Managers (MNM), and Outstanding Researchers and Professors (OR), the employment-based second preference (EB-2) includes labor certification for professionals with advanced degrees, those selected by the Attorney General to receive National Interest Waivers.
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(NIW), and exceptional ability aliens;¹⁵⁰ and the employment-based third preference (EB-3) includes labor certification for professionals and other workers (also known as “unskilled workers”).¹⁵¹

Kayleigh Scalzo¹⁵² explained that the employment-based third preference (EB-3) category serves as a catchall for those who did not qualify as EB-1 or EB-2 visa applicants.¹⁵³ Skilled immigrants are eligible for a visa only if there are no qualified workers already in the United States for their position.¹⁵⁴ Professionals are defined as those who have both a baccalaureate degree and being “members of the professions.”¹⁵⁵ The statute treats professionals and skilled workers identically, and thus the same worker availability restrictions apply to each.¹⁵⁶ “Other workers” within the EB-3 category are defined as aliens “capable . . . of performing unskilled labor, not of a temporary or seasonal nature, for which qualified workers are not available in the United States.”¹⁵⁷ And are subject to a 10,000 per annum visa cap. Consequently, they are in a less favorable position than the other EB-3 subcategories.¹⁵⁸ Processing of “other worker” applications is subject to disreputable backlogs. This is due to an enormous number of applicants within this category.¹⁵⁹

The current employment-based visa policy, undoubtedly, boosts the U.S. economic interests for the following reasons: First, the system is based on the largely erroneous premise that immigrant and native-born workers compete for jobs. Second, it operates on the false assumption that high levels of immigration are inherently damaging to the native-born labor force.¹⁶⁰
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On November 20, 2014, United Secretary of Homeland Security Jen Charles Johnson wrote to the U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services, stating that “The employment-based immigration system is afflicted with extremely long waits for immigrant visas, or "green cards" due to relatively low green card numerical limits established by Congress 24 years ago in 1990. The effect of these caps is further compounded by an immigration system that has often failed to issue all of the immigrant visas authorized by Congress for a fiscal year. Hundreds of thousands of such visas have gone unissued in the past despite heavy demand for them.”

Adding that, “The resulting backlogs for green cards prevent U.S. employers from attracting and retaining highly skilled workers critical to their businesses. U.S. businesses have historically relied on temporary visas—such as H-1B, L-1B, or 0-1 visas—to retain individuals with needed skills as they work their way through these backlogs. But as the backlogs for green cards grow longer, it is increasingly the case that temporary visas fail to fill the gap. As a result, the worker's temporary status expires and his or her departure is required. This makes little sense, particularly because the green card petition process for certain categories requires the employer to test the labor market and show the unavailability of other U.S. workers in that position.”

Secretary Jen Charles Johnson then made his recommendation to the problem by directing the USCIS “To take several steps to modernize and improve the immigrant visa process” as follows:

1. USCIS should continue and enhance its work with the Department of State to ensure that all immigrant visas authorized by Congress are issued to eligible individuals when there is sufficient demand for such visas;

2. USCIS should work with the Department of State to improve the system for determining when immigrant visas are available to applicants during the fiscal year. The Department of State has agreed to modify its visa bulletin system to more simply and reliably make such
determinations, and I expect USCIS to revise its current regulations to reflect and complement these proposed modifications;

3. Lastly, he directed that USCIS carefully consider other regulatory or policy changes to better assist and provide stability to the beneficiaries of approved employment-based immigrant visa petitions. Specifically, USCIS should consider amending its regulations to ensure that approved, long-standing visa petitions remain valid in certain cases where they seek to change jobs or employers.

Lastly, as President Obama stated in his 2013 State of the Union address, “With slowing population growth and aging of the workforce, America needs more workers. The Nation also needs to invest in the education, skills, and training of its citizens so they can fill the jobs of the future.”

2.7. Conclusion

Concurring with Commissioner Thomas Hammarberg of the Council of Europe, 161 “Mankind can develop painlessly only when looking upon itself as one unit, one single family without dividing itself into nations other than in matters of history and traditions.” 162 While there are migrants in every society, the “us” and “them” must be deleted from our so-called social system. Some politicians do try to gain popularity by promoting anti-immigration policies and these policies receive wide support. For which, however, we are brought away from the universal promise that “all men are created equal.” – a truth on which the United States of America was founded. It is imperative for each and every citizen of this nation, native-born or foreign-born alike, to realize that immigration will continue despite the numerous actions that tend to minimize, if not to eradicate, it.

161 Supra note 1
162 Andrei Dmitrievich Sakharov, "Reflections on Progress, Peaceful Coexistence, and Intellectual Freedom" (1968)
It is more important to be noted that immigration is an element of globalization and an integral part of 21st-century reality.

Inevitably, both immigrants and nationals will continue to live side by side. It is thus necessary to find ways to make this cohabitation beneficial to all. The key to promoting tolerance among immigrants and nationals is by cultivating a greater sense of understanding the benefits by which immigration affects the U.S. economy. Both policy makers and the population at large, must focus on this to always look on the brighter side in every situation or condition. Suffice to state that knowledge is fundamental in order to overcome the apparent barrier created between nationals and immigrants.

While nationals tend to fear and be anxious of the impact large-scale immigration will cause on the welfare and security of the United States, immigrants also have their concerns, e.g., family reunification, possible lack of legal status, lack of access to social services, personal security or loss of values. Thus, instead of looking at immigrants as a “community” and become tempted to make generalizations and operate on the basis of predefined stereotypes, every citizen should learn to look at each immigrant as an individual, a human being with his/her own background, past experiences, abilities, hopes and wishes for the future.

We must equally understand that we don’t have any control over where we are born. Some are blessed enough to be born in the United States, where the rule of law governs and where wealth is, more or less, evenly distributed and everyone has equal opportunities. Others, however, live in places where they are subjected to persecution or have no possibilities for development, which thus compels them to leave their home countries and search for a better life in other countries.

We must fight the illusion that the presence of immigrants in our country is unjustifiable and immigrants have no right to be here. We should stop treating the “nation” as a point of reference and be open to pluralism in our societies and benefit from the rich cultural diversity that immigrants
bring with us. Let us recognize that immigrants have human rights. And as the Greater Lehigh Valley Chamber have rallied upon it, let us also recognize the fact that immigration reform is not the problem, but rather a part of the solution so as to create a stronger, more successful, and united nation. The United States of American is a nation of immigrants, and welcoming immigrants reflects the key values on which this country is based - hard work, perseverance, taking on challenges, acceptance of culture and show of compassion.

Immigration reform is a bipartisan issue on which everyone can agree that a working immigration system contributes to a stronger country, economically, socially, and culturally. It is clear that reforming our current immigration system can benefit everyone, however, we must ensure that we have a legal immigration system that truly works. Thus, consistency and transparency are necessary to enforce our laws, protect our borders, keep workforce talent, create jobs, and provide overall health and safety as we move towards the 21st century. Immigrants are a huge benefit to the U.S. economy. It is difficult to deny that immigrants made the United States of America the strongest economic force in the world.
Chapter 3
A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF UNITED STATES EMPLOYMENT AND INVESTOR VISAS

3. 1. Introduction

Millions of foreign nationals have migrated to the United States of America in search of the American dream. It exemplifies the ideals of freedom and equality; the pursuit of prosperity and opportunity that drives people, both Americans and foreign nationals, to go beyond the limits, geographically and individually. Amid prejudices and barriers, they achieved their personal goals founded on firm determination and perseverance. 163

For the few, which made it to the United States, the “great country” may already be fulfilling. For the majority, however, to study and be able to work in the U.S. is their ultimate goal. As for the business minded, the aim is the global market where they may invest, create or purchase a business entity in the US. Suffice to state that most, if not all, wanted to live in the land of milk and honey. 164

In his speech on January 21, 2013, President Obama said, “Our journey is not complete until we find a better way to welcome the striving, hopeful immigrants who still see America as a land of opportunity; until bright young students and engineers are enlisted in our workforce rather than expelled from our country.” 165

Thus, for employment and investment, the American dream may well refer to the following:

1. A foreign professional in specialty occupations with a bachelor's or equivalent degree, e.g., programmer analysts, physical therapists, accountants, database administrators, market

164 Id.
165 Available at https://www.whitehouse.gov/issues/immigration/strengthening-enforcement
research analysts, engineers, management analysts, graphic designers, pharmacists, financial analysts, among others;

2. A foreign national, who may be a manager or an executive, which needs to transfer to the U.S. to supervise the work of other supervisory, professional or managerial employees, or to manage an essential function, department or subdivision of their company;

3. A national of any of the treaty countries who wanted to enter the U.S. in order to develop and direct investments, purchase new business or to carry out trade activities;

4. A professional or a skilled/unskilled worker who wanted to practice his trade or profession in the U.S.; and

5. A foreign entrepreneur who can invest $500,000 or $1,000,000 in a commercial enterprise in a targeted employment area that will create at least 10 full-time US jobs and benefit the U.S. economy;

Why would any foreign national or entity want to invest in the U.S.? Studies show that the United States represents a quarter of all global economic activity. It is home to a quarter of the top 500 companies of the world. The U.S. is the economic sun around which almost every market – shares, bonds, currencies and commodities – revolves. No investor can afford to ignore that gravity.

Many economists expect China to overtake the United States in economic size in the next decade or so, although beliefs on the dynamic and qualitative differences will remain. This means that the US will still be a natural home for investors’ capital for the following reasons:

First, the US economy has such a reliable and consistent long-term record of economic growth. Second, a highly skilled, well-educated and mobile workforce is the backbone of the

---

country’s high added value and productivity, as exemplified in its many market-leading companies. Third, the stable, transparent and well-regulated market places of the US give investors greater confidence in and much more information about the securities they are buying than any other overseas market. 

Generally, one who seeks to enter the United States must first apply for a visa issued by the U.S. immigration authorities. By category, U.S. visas are either immigrant visas or non-immigrant visas. Pertaining to the American dream, an applicant’s purpose of entry to the U.S. determines the type of visa which will be required by U.S. immigration law.

A nonimmigrant visa holder may either refer to a temporary visitor for pleasure, or as an alien or foreign national in transit through this country. Either may not engage in any employment. There is, however, an exception: He/she has been accorded a nonimmigrant classification which authorizes employment or he/she has been granted permission to engage in employment in accordance with the provisions of U.S. immigration law. A nonimmigrant who is permitted to engage in employment may engage only in such employment as has been authorized. Any unauthorized employment by a nonimmigrant constitutes a failure to maintain status and as such, he/she shall be ordered removed and detained.

Thus, if a foreign professional is in specialty occupations with a bachelor's or equivalent degree, e.g., programmer analysts, physical therapists, accountants, database administrators, market research analysts, engineers, management analysts, graphic designers, pharmacists, financial analysts, among others, the visa required will be an H-1B nonimmigrant visa application.

For a foreign national who is a manager or executive and needs to transfer to the U.S. to supervise work of other supervisory, professional or managerial employees, or to manage an
essential function, department or subdivision of their company, the applicable U.S. visa shall be what is referred to as an L-1A nonimmigrant visa application. For a national of any treaty country that wanted to enter the U.S. in order to develop and direct investments, purchase new business or to carry out trade activities, the applicable U.S. visa shall be an E-2 nonimmigrant visa application. As for a professional or skilled/unskilled worker that wanted to practice his trade or profession in the U.S., the applicable U.S. visa shall be an EB-3 nonimmigrant visa application.

Every year, thousands of foreign workers in multiple occupations or employment categories enter the United States. They may be artists, researchers, cultural exchange participants, information technology specialists, religious workers, investors, scientists, athletes, nurses, agricultural workers or others. According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the employment situation for the month of September 2015 showed that employment in professional and business services continued to trend up at more than 31,000. Job growth has averaged 45,000 per month thus far in 2015, compared with an average monthly gain of 59,000 in 2014. 171

All foreign workers must obtain permission to work legally in the United States. Each employment category for admission has different requirements, conditions and authorized periods of stay. It is important one adheres to the terms of application or petition for admission and visa. Any violation can result in removal or denial of re-entry into the United States. 172

Immigrant visas are likewise allocated to foreign nationals intending to become a citizen of the United States. Immigrant visas are made available to Family-Sponsored immigrants, 173 Employment-Based immigrants, 174 and Diversity immigrants. 175 Under the employment-based immigrants, we shall find the provisions employment creation, for which visas shall be made

172 See http://www.uscis.gov/working-united-states/working-us
173 INA, § 203(a)
174 INA, § 203(b)
175 INA, § 203(c)
available in a number not to exceed 7.1 percent of such worldwide level to qualified immigrants seeking to enter the United States for the purpose of engaging in a new commercial or enterprise (including a limited partnership). Thus, if a foreign entrepreneur can invest $500,000 or $1,000,000 in a commercial enterprise in a targeted employment area which will create at least 10 full-time U.S. jobs and benefit the U.S. economy, the most appropriate visa to apply for and avail of is the EB-5 immigrant visa.

The following analysis will give a deeper understanding of both the legislative history and policies involved in each of the visas in this study – the H-1B, L-1A, E-2 and EB-3 nonimmigrant visas and the EB-5 immigrant visa. Further analysis will be done of the advantages and disadvantages of each visa. Finally, there will be a comparative study of the EB-5 immigrant visa against the H-1B, L-1A, E-2 or the EB-3 nonimmigrant visas. With this, one who desires the American dream, either for employment or investment, will have a better and wider perspective as to which visa is best to apply for.

3.2. Employment and Investor Visas

3. 2. 1. The H-1B Nonimmigrant Visa

a) Legislative History

On October 27, 1990, the 101st US Congress passed what is considered the most sweeping reform in US legal immigration law in the past sixty-six years. A month thereafter, on November 29, 1990, President George H. W. Bush signed into law what we now know as the Immigration Act of 1990 (the "Act"). It modified many existing nonimmigrant visa categories and created new ones under the employment-based area. For the H-1B visa category, 65,000 visas per year were introduced and this included the 66,000 cap on H-2B visa category. Moreover, the H-1B category

---

176 INA, § 203(b)(5)
was redefined to include only foreign nationals employed in "specialty occupations." Thus, it excluded other professions of "primacy", i.e., nurses, entertainers, athletes, and artists, and others which are subjected to a form of "labor attestation." 

Almost eight years thereafter, President Bill Clinton signed into law the American Competitiveness and Workforce Improvement Act (ACWIA) on October 21, 1998. Through ACWIA, the idea of the "H-1B-dependent employer" was introduced. It further required additional attestations regarding the non-displacement of H-1B dependent workers from employers or those who committed misrepresentations in their applications. Moreover, investigative authority was given to the United States Department of Labor. Likewise, it temporarily increased the H-1B visa cap from 65,000 to 115,000 for Fiscal Year 1999; 115,000 in 2000; and 107,500 in 2001. Starting 2002, the annual cap then returned to 65,000.

On October 17, 2000, President Bill Clinton signed into law the American Competitiveness in the 21st Century Act (AC21). The annual cap was again increased to 195,000 for Fiscal Years 2001, 2002, and 2003. The uncapped H-1B for non-profit research institutions was likewise created and exempted from the cap workers who had already been cap-subject. In addition to this are workers on cap-subject H-1Bs who transfer from one job to another and those who apply for a 3-year extension of their current 3-year H-1B.

On December 6, 2004, the H-1B Visa Reform Act of 2004, a part of the Consolidated Appropriations Act of 2005, was signed into law by President George W. Bush. It expanded the investigative authority of the Department of Labor. Two standard lines of defense were also
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178 Occupations that require highly specialized knowledge and a bachelor's degree as a minimum for entry into the occupation
179 Id., 332
180 American Competitiveness and Workforce Improvement Act (ACWIA), § 412
181 Id., § 411
182 American Competitiveness in the 21st Century Act (AC21), § 102
183 Id., § 103
provided to employers - the Recognized Industry Standards Defense and the Good Faith Compliance Defense.

On February 17, 2009, President Barack Obama put into law the Employ American Workers Act, which was a part of the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009. The latter expired on sunset of February 11, 2011. With the Employ American Workers Act of 2009, Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP) recipients were required to file additional attestations required of H-1B-dependent employers for any employee who had not yet started on a H-1B visa.

b) Legislative Policy

As provided in the Immigration and Nationality of 1990, a foreign national may be authorized to come to the United States temporarily to perform services or labor for or to receive training from an employer, if petitioned for by that employer. 184 Under this nonimmigrant visa category, one may be classified as an H-1B, 185 among other classifications provided in the Act. Under this H-1B visa category, the US employer must file a petition with the USCIS for review of the services or training undertaken. It is also for determination of the foreign national's eligibility for classification as a temporary employee or trainee, before he/she may seek permanent residency to the United States. 186

To avail of the H-1B visa category, an employee must show an existing relationship with the US employer who files the petition. 187 On the other hand, an H-1B temporary employee refers to a foreign national who, for a temporary period of time, comes to the United States 188 for any of the following reasons:

---

184 INA § 101(a)(15)(H)
185 INA § 101(a)(15)(H)(i)(b)
186 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(1)(i)
187 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(2)(i)(A)
188 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(1)(ii)(B)
1. To perform services in a “specialty occupation” that meets the requirements and for whom the Secretary of Labor has determined and certified to the Attorney General that the prospective employer has filed a labor condition application. Excluded are agricultural workers and foreign nationals referred to in section 101(a)(15)(O) and (P) of the Act.

The term specialty occupation means an occupation which requires theoretical and practical application of a body of highly specialized knowledge in fields of human endeavor. It includes, but is not limited to, architecture, engineering, mathematics, physical sciences, social sciences, medicine and health, education, business specialties, accounting, law, theology, and the arts. As a minimum requirement for entry and occupation in the United States, it requires the attainment of a bachelor's degree or higher in a specific specialty, or its equivalent.

Furthermore, to qualify as a “specialty occupation,” the position must meet one of the following criteria:

189 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(1)(ii)(B)(1)
190 INA § 101(a)(15)(O) an alien who: (i) has extraordinary ability in the sciences, arts, education, business, or athletics which has been demonstrated by sustained national or international acclaim or, with regard to motion picture and television productions a demonstrated record of extraordinary achievement, and whose achievements have been recognized in the field through extensive documentation, and seeks to enter the United States to continue work in the area of extraordinary ability; or (ii)(I) seeks to enter the United States temporarily and solely for the purpose of accompanying and assisting in the artistic or athletic performance by an alien who is admitted under clause (i) for a specific event or events, (II) is an integral part of such actual performance, (III)(a) has critical skills and experience with such alien which are not of a general nature and which cannot be performed by other individuals, or (b) in the case of a motion picture or television production, has skills and experience with such alien which are not of a general nature and which are critical either based on a pre-existing long-standing working relationship or, with respect to the specific production, because significant production (including pre- and post-production work) will take place both inside and outside the United States and the continuing participation of the alien is essential to the successful completion of the production, and (IV) has a foreign residence which the alien has no intention of abandoning; or (iii) is the alien spouse or child of an alien described in clause (i) or (ii) and is accompanying, or following to join, the alien;
191 INA 101(a)15)(P) an alien having a foreign residence which the alien has no intention of abandoning who: (i) (a) is described in section 214(c)(4)(A) (relating to athletes), or (b) is described in section 214(c)(4)(B) (relating to entertainment groups); (ii)(I) performs as an artist or entertainer, individually or as part of a group, or is an integral part of the performance of such a group, and (II) seeks to enter the United States temporarily and solely for the purpose of performing as such an artist or entertainer or with such a group under a reciprocal exchange program which is between an organization or organizations in the United States and an organization or organizations in one or more foreign states and which provides for the temporary exchange of artists and entertainers; (iii)(I) performs as an artist or entertainer, individually or as part of a group, or is an integral part of the performance of such a group, and (II) seeks to enter the United States temporarily and solely to perform, teach, or coach as such an artist or entertainer or with such a group under a commercial or noncommercial program that is culturally unique; or (iv) is the spouse or child of an alien described in clause (i), (ii), or (iii) and is accompanying, or following to join, the alien;
192 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(ii); INA 214(i)(1)
193 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(A)
a. A baccalaureate or higher degree or its equivalent. This is normally the minimum requirement for entry into the particular position. The degree requirement is common to the industry in parallel positions among similar organizations. In the alternative, an employer may show that its particular position is so complex or unique that it can be performed only by an individual with a degree;

b. The employer normally requires a degree or its equivalent for the position; or

c. The nature of the specific duties is so specialized and complex that knowledge required to perform the duties is usually associated with the attainment of a baccalaureate or higher degree.

And for an employee-beneficiary to qualify to perform services in a “specialty occupation,” the foreign national must meet any of the following criteria: 194

a. Hold a United States baccalaureate or higher degree required by the specialty occupation from an accredited college or university;

b. Hold a foreign degree determined to be equivalent to a United States baccalaureate or higher degree required by the specialty occupation from an accredited college or university;

c. Hold an unrestricted state license, registration or certification which authorizes him or her to fully practice the specialty occupation and be immediately engaged in that specialty in the state of intended employment; or

d. Have education, specialized training, and/or progressively responsible experience that is equivalent to completion of a United States baccalaureate or higher degree in the specialty occupation, and have recognition of expertise in the specialty through progressively responsible positions directly related to the specialty.

194 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(iii)(C)
Foreign nationals classified as H-1B nonimmigrants, excluding those involved in Department of Defense research and development projects or coproduction projects, may not exceed the limits identified in the Act (65,000 since 2004 to succeeding fiscal years).\textsuperscript{195}

2. To perform services of an exceptional nature requiring exceptional merit and ability relating to a cooperative research and development project. This may also be a coproduction project provided for under a Government-to-Government agreement administered by the Secretary of Defense.\textsuperscript{196}

Services of an exceptional nature relating to DOD cooperative research and development projects or coproduction projects shall be those services which require a baccalaureate or higher degree, or its equivalent, to perform the duties. The existence of this special program does not preclude the DOD from utilizing the regular H-1B provisions provided the required guidelines are met. The requirements relating to a labor condition application from the Department of Labor shall not apply to petitions involving DOD cooperative research and development projects or coproduction projects.\textsuperscript{197} Foreign nationals classified as H-1B nonimmigrants to work for DOD research and development projects or coproduction projects may not exceed 100 at any time;\textsuperscript{198}

3. To perform services as a fashion model of distinguished merit and ability. For whom, the Secretary of Labor has determined and certified to the Attorney General that the prospective employer has filed a labor condition application under section 212(n)(1) of the Act.\textsuperscript{199}

\textsuperscript{195} 8 CFR § 214(g)(1)(A)
\textsuperscript{196} 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(1)(ii)(B)(2)
\textsuperscript{197} 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(vi)
\textsuperscript{198} 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(8)(i)(B)
\textsuperscript{199} 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(1)(ii)(B)(3)
Prominence in the field of fashion modeling may be established in the case of an individual fashion model. The work which a prominent foreign national is coming to perform in the United States must require his/her services. A petition for an H-1B alien of distinguished merit and ability in the field of fashion modeling shall be accompanied by:

a. Any document or other required evidence that is sufficient to establish the beneficiary is a fashion model of distinguished merit and ability; and
b. Copies of any written contracts between the petitioner and the beneficiary. In the absence of a written contract, the summary of the oral agreement under which the beneficiary will be employed will suffice.

To establish that a position requires prominence, the petitioner must prove that the position meets any of the following criteria. 200

a. The services to be performed involve events or productions which have a distinguished reputation; and
b. The services are to be performed for an organization or establishment that has a distinguished reputation for, or record of, employing prominent persons.

A petitioner may establish that a beneficiary is a fashion model of distinguished merit and ability upon submission of any two of the following forms of documentation showing that the foreign national: 201

a. Has achieved national or international recognition and acclaim for outstanding achievement in his/her field as evidenced by reviews in major newspapers, trade journals, magazines, or other published material;

200 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(vii)(B)
201 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(vii)(C)
b. Has performed or will perform services as a fashion model for employers with a distinguished reputation;

c. Has received recognition for significant achievements from organizations, critics, fashion houses, modeling agencies, or other recognized experts in the field; or

d. Commands a high salary or other substantial remuneration for services as evidenced by contracts or other reliable evidence.

As for a physician, an H-1B petition shall be accompanied by evidence that he/she:

1. Has a license or other authorization required by the state of intended employment to practice medicine, or otherwise exempt by law, if the physician will perform direct patient care and the state requires the license or authorization; and

2. Has a full and unrestricted license to practice medicine in a foreign state or has graduated from a medical school in the United States or in a foreign state.

The H-1B employer-petitioner must establish that the physician:

1. Is coming to the United States primarily to teach or conduct research, or both, at or for a public or nonprofit private educational or research institution or agency. Likewise, that no patient care will be performed, except that which is incidental to his/her teaching or research;

2. The foreign national has passed the Federation Licensing Examination (or an equivalent examination as determined by the Secretary of Health and Human Services) or is a graduate of a United States medical school;

\[202\] 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(viii)(A)
3. Has competency in oral and written English which shall be demonstrated by the passage of the English language proficiency test given by the Educational Commission for Foreign Medical Graduates; and

4. Is a graduate of a school of medicine accredited by a body or bodies approved for that purpose by the Secretary of Education.

Under the H-1B visa, the employee-beneficiary may render service or training for more than one employer. However, it is imperative that each employer must file a separate petition with the USCIS that has jurisdiction over the area where he/she will perform services or receive training, unless an established agent files the petition.

The employee-beneficiary may also seek to change employers. For which, the prospective new employer must file a Form I-129 requesting classification and extension of his/her stay in the United States. If the new petition is approved, the extension of stay may be granted for the validity of the approved petition. The validity of the petition and the employee-beneficiary's extension of stay shall conform to the prescribed limits on his/her temporary stay. He/she is not authorized to begin the employment with the new petitioner until the petition is approved.

No employer may file, in the same fiscal year, more than one H-1B petition on behalf of the same beneficiary if the latter is subject to the numerical limitations provided in the Act or is

---

203 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(viii)(B)(2)(i)
204 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(4)(viii)(B)(2)(ii)
205 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(2)(i)(F) Agents as petitioners. A United States agent may file a petition in cases involving workers who are traditionally self-employed or workers who use agents to arrange short-term employment on their behalf with numerous employers, and in cases where a foreign employer authorizes the agent to act on its behalf. A United States agent may be: the actual employer of the beneficiary, the representative of both the employer and the beneficiary, or, a person or entity authorized by the employer to act for, or in place of, the employer as it agent. A petition filed by a United States agent is subject to the following conditions;
206 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(2)(i)(C)
207 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(13)(iii)
208 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(2)(i)(D)
209 INA § 214(g)(1)(A)
exempt from said limitations. If an H-1B petition is denied, on a basis other than fraud or misrepresentation, the employer may file a subsequent H-1B petition on behalf of the same beneficiary in the same fiscal year. It is, however, required that the numerical limitation has not been reached or the filing qualifies as exempt from the numerical limitation. Otherwise, it will result in the denial or revocation of all such petitions.

If USCIS believes that related entities (such as a parent company, subsidiary, or affiliate) may not have a legitimate business need to file more than one H-1B petition on behalf of the same beneficiary subject to the numerical limitations or otherwise eligible for an exemption, it may issue a request for additional evidence or notice of intent to deny or notice of intent to revoke each petition. If any of the related entities fail to demonstrate a legitimate business need to file an H-1B petition on behalf of the same alien, all petitions filed on that alien's behalf by the related entities will be denied or revoked.

3. 2. 2. The L-1A Intracompany Transferee Executive or Manager

a) Legislative History

The U.S. Congress created the L-1 visa program in 1970 for purposes of serving the best of the U.S. economy due to the limitations imposed by then existing immigration laws. The L-1 classification was intended to allow employers easy transfer of their personnel from one branch in another country to the US. It includes employees who possesses “specialized knowledge,” although it was not defined in the 1970 INA. Thus, the appropriate interpretation was eventually defined in the succeeding agency regulations and decisions. It then included the term “proprietary” and the knowledge referred to is not available in the US labor market.

---

210 INA § 214(g)(5)(C)
211 8 CFR § 214.2(h)(2)(i)(G)
213 Policy Memorandum, PM-602-0111, USCIS, March 24, 2015
Twenty years after and through the enactment of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1990, the term “specialized knowledge” was finally defined as “[A]n alien is considered to be serving in a capacity involving specialized knowledge with respect to a company if the alien has a special knowledge of the company product and its application in international markets or has an advanced level of knowledge of processes and procedures of the company.” Notably, the word “proprietary” was not used. Congress intended to broaden the use of the L-1 visa category in specific ways.

In 1991, then Immigration and Naturalization Service, now the USCIS, made pertinent revisions to said definition of “specialized knowledge” as follows: “[S]pecial knowledge possessed by an individual of the petitioning organization’s product, service, research, equipment, techniques, management, or other interests and its application in international markets, or an advanced level of knowledge or expertise in the organization’s processes and procedures.”

Subsequent memoranda of the USCIS clarified the meaning of specialized knowledge. Thus, in the Puleo Memo, “specialized knowledge” was defined as “knowledge that is different from that which is generally found in the particular industry, but not necessarily knowledge that is proprietary or unique.” James A. Puleo made clarifications that “specialized knowledge” must be “advanced, highly developed, or complex,” but need not be “proprietary, unique or narrowly held throughout the company.”

In 2002, the Ohata Memo was issued. It reiterated that the term “specialized” or “advanced” knowledge “need not be proprietary or unique.” Fujie Ohata clarified that specialized knowledge of
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214 Public Law No. 101-649
215 INA § 214(c)(2)(B)
217 The 1990 Act expanded eligibility for L-1 classification in four ways: (1) by allowing certain accounting firms access to the L-1 program; (2) by recognizing the L-1 blanket petition process; (3) by expanding the ‘one-year’ foreign employment requirement to include employment within three years prior to admission, and (4) by providing a seven-year maximum period of L-1A admission for managers and executives. See H.R. Rep. 101-723(I)(1990), reprinted in 1990 U.S.C.C.A.N. 6710, 6749.
219 James A. Puleo, Acting Executive Associate Commissioner, Office of Operations, INS, “Interpretation of Specialized Knowledge (CO 214LP)”, March 9, 1994 Memo
the company product must be “noteworthy or uncommon” and knowledge of company processes or procedures must be “advanced” but “need not be narrowly held throughout the company.” Two years after, Fujie Ohata issued another memorandum emphasizing the need to make an analysis on whether “the petitioning entity would suffer economic inconvenience or disruption to its U.S. or foreign-based operations if it had to hire someone other than the particular overseas employee on whose behalf the petition was filed.”

b) Legislative Policy

An L-1A visa is applicable to a foreign national, and his/her spouse and minor children if accompanying or following to join him/her, who within 3 years preceding the time of his/her application for admission into the United States, has been employed continuously for one year by a firm, corporation, or other legal entity or an affiliate or subsidiary thereof and who seeks to enter the United States temporarily in order to continue to render his/her services to the same employer or a subsidiary, or affiliate thereof in a capacity that is managerial, executive, or involves specialized knowledge.

A foreign national transferred to the United States under the L-1A nonimmigrant type is referred to as an intracompany transferee. The organization which seeks the transfer is referred to as the petitioner. The U.S. USCIS has responsibility for determining whether the foreign national is eligible for admission and whether the petitioner is a qualifying organization. The regulations set forth the standards applicable to these classifications. They also set forth procedures for admission of intracompany transferees and appeal of adverse decisions. Certain petitioners seeking the classification of foreign national as intracompany transferees may file blanket petitions with the

---

220 Fujie Ohata, Associate Commissioner, Service Center Operations, INS, “Interpretation of Specialized Knowledge (HQSCOPS 70/6.1)”, Dec. 20, 2002 Memo
221 Fujie Ohata, Director, Service Center Operations, USCIS, “Interpretation of Specialized Knowledge for Chefs and Specialty Cooks Seeking L-1B Status”, Sept. 9, 2004 Memo
222 INA, as amended, Act 101 (a)(15)(L) and 8 CFR 214.2 (l)(1)(i)
USCIS. Under the blanket petition process, the USCIS is responsible for determining whether the petitioner and its parent, branches, affiliates, or subsidiaries specified are qualifying organizations. The Department of State or, in certain cases, the USCIS is responsible for determining the classification of the foreign national. 223

An intracompany transferee may either be in managerial or executive capacity. As defined, managerial capacity is an assignment within an organization in which the employee primarily:

1. Manages the organization, or a department, subdivision, function, or component of the organization;
2. Supervises and controls the work of other supervisory, professional, or managerial employees, or manages an essential function within the organization, or a department or subdivision of the organization;
3. Has the authority to hire and fire or recommend those as well as other personnel actions (such as promotion and leave authorization) if another employee or other employees are directly supervised; if no other employee is directly supervised, functions at a senior level within the organizational hierarchy or with respect to the function managed; and
4. Exercises discretion over the day-to-day operations of the activity or function for which the employee has authority. 224

A first-line supervisor is not considered to be acting in a managerial capacity merely by virtue of the supervisor's supervisory duties unless the employees supervised are professional. 225 On the other hand, executive capacity is an assignment within an organization in which the employee primarily:

223 8 CFR § 214.2 (l)(1)(i)
224 8 CFR § 214.2 (l)(1)(ii)(B)
225 Id.
1. Directs the management of the organization or a major component or function of the organization;

2. Establishes the goals and policies of the organization, component, or function;

3. Exercises wide latitude in discretionary decision-making; and

4. Receives only general supervision or direction from higher level executives, the board of directors, or stockholders of the organization. 226

A first-line supervisor is not considered to be acting in a managerial capacity by reason of his supervisory duties unless he supervises professionals who hold bachelor’s degrees and work in positions requiring such degrees. 227 A petitioner must meet the following requirements so as to be able to file a blanket petition which seeks continuing approval of itself and some or all of its parent, branches, subsidiaries, and affiliates as qualifying organizations:

1. The petitioner and each of those entities are engaged in commercial trade or services;

2. The petitioner has an office in the United States that has been doing business for one (1) year or more; 228

3. The petitioner has three (3) or more domestic and foreign branches, subsidiaries, or affiliates; and

4. The petitioner and the other qualifying organizations have obtained approval of petitions for at least ten "L" managers, executives, or specialized knowledge professionals during the previous 12 months; or have US subsidiaries or affiliates with combined annual sales

---

226 8 CFR § 214.2 (l)(1)(ii)(C)
227 INA § 101(a)(44)(A); 8 C.F.R. §.214.2(l)(1)(ii)(B)
228 8 C.F.R. § 214.2(l)(3)(v)
of at least $25 million; or have a United States work force of at least 1,000 employees.

Except otherwise provided, a petitioner seeking to classify a foreign national as an intracompany transferee must file a Petition for Nonimmigrant Worker (Form I-129). The petitioner shall advise USCIS whether a previous petition for the same beneficiary has been filed, and certify that another petition for the same beneficiary will not be filed unless the circumstances and conditions in the initial petition have changed. Failure to make a full disclosure of previous petitions filed may result in a denial of the petition.  

When applying for a blanket petition, the petitioner shall include in the blanket petition all of its branches, subsidiaries, and affiliates which plan to seek to transfer aliens to the United States under the blanket petition. An individual petition may be filed by the petitioner or organizations in lieu of using the blanket petition procedure. However, the petitioner and other qualifying organizations may not seek L classification for the same foreign national under both procedures, unless a consular officer first denies eligibility. Whenever a petitioner which has blanket L approval files an individual petition to seek L classification for a manager, executive, or specialized knowledge professional, the petitioner shall advise the USCIS that it has blanket L approval and certify that the beneficiary has not and will not apply to a consular officer for L classification under the approved blanket petition.

---

229 8 CFR § 214.2 (l)(2)(ii)
230 8 CFR § 214.2 (l)(4)(i)
231 8 CFR § 214.2 (l)(4)(iii)
3. 2. 3. E-2 Treaty Investors

a) Legislative History

The favored status of the treaty merchants in 1800s, later known as “treaty traders,” became today’s E-2 treaty investors. Historically, America has been open to merchants who desire to conduct trade in the United States temporarily. \(^\text{232}\) The treaty trader (E-1) E-1 treaty trader class was created by the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1924. Due to rising international investments, it expanded and led to the creation of the E-2 treaty investor class. The objective is to further increase international investments by attracting more foreign investments to the US. \(^\text{233}\)

However, as regards the interpretation and adjudication of the E-2 visas, the Immigration and National Act of 1952 catered limited guidance. On matters concerning the drafting of rules and regulations, both the State Department and the INS have the authority. The State Department retained primary authority since it holds the sole responsibility to negotiate and interpret treaties and agreements. The same provides the basis for granting E-2 visas. For this, whenever the interpretation and adjudication of the E-2 visas is concerned, practitioners refer to the State Department's Foreign Affairs Manual interpretative notes (FAM). \(^\text{234}\)

The E-2 treaty investor visa is based on the existing authorizing treaty or agreement between the United States and the country of the foreign national petitioner. The Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation (FCN) was, before 1981, the only instrument that conferred the E-1 and E-2 eligibility status. \(^\text{235}\)

b) Legislative Policy

\(^{233}\) Id., 514
\(^{234}\) Id., 515
\(^{235}\) Id., 516-517
The E-2 is classified as a nonimmigrant treaty investor visa. An applicant, to be classified as an E-2 treaty investor, must:

1. Invest or is actively in the process of investing a substantial amount of capital into a bona fide enterprise in the United States, as distinct from a relatively small amount of capital in a marginal enterprise solely for the purpose of earning a living;
2. Seek entry solely to develop and direct the enterprise; and
3. Intend to depart the United States upon the expiration or termination of treaty investor (E-2) status.

A foreign national employee of an E-2 treaty investor may be classified as such if the employee is in or is coming to the United States under the following conditions:

1. To engage in duties of an executive or supervisory character; or
2. If employed in a lesser capacity, the employee has special qualifications which make his services essential to the efficient operation of the enterprise;
3. The employee must have the same nationality as the principal alien employer;
4. In addition, the employee must intend to depart the United States upon the expiration or termination of E-1 or E-2 status.

The principal foreign national employer, who is the same E-2 treaty investor, must be:

---

236 INA § 101(a)(15)(E)(ii)
237 The enterprise must be a real, active, and operating commercial or entrepreneurial undertaking which produces services or goods for profit. The enterprise must meet applicable legal requirements for doing business in the particular jurisdiction in the United States.
238 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(2)
239 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(3)
1. A person in the United States having the nationality of the treaty country and maintaining nonimmigrant treaty investor status or, if not in the United States, would be classifiable as a treaty investor; \(^{240}\) or

2. An enterprise or organization at least 50 percent owned by persons in the United States having the nationality of the treaty country and maintaining nonimmigrant treaty investor status or who, if not in the United States, would be classifiable as treaty investors. \(^{241}\)

A treaty country is a foreign state with which a qualifying Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, or Navigation or its equivalent exists with the United States. A treaty country includes a foreign state that is accorded treaty visa privileges under the Act \(^{242}\) by specific legislation. \(^{243}\) Thus, E-2 treaty investor visas may only be applied for by people or companies from the following countries:

Table 1. E-2 Approved Countries

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Argentina</th>
<th>China (ROC)</th>
<th>Georgia</th>
<th>Kyrgyzstan</th>
<th>Pakistan</th>
<th>Switzerland</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armenia</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>Panama</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>Congo</td>
<td>Grenada</td>
<td>Liberia</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Togo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>The Czech Republic</td>
<td>Iran</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>Ecuador</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>Moldavia</td>
<td>The Slovak Republic</td>
<td>The Ukraine</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bosnia-Herzegovina</td>
<td>Estonia</td>
<td>Jamaica</td>
<td>Mongolia</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
<td>Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cameroon</td>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Suriname</td>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>France</td>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>Oman</td>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^{240}\) 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(3)(i)
\(^{241}\) 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(3)(ii)
\(^{242}\) INA §101(a)(15)(E)
\(^{243}\) 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(6)
As for Albania, Azerbaijan, Haiti, Jordan, Nicaragua, and Russia, there exist signed treaties, but not ratified. An investment, for purposes of the E-2 treaty investor visa, is the treaty investor's placing of capital, including funds and other assets (which have not been obtained, directly or indirectly, through criminal activity), at risk in the commercial sense with the objective of generating a profit. In addition, these are the following requirements:

1. The treaty investor must be in custody and control over the investment capital;
2. In case investment fortunes reverse, the capital must be subject to partial or total loss;
3. Such investment capital must be the investor's unsecured personal business capital or capital secured by personal assets;
4. Capital in the process of being invested or that has been invested, must be irrevocably committed to the enterprise. The foreign national has the burden of establishing such irrevocable commitment;
5. The foreign national may use any legal mechanism available, such as the placement of invested funds in escrow pending admission in, or approval of, E classification, that would not only irrevocably commit funds to the enterprise, but might also extend personal liability protection to the treaty investor in the event the application for E classification is denied.

The spouse and child of an E-2 treaty investor accompanying or following to join him/her may receive the same classification as the principal. The nationality of said spouse or child is not

---

244 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(12)
245 Id.
material to their classification. The period of admission, however, shall be subject to the following:

1. A treaty trader or treaty investor may be admitted for an initial period of not more than 2 years;

2. The spouse and minor children accompanying or following to join a treaty trader or treaty investor shall be admitted for the period during which the principal alien is in valid treaty trader or investor status. The temporary departure from the United States of the principal trader or investor shall not affect the derivative status of the dependent spouse and minor unmarried children, provided the familial relationship continues to exist and the principal remains eligible for admission as an E nonimmigrant to perform the activity;

3. Unless otherwise provided for in this chapter, an alien shall not be admitted in E classification for a period of time extending more than 6 months beyond the expiration date of the alien's passport.

Requests for extensions of stay may be granted in increments of not more than 2 years. A treaty investor in valid E-2 status may apply for an extension of stay by filing an application for extension of stay on Form I-129 and E Supplement, with required accompanying documents and the instructions on that form. To be eligible for an extension, the foreign national must prove that he or she:

1. Has at all times maintained the terms and conditions of his or her E nonimmigrant classification;

---

246 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(4)
247 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(19)
248 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(20)
2. Was physically present in the United States at the time of filing the application for extension of stay; and

3. Has not abandoned his or her extension request. 249

3.2.4. The EB-3 Visa for Skilled, Professional, and Other Workers

a) Legislative History

On November 29, 1990, the Immigration Act of 1990 (IMMCACT 90), 250 which amended certain provisions of the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1952, was enacted. It led to the creation of employment-based visas, which were categorized into the five (5) preferences. The third preference refers to the EB-3. Pres. George H.W. Bush, during the signing of the IMMCACT 90, stated, “S. 358 provides for a significant increase in the overall number of immigrants permitted to enter the United States each year. The Act maintains our Nation's historic commitment to family reunification by increasing the number of immigrant visas allocated on the basis of family ties. At the same time, S. 358 dramatically increases the number of immigrants who may be admitted to the United States because of the skills they have and the needs of our economy. This legislation will encourage the immigration of exceptionally talented people, such as scientists, engineers, and educators. Other provisions of S. 358 will promote the initiation of new business in rural areas and the investment of foreign capital in our economy.” 251

Indeed, the number of immigrants who were allowed to legally enter the US annually was increased. In fact, more than 500,000 entered the country yearly as compared to past years prior to the enactment of the Act. While the Act may have preferred family members who were already in

249 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(20)(i)
250 Senate Bill 358 of the 101st Congress (1989-1990), approved on November 29, 1990, was assigned Public Law No. 101-649
the country, 50,000 diversity visas were still granted to foreign nationals who came from countries where few availed of the Act’s privileges. Thus, around 40,000 visas which allowed permanent employment and 65,000 on temporary employment were then granted.

b) Legislative Policy

The EB-3 visa category applies to skilled workers, professionals and other workers. As stated, there are three (3) classes under this visa category as follows:

i. Professionals (EB-3A);

ii. Skilled workers (EB-3B); and

iii. Other workers (EB-3C).

Under the EB-3A category, qualified immigrants are those who hold baccalaureate degrees and who are members of the professions. Those under the EB-3B category are those who are capable of performing skilled labor with at least 2 years training or experience, and not of a temporary or seasonal nature. As for the EB-3C category, it refers to other qualified immigrants who are capable of performing unskilled labor, but not of a temporary or seasonal nature.

Visas shall be made available in a number not exceeding 28.6 percent of such worldwide level. Annually, 10,000 visas are available for each category. To qualify under this category, the other eligibility requirements must be complied as follows:

i. a labor certification;

ii. a permanent, full-time job offer (not of a temporary or seasonal nature); and

---

252 INA § 203(b)(3)
253 INA § 203(b)(3)
254 INA § 203(b)(3)(A)(ii)
255 INA § 203(b)(3)(A)(ii)
256 INA § 203(b)(3)(A)(iii)
iii. the ability to demonstrate that the applicant will be performing work for which qualified workers are not available in the United States.

The labor certification referred to is issued by the Secretary of Labor and contains attestations by the U.S. employer (sponsor) of the number of U.S. workers available to undertake the employment sought by an applicant and the effect of the alien’s employment on the wages and working conditions of U.S. workers similarly employed. Determination of labor availability in the United States is made at the time of a visa application and at the location where the applicant wishes to work. 257 Under the EB-3C class, not more than 10,000 of the visas made available in any fiscal year may be obtainable for qualified immigrants. 258

There are also those who are referred to as special immigrants. They refer to those who seek to enter the U.S. solely for the purpose of carrying on the vocation of a minister of their religious denomination. Of which religious denomination, he/she must have been a member for the past 2 years prior to his/her application for admission. 259

A subsequent EB-3 petition is entitled to earliest priority date, unless the prior petition is revoked due to fraud. 260 This means that if the beneficiary gets a new approval under EB-3 visa category he/she should be able to port the previous priority date form his/her previously approved EB-2 petition.

257 INA § 203(b)(3)(C).
258 INA § 203(b)(3)(B)
259 INA § 203(b)(3)(D)
260 8 CFR § 204.5(e)
3.2.5. The EB-5 Investor Visa

a) Legislative History

The Immigration and Nationality Act of 1990 created the EB-5 program to increase the number of employment-based visas. The 1990 INA was responsible for increasing the number of immigrants to legally enter the US every year. In fact, immediately after its approval and from 200,000, an estimate of 700,000 immigrants entered the US every year. Under the 1990 INA, the following visas were created: EB-1 for Priority Workers; EB-2 for Professionals who had advanced degrees or exceptional abilities; EB-3 for Skilled/Professional Workers; EB-4 for Special Immigrants; and EB-5 for the Immigrant Investor Program.

On October 6, 1992, the Immigrant Investor Pilot Program, a special section of EB-5 visas, was created. It provided that the investments are affiliated with economic units known as the “Regional Center.” The main objective of which was to stimulate the US economy by creating jobs and increasing capital investments brought into the US by foreign investors. Particular to this program was the preference given by the USCIS to EB-5 visas and set aside areas for Regional Centers.

In 1998 and following the enactment of the 1990 INA, the former Immigration and Naturalization Service issued four decisions. These decisions became precedents on the application of the EB-5 visa category as it made retroactive applications to investors who applied under the former rules in good faith. However, confusions were caused among those who were subject to the two-year requirement on conditional residency, but received the status of “conditional permanent” which was followed under the old rules. Resultantly, most EB-5 visa investors were subjected to removal proceedings due to the insistency of the INS not to remove its conditions.

\[261\text{§ 610, Public Law 102-395}\]
Subsequently, numerous court decisions held that the provisions of the new EB visa category could not be applied retroactively in relation to the approval of EB-5 petitions. In 2000, a further legislative easing came when an earlier provision that required an increase in exports was held. Thereafter, the pilot program on the EB-5 regional centers, then in a handful of states, became a nationwide provision.

Investors, who were hurt by the changes the immigration agency made in 1998, lobbied Congress for relief. Eventually, in 2002, Congress enacted changes to the EB-5 program as part of a Justice Department authorization bill and the 21st Century Dept. of Justice Appropriations Authorization Act was enacted. Among other things, the 2002 Act extended unconditional green card status to EB-5 investors who met all the requirements, while those who didn’t would have two more years to do so. To qualify, an investor must have filed a petition for EB-5 classification (Form I-526) and had it approved between January 1, 1995 and August 31, 1998. The law took effect November 2, 2002.

In 2003, the previous demand for the creation of 10 new jobs was replaced by a statutory provision for the calculation of indirect jobs creation that uses any reasonable methodologies. In the same year, Congress asked the US Government Accountability Office (GAO) to study the EB-5 program. The GAO report concluded that the program has been under-used for a variety of reasons, including the rigorous application process and the failure to issue regulations implementing the 2002 law. The report found that even though few people have used the EB-5 category, EB-5 participants have invested an estimated $1 billion in a variety of US businesses.

---

262 Yale-Loehr, “Congress Helps Stranded Immigrant Investors,” 7 Bender’s Immigration Bulletin 1306, Nov. 1, 2002
263 Public Law Number 107 to 273 of 116 Stat 1758
265 CMB Export LLC, Rock Island, Ill. Available at http://www.cmbeb5visa.com/EB5_InDepth.aspx
Later on, the USCIS issued a memo in January 2005. It provided for a new Investor and Regional Center Unit, which has the responsibility of overseeing the EB-5 program. On May 30, 2013, the USCIS issued the EB-5 Adjudications Policy Memorandum, referred to as the guiding document for USCIS administration of the EB-5 program. It builds upon prior policy guidance for adjudicating EB-5 and is applicable to, and binding on, all USCIS employees.  

b) Legislative Policy

Under the Immigration and Nationality Act, visas shall be made available, in a number not to exceed 7.1 percent of such worldwide level, to qualified immigrants seeking to enter the United States for the purpose of engaging in a new commercial/enterprise (including a limited partnership).

The foreign national should invest (after the date of the enactment of the Immigration Act of 1990) or, is actively in the process of investing, capital in an amount not less than the amount specified in subparagraph (C), and which investment will benefit the United States economy and create full-time employment for not fewer than ten (10) United States citizens or aliens lawfully admitted for permanent residence or other immigrants lawfully authorized to be employed in the United States (other than the immigrant and the immigrant’s spouse, sons, or daughters).

Except, as otherwise provided, the amount of capital required shall be $1,000,000. If the investment shall be made in a targeted employment area, the amount of capital required shall

269 INA § 203(b)(5)
270 INA § 203(b)(5)(D) Full-time employment defined.--In this paragraph, the term `full-time employment' means employment in a position that requires at least 35 hours of service per week at any time, regardless of who fills the position.
271 Id.
272 8 CFR § 204.6(e) Capital means cash, equipment, inventory, other tangible property, cash equivalents, and indebtedness secured by assets owned by the alien entrepreneur, provided that the alien entrepreneur is personally and primarily liable and that the assets of the new commercial enterprise upon which the petition is based are not used to secure any of the indebtedness. All capital shall be valued at fair market value in United States dollars. Assets acquired, directly or indirectly, by unlawful means (such as criminal activities) shall not be considered capital for the purposes of section 203(b)(5) of the Act.
then be $500,000. If for a high employment area, the amount of capital required shall then be greater than, but not greater than 3 times, the amount of $1,000,000.  

Not less than 3,000 of the visas made available in each fiscal year shall be reserved for qualified immigrants who invest in a new commercial enterprise, which will create employment in a targeted employment area. There is also what is referred to as multiple investors. The establishment of a new commercial enterprise may be used by more than one investor as the basis of a petition for classification as an EB-5 investor. The following requirements must be complied:

1. Each petitioning investor has invested or is actively in the process of investing the required amount for the area in which the new commercial enterprise is principally doing business; and  

2. Provided each individual investment results in the creation of at least ten full-time positions for qualifying employees.  

The establishment of a new commercial enterprise may be used as the basis of a petition for classification as an alien entrepreneur even though there are several owners of the enterprise, including persons who are not seeking the EB-5 classification and non-natural persons, both foreign and domestic, provided that the source(s) of all capital invested is identified and all invested capital has been derived by lawful means.  

---  

273 The Attorney General, in consultation with the Secretary of Labor and the Secretary of State, may from time to time prescribe regulations increasing the dollar amount specified under the previous sentence.  

274 INA § 203(b)(5)(B)(ii) Targeted employment area defined. - In this paragraph, the term “targeted employment area” means, at the time of the investment, a rural area or an area which has experienced high unemployment (of at least 150 percent of the national average rate).  

275 Not a targeted employment area with an unemployment rate significantly below the national average unemployment rate, INA § 203(b)(5)(C)(I)&(II)  

276 INA § 203(b)(5)(C)  

277 INA § 203(b)(5)(B)(i)  

278 8 CFR § 204.6(e)(1)  

279 Id.  

280 Id.
3.3. The Advantages and Disadvantages of Certain Employment and Investor Visas

3.3.1. H-1B Visa

Advantages of the H-1B Visa. Following are the advantages of an H-1B non-immigrant visa:

1. An H-1B visa holder may change employer during his H-1B status. The change of employer will not affect his/her adjustment of status, provided, however, that he/she has filed an I-485 that has been pending for at least 180 days and he/she continues to work in the same or related field for the new employer;

2. The specialty occupation workers are allowed to enter the United States, work and receive income as professionals. It will be for a maximum cumulative period of six (6) years, which is extendible under certain conditions;

3. The H-1B visa holder’s spouse and children under twenty-one years of age may enter and remain in the United States for the duration of the H-1B visa holder’s duration of stay. They may also attend school based on their H-4 status, either part-time or full-time, even without an F-1 visa;

4. An H-1B visa holder may also work for more than one US employer. He/she may benefit from multiple H-1B petitions and, in most cases, the number of H-1B visas an individual may have in their lifetime is deemed unlimited;

5. A foreign national can apply for a part-time H-1B status provided the work hours are at least 50% of the normal full-time hours in his/her industry and he/she satisfies all other requirements for an H-1B. If he/she is already an H-1B visa holder, he/she can benefit from

---

281 8 CFR §214.2(h)(2)(i)(D)
282 INA § 214(n)(1)
283 Sec. 106(a), American Competitiveness Act in the 21st Century (AC)
284 8 CFR 214.2(h)(9)(iv)
285 INA § 214(n)(1)
a coexisting H-1B for another part-time job. In such situation, no number of hours of work is set for each employer; 286

6. An H-1B visa allows “dual intent” both by immigration laws and USCIS regulations. 287 Thus, there is no need for him/her to maintain foreign residence. “Dual intent” means a foreign national who seeks temporary employment in the US via a nonimmigrant H-1B visa may also petition for permanent US residence through an immigrant petition. One does not preclude the other. And he/she may do so for himself and his/her family;

7. An H-1B visa holder may establish his/her own business and be an employee of it as well. This may be possible provided the company itself is distinct and separate from the owner, who may be the H-1B visa holder. Such distinction carries with it the independent authority to hire, pay, supervise and fire the employee; 288

8. Holding the payment of wages of an H-1B visa holder is illegal. The financial condition of the company to which he/she works is no reason to do so. In such cases, the company has only two options, either to continue paying his/her wages or to terminate his/her employment;

9. With the enactment of the American Competitiveness in the Twenty-First Century Act 289 on October 21, 2000, H-1B visa holders may now extend their status beyond the six-year limit or to a seventh or more year; and 290

10. A visa being not available through NAFTA, the H-1B visa is available to qualified applicants who are citizens of countries other than Canada and Mexico.

---
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Disadvantages of an H-1B Visa. Following are the disadvantages of an H-1B nonimmigrant visa:

1. Due to higher costs in the application of an H-1B visa and additional employer obligations, many employers are less likely to sponsor potential employees for H-1B visas;

2. An H-1B visa holder’s employment is exclusive to the H-1B visa petitioner and may only render services as stated in the H-1B petition. Generally, an H-1B visa holder may work for more than one employer provided each employer file the required H-1B visa petition prior to employment; 291

3. It is an imperative the salary meet the wage requirements prevailing at the time of the application; 292

4. Processing the H-1B visa is extensive and time-consuming. Extensive as for the documents required for the petitioning US employer to submit and time-consuming as for the labor condition application;

5. While the spouse and children of an H-1B visa holder are generally granted H-4 status, allowing part-time or full-time study, they, however, are not allowed to engage in employment, unless authorized by the USCIS; 293

6. The H-1B visa is subject to a quota each year. 294 According to the USCIS, the current annual cap on the H-1B visa category is 65,000. It must be noted that not all H-1B nonimmigrant visas are subject to said annual cap. A maximum of 6,800 visas are set aside from the 65,000 each year for the H-1B1 program under the terms of the legislation

292 20 CFR § 655.731(a)
294 20 CFR § 214.2(h)(8)(i)
implementing the U.S.-Chile and U.S.-Singapore free trade agreements. However, any visas not used under said group shall become available for the next fiscal year; 295

7. An H-1B visa applicant for a new employer is not allowed to work prior to its approval of the petition by the USCIS. If the alien already holds an H-1B, the foreign national may begin work for a new employer as soon as the new employer files an H-1B petition on behalf of the employee with the USCIS;

8. Being a nonimmigrant visa, the H-1B visa does not automatically convert to a lawful permanent residence status;

9. An H-1B visa holder may be terminated of his/her employment at will by either the employer or the holder himself/herself for any or no reason at all. As soon as employment is terminated, the H-1B visa is technically not valid;

10. The H-1B employer reserves the statutory right to give job preferences to US workers over H-1B workers. Thus, H-1B workers may be replaced by qualified US workers; and

11. The H-1B petitioner is not required to show that there exists a shortage of qualified US workers. Thus, a labor certification is not among those required.

3.3.2. L-1A Visa

Advantages of an L-1A Visa. Following are the advantages of an L-1A nonimmigrant visa:

1. No Labor or Program Electronic Review Management (PERM) Certification 296 is required for the L-1A work visa petition;

---


296 The Labor or PERM Certification is intended for the petitioning US employer to determine with certainty that there are no willing and able U.S. workers available for a position for which is required. In the PERM certification, the Department of Labor attests of such fact and as such, the petitioning US employer may then proceed to file the immigrant visa applied for the foreign worker and employ him on such basis;
2. The L-1A visa applicant doesn’t have to keep his/her foreign residency while staying in the U.S. for he/she to be considered for permanent residency;

3. No prevailing wage requirements exist;

4. A blanket L-petition may be availed by companies that regularly file L-1A work visa petitions. The entire process, being quick and simple, favors the L-1A visa applicant as most of the processing shall be undertaken by the employer;  

5. An L-1 visa applicant will be able to apply for permanent residence, less an elaborate and complex process, after only one year in L-1 status;

6. The L-1 employee may be joined by his/her spouse and any unmarried children which are under 21 years of age. The spouse may be able to obtain a work permit;

7. There is "dual intent" in L-1 visa category and as such, the L-1 visa holder may apply for a Green Card without affecting his/her L-1 visa status;

8. No specific educational background is required in the L-1A visa.

Disadvantages of an L-1A Visa. Following are the disadvantages of an L-1A nonimmigrant visa:

1. An L-1A visa holder transferee is authorized to perform the specific work stated in the L-1A petition with the same employer-petitioner, in the same position and the same duties. Otherwise, it shall be considered a violation of the L-1A status. The L-1 visa, either an L-1A or an L-1B, is not a work permit in the U.S., for work is exclusive to the L-1 employer who effected the transfer to the U.S.;
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297 It means the total base hourly rate of pay and bona fide fringe benefits customary or prevailing for the same work in the same trade or occupation in the town where the project is to be constructed.
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2. The L-1A visa is limited to 7 years extended status. It shall be 5 years for specialized knowledge;

3. The L-1A visa holder who desires to change employers will need to file a petition for conversion to different classification, i.e. H-1B. Otherwise, the L-1A visa shall be terminated and the visa holder will then have to go home to his/her country of origin;

4. The L-1 visa sponsor must be a branch, subsidiary, or affiliate of the company that is the same employer outside the United States. It must have control over the business entity in the form of direct ownership and must continue in business throughout the L-1 visa holder’s stay in the U.S.;

5. It is a must that the L-1 visa beneficiary holds either an executive or managerial position, for the L-1A category, or have specialized knowledge, for the L-1B category;

6. As to processing, L-1 visas are initially approved for a year for newly organized and operated U.S. companies, or three years if the U.S. company has been working for more than one year;

7. The children of the L-1 visa holder who reach the age of 21 years old must apply for their own visa to stay further in the U.S. The unmarried dependent children who are under 21 years old cannot apply for Employment Authorization Document (EAD).

3.3.3. E-2 Visa

Advantages of an E-2 Visa. Following are the advantages of an E-2 nonimmigrant visa:

1. Under the E-2 visa category, no specific educational background is required, for what is required is the investment necessary to establish an enterprise in the US; ²⁹⁹

²⁹⁹ 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(2)(i)
2. One may remain or travel in and out of the US until the expiration of the E-2 visa. The maximum period of stay is two (2) years which may be applied for 2 year extensions; 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(19)(i)

3. Countries who have signed an investment treaty with the US are eligible to apply for an E-2 investors visa and establish and operate a business within the US; 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(3)(i)

4. No minimum investment amount is required provided the investment is enough to establish, develop and operate a profitable business that meets the given requirements; 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(14)

5. An E-2 dependent visa shall be issued to the spouse, together with their children below the age of 21, of an E-2 investor. Based on it, the spouse may apply for work authorization and children are able to attend a school of their choice but not for a work visa; and

6. The E-2 visa holder has the choice of living outside of the United States for an unsettled amount of time and can re-enter the country for as long as their visa is valid. Disadvantages of an E-2 Visa. Following are the disadvantages of an E-2 nonimmigrant visa:

1. While the E-2 visa may initially be valid up to 5 years, one, however, will have to leave and return to the US to extend their status; 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(4)

2. Only 75 countries in the world have signed an investment treaty with the US. Foreign nationals from countries who did not, cannot enter the US and establish a business under the E-2 investors visa; 8 CFR § 214.2(e)(8)(vi)

3. While extensions may be allowed under the E-2 visa category, businesses which are not profitable are generally denied of their renewals. Worse, if the business fails, the E-2 visa
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300 On January 16, 2002, President Bush signed H.R. 2277 (PL 107-124) into law that allowed spouses of both treaty traders and investors to acquire employment permit.
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holder must leave the United States even while still within the 2-year maximum period of stay;

4. The E-2 visa holder cannot seek other employment in the US other than to work for the business he/she invested in and established; 308

5. The children of the E-2 visa holder who reached the age of 21 and above must apply for a different visa to remain in the U.S.; and

6. The E-2 investor visa is not “dual intent” but “semi-dual intent”. 309 It doesn’t lead to permanent residency.

3.3.4. EB-3 Visa

Advantages of an EB-3 Visa. Following are the advantages of an EB-3 nonimmigrant visa:

1. The EB-3 visa is allotted 40,000 visas on an annual basis. In addition, there are potentially more visas under this category from any unused EB-1 or EB-2 visa categories; and 310

2. The eligibility requirement is stricter than that of the EB-2 visa category.

Disadvantages of an EB-3 Visa. Following are the disadvantages of an EB-3 nonimmigrant visa:

1. Applications for an EB-3 visa are subject to a longer wait in order for their priority dates to become current. There being so many applicants for the EB-3 visa status, it takes a number of years before one’s application may have greater chances of being processed. Longer delays are expected in the future under the EB-3 visa category;

2. The skilled worker’s classification is for individuals with at least two years training or experience not of a temporary or seasonal nature; 311

308 8 CFR 214.2(e)(8)(ii)
309 Believed to be not a “dual intent” visa by the Department of State, a resident visa applied for in a Consulate or Embassy is rarely approved. The USCIS, however, believes otherwise and treats the E-2 visa as “dual intent”. Thus, one may obtain extensions in the US pending an application for permanent residency.
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3. Regardless of one’s education and experience, the EB-3 visa applicant must have a job offer in the US before he can apply for one; and 312

4. Work experience cannot be substituted for education when applying as a professional. 313

3.3.5. EB-5 Visa

Advantages of an EB-5 Visa. Following are the advantages of an EB-5 immigrant visa:

1. The EB-5 investor may reside in any State in the US that he/she desires to;

2. Unlike the E-2 investor visa of which personal management of the business is a must, it is not with EB-5 investor visa. It is not required for an EB-5 investor visa holder to manage the operation of the business invested to;

3. In addition to the income earned from his/her own business, the EB-5 investor may still work for any employer and position in the US;

4. Other than the EB-5 visa holder, even his/her children may work and attend school in the US. The best part of this, they may also qualify for scholarships and in-state tuition;

5. Unlike E-2 investors, EB-5 visa holders need not have to depart from the US and return for purposes of renewal because a temporary resident visa had been issued unto him/her;

6. EB-5 visa holders need not worry about denial of the renewal of their visa;

7. Being an immigrant visa, the EB-5 visa allows permanent residency in the US for the investors, their spouse and children below the age of 21;

8. The EB-5 visa holder may leave and return to the US without need of any other visa;

9. The EB-5 visa holder may sponsor family members for permanent residency in the US; and

311 INA § 203(b)(3)(A)(ii)
312 INA § 203(b)(3)(C).
313 INA § 203(b)(3)
10. As is required by the EB-1 visa, “extraordinary ability” is not a requirement and the same with permanent employment in the US. There is equally no requirement for a Labor or PERM certification.

Disadvantages of an **EB-5 Visa**. Following are the disadvantages of an EB-5 immigrant visa:

1. Unlike the E-2 visa category, the EB-5 requires a higher investment at a minimum of $500,000 for a “targeted employment area” and $1,000,000 for a new commercial enterprise. Additionally, one will need to pay legal fees and other expenses. Another, said amounts may not be enough to create permanent employment for 10 workers. One may be required to allocate more money which is imperative to satisfactorily meet the requirements of the EB-5 visa category. Thus, the EB-5 investors visa is also referred to as the “Millionaires’ Visa”;

2. More and more EB-5 visa petitions are denied than approved, due to its rigorous requirements for eligibility. Another is the fact that it is being used as an avenue of money laundering;

3. While one may invest anywhere in the US, it is imperative that the EB-5 investor will be able to prove investment sustainability for 3 additional years and will actively handle the operation of his business;

4. It is required that the EB-5 investor prove that the source of the amount invested is from legitimate means, i.e. employment, business ownership, investment, inheritance, or a gift. Should it be a gift, it is still required to have come from legitimate sources. Thus, it is a must
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that the EB-5 investor petitioner submit income tax returns from his/her country of origin. In addition, he/she must clearly show how the investment funds were obtained; and

5. Either on direct investment or through the Regional Centers, there is no guarantee of a good return of investment. Like any other investments, risk remains a factor.

3.4. Conclusion

Immigrants have to be aware of the differences among the visas with which they choose. Often, immigrants make the mistake of picking one visa and sticking to it regardless of other potentially more beneficial visas for that particular applicant. There are many visas from which visa applicants may choose. However, there are many advantages and disadvantages to each one. This study highlights those advantages and disadvantages of which each applicant should be aware. For example, a person who does not have quite enough capital for an EB-5 visa, should consider E-2 where the investment requirement is lower. The applicant should also consider her long-term goals of moving to the U.S. permanently or just for work. Having these things in mind will help the visa applicant make the most-informed decision thereby making the transition to the U.S. significantly smoother than had she not considered these issues.

318 8 C.F.R. § 204.6(j)(3)
Chapter 4
THE CHINESE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE TO THE UNITED STATES

4.1. Introduction

China is vast by any standards, stretching for three thousand miles across the eastern part of the Eurasian land mass from the most westerly part of Xinjiang, which is just to the west of the city of Khabarovsk and serves as a reminder for Westerners, Europeans in particular, who tend to assume that all of Russia lies to the west of China. China occupies an area of 3,657,765 square miles and has a land border of some 13,800 miles, mostly with Central Asia. China’s coastline is over 9,000 miles long and functions as an important maritime frontier. 319

China is the world’s most populous country, with some 1.3 billion inhabitants at the beginning of the 21st century. Its economy grew in the first decade of the 21st century by an average of around 10% a year. Seeking a regional and global role, with a new political and economic presence in Africa, Latin America, and the Middle East, China has taken frequent steps to portray itself as a responsible member of the world community. It played a role in troublesome areas such as Iran and North Korea where the West has little sway. 320

China is now a major actor in world markets. Through much of the early 2000s, China’s burgeoning exports led to concerns in the US and EU about the Chinese trade surplus. The West was also concerned about the strength of the Chinese currency (the yuan or renminbi) against the dollar, with the Americans and French frequently lobbying the People’s Bank of China to revalue it upwards. The Chinese current account surplus also means that it has had cash to spend on investments around the world, from the US, to Africa, and Russia. Chinese companies bought the

319 Michael Dillon, Contemporary China, An Introduction 3-4 (2008)
assets of the bankrupt British Rover car group in 2005: Chinese capital was offered to help blue-chip UK high street bank Barclays pay for a takeover of a Dutch rival, ABN-AMRO, in 2007.  

Yet China is also undertaking one of the most precarious balancing acts in world history. While the country has the fastest-growing major economy in the world, it is also becoming one of the globe’s most unequal societies, even while its policies lift millions out of poverty. For the rural and urban poor, health care and education are available only to those who can pay for them. China is also in the grip of a resource and environmental crisis. China continues to maintain a one-party dictatorship and heavily constrains political dissent: yet every year, there are thousands of demonstrations against official policies and practice, some of them violent. Corruption also runs rife.

Today, China generally refers to the “People's Republic of China,” the state that was established in 1949 after the victory of the Chinese Communist Party under the leadership of Chairman Mao Zedong. About 2,500 years ago, a group of independent states that were in conflict with one another existed in the heartland of what we now call “China”; literature and history from this period is recognizably Chinese, readable by those today who take the trouble to learn the classical form of the language. From 221B.C., successive emperors and dynasties united these states, leading to a succession of dynasties that created China’s classical civilization: the Han, the Tang, the Song, the Yuan, the Ming, and the Qing among them. They created a civilization in which art, literature, statecraft, medicine, and technology all thrived.  

However, the term “China,” or the term Zhongguo (‘middle kingdom’, the current Chinese word for ‘China’), was not how the people of those eras would have thought of themselves. The idea of being “Chinese” in the sense that we understand it, as either national or ethnic identity, is a
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product of the 19th century (as is the term Zhongguo). Yet there clearly was a shared sense of what we might call “Chineseness” between these people, which outlasted the rise and fall of dynasties.325

4.2. Chinese Diaspora

Tradition holds that the Chinese were a non-migratory people. As Victor Purcell, author of The Chinese in Southeast Asia, noted “Generally speaking, no Chinese will leave his home to seek his fortune at a distance unless he is in some way driven to do so . . . No Chinese leaves his home not intending to return. His hope is always to come back rich, to die and be buried where his ancestors are buried.” Yet, the reality was different as shown in the history of Chinese migration out of China.

Pre-1978: Origins of China's Household Registration System 326

On January 9, 1958, then President of the People's Republic of China Mao Zedong, issued a Decree, referred to as Regulations on Household Registration in the People’s Republic of China. Commonly referred to as the hukou system, the Household Registration System (HRS) has been China’s predominant mechanism for population management since its formal inception in 1958. The foundation was laid at the time of China’s “Great Leap Forward,” when the goals of its economy shifted towards the production of the heavy industries, such as energy, iron and steel. The new policies of the state led by Chairman Mao Zedong had halted agricultural production of traditional private farming and instead formed agricultural collectives which favored industrialization. The hukou system was created as a social institution system that would support industrialization goals for China's economy. It controlled migration and spatial hierarchies of the
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population, which in turn supported an artificial balance under the conditions of a dual economy by controlling flows of resources between cities and the countryside.\(^{327}\)

However, this also led to a stark imbalance between agricultural and industrial sectors and, eventually, created socio-economic gaps between populations in rural and urban areas, which exist to this day. Peasants were inevitably tied to the land in rural areas, to support heavy industry development, and their movements were restricted. As an ascribed attribute, a person’s hukou, either agricultural (rural) or non-agricultural (urban), determined the person’s access to state-funded social welfare including employment, subsidized housing, food, education, medical care and pensions.\(^{328}\) The HRS was successful in halting rural influxes into Chinese cities throughout the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976) until 1978, during which policies rigorously controlled formal migration from rural to urban areas. Though urban residents were allowed to move between cities and flows from the opposite direction were allowed, migration was still severely restricted and rarely sanctioned. Transferring one’s agricultural hukou status to non-agricultural status via higher education, serving in the army and/or membership in the Chinese Communist Party represented a rise in social status and a rare form of social mobility.\(^{329}\)

From 1978 to 2000: Reforms and the Rise of Migration

The year 1978 marked the official end of the Cultural Revolution and was a turning point for economic reform in the country. Migration policies were soon relaxed to some extent under Deng Xiaoping’s new socialist market economy, as they became increasingly incompatible with China’s rapid development.\(^{330}\) China’s central leadership boosted agricultural production on the country's limited arable land, which created an increasing surplus of workers throughout rural areas. In
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response, the government adjusted to changes within the labor market by easing some hukou restrictions to regulate and reallocate the excess of rural workers. Additionally, development of township and village enterprises was encouraged. Population movement began to swell as people in both rural and urban areas were affected.\[^{331}\]

Migration is often analyzed in terms of push and pull factors. Push factors, such as economic, social or political problems, drive people away from a place while pull factors attract migrants to a place (i.e. employment opportunities, better quality of life, etc.). Increased migration in China during the decade after the Cultural Revolution centered on factors tied to political reasons and economic growth, motivated at its core by an inherent pull of the Chinese to seek better lives. The late 1980s brought even more urbanization leading to an unprecedented wave of internal migration. As economic reform progressed, patterns emerged favoring eastern coastal development in areas such as Shanghai, Guangzhou and Shenzhen.\[^{332}\] The number of peasants who left home for jobs increased sharply from less than 2 million in the early 1980s to 30 million in 1989. This swelled to 62 million in 1993 and 80 million in 1995.\[^{333}\]

Migration in 21\textsuperscript{st} Century China: Continuing Growth

According to the National Population Census of China, the number of rural-urban migrants reached 88.4 million in 2000, 73 percent of the total number of internal migrants in China. By 2004, the Chinese National Statistical Bureau estimated that 118 million rural-urban migrants were living in urban areas, representing 23.8 per cent of China’s total rural working population. Consensus between the Ministry of Agriculture and the Ministry of Labor and Social Security estimate there are now approximately 120 million rural-urban migrants in the country. Including migrants working
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within the same administrative regions but in different counties, there are approximately 200 million migrants and migrant populations are projected to reach 350 million by 2050.

The majority of the Chinese overseas, about 75%, are in Asia, especially Southeast Asia. The second largest concentration of the Chinese in diaspora is in America, which accounts for 19%. Peter S. Li and Eva Xiaoling Li expect the Chinese population in America to continue to grow so that by 2040 Asia will account for 68% of the overseas Chinese population, while America will account for 26%. It is also estimated that, with the present annual rate of growth, the Chinese overseas population will reach 52 million in 2030 and 59 million in 2040. Indeed, there has been continuous migration from China to different parts of the world as well as re-migration of the Chinese overseas from one country to another, including re-migrating back to China. These processes affect not only the ethnoscape and economy of the countries where the Chinese have migrated, but also the internal diversity and social relations among the Chinese.

Population of Chinese Overseas

In 2009, the Chinese overseas population was 39.5 million, distributed in about 130 countries and five regions of the world. Asia, not including China, was home to the largest number of Chinese overseas, some 29.7 million people, or 75% of the global Chinese overseas population. The second largest concentration was in America, which accounted for 7.3 million of the Chinese overseas population, or 18.5%.

Demographic data between 1955 and 2009 indicate that the population of Chinese overseas had gone through many changes. First, in the 51-year period, the population of overseas Chinese has expanded 3.4 times, from 11 million in 1955 to 39 million in 2009. The increase has been steady, although some periods witnessed a faster growth rate than others. In the first period, from
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1955 to 1960, the population declined slightly from 11.5 million to 11.3 million. The drop probably had to do with the establishment of the People's Republic of China in 1949 and the subsequent difficulty to emigrate from China. It also was related to the independence movements in Southeast Asia and the emergence of the Cold War between the East and the West, both of which discouraged Chinese immigration. In the 20-year period between 1960 and 1980, the Chinese overseas population grew steadily, from 11.3 million to 19.4 million, or 1.7 times. After 1980, the Chinese overseas population continued to expand, from 19.4 million in 1980 to 25.3 million in 1990, and then to 39.5 million in 2009. Thus, in the 29-year period between 1980 and 2009, the Chinese overseas population almost doubled. It is difficult to estimate how the future of Chinese overseas population will change, as the total number and its world distribution are affected by demographic and social forces. However, if the same rate of population growth in each region between 2000 and 2009 can be maintained, then the future of the Chinese overseas population can be estimated to be 46 million in 2020, 52 million in 2030, and 59 million in 2040. \(^{339}\)

Although the Chinese overseas population is distributed in some 130 countries outside of China, 23 countries with the largest concentration account for about 96% of the total Chinese overseas population, with the remaining 107 countries sharing the rest of the 4%. In 2009, Indonesia was home to some 7.8 million Chinese overseas, accounting for almost 20% of the global Chinese overseas population. Thailand came second with 7.2 million ethnic Chinese, and Malaysia with 6.5 million (Table 1.4). Thus, the three countries with the largest concentration of ethnic Chinese: Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia - accounted for about 55% of the total Chinese overseas population in 2009. However, the proportional share of these countries has slipped slightly in the 12-year period between 1997 and 2009, from 58% to 55%. Two other countries in Asia also had a sizable ethnic Chinese population: 2.8 million in Singapore and 1.2 million in the Philippines. In
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2009, the five countries in Asia: Indonesia, Thailand, Malaysia, Singapore and the Philippines, accounted for 65% of the total Chinese overseas population, or 86% of all the ethnic Chinese in Asia outside of China.  

In the Americas, the USA had the largest ethnic Chinese population of 4.2 million in 2009. When the ethnic Chinese population of 1.3 million in Canada is added, the two countries accounted for 14% of the total Chinese overseas population or 76% of all the ethnic Chinese in the Americas. In the Oceania region, Australia accounted for 1.9% of the total Chinese overseas population, and New Zealand, 0.4%. Together, the number of ethnic Chinese in Australia and New Zealand made up 95% of the ethnic Chinese in the Oceania region. In contrast, England, France, Holland and Italy accounted for 68% of the ethnic Chinese in Europe, although globally, the ethnic Chinese in these four countries made up only about 2% of the total Chinese overseas population.

In recent years, international migration has taken on new characteristics. For example, the outflows and inflows between developing countries have become more prevalent, Europe and Asia are emerging as the most popular immigration destinations, while immigration regions tend to be relatively compact. In addition to these trends, international immigration is being fuelled by the 2008-2009 global financial crisis and its after-shocks. With the growth in the number of international immigrants and the increasingly clear benefits in the areas of science and the economy, issues like immigrant integration have attracted growing attention. With an overall population of 60 million, Chinese immigrants can be found everywhere in the world, but are concentrated mainly in the U.S., Canada, Australia, Japan, and other European countries.

During 2013 - 2014, new changes in the development of Chinese international migration arose. The number of overseas Chinese immigrants is continuously increasing, while the influence
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of foreign migrants on China’s internationalization is rising as well. As the number of immigrants coming to China has gone up, China has become the largest source country of foreign travelers. 343

4.3. The Push And Pull Factors Of Chinese Migration

Chinese migration has a long history, but the mass emigration of the Chinese from mainland China took place only in the latter part of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th. The latest exodus of the Chinese, which started at the end of the 20th century, is still ongoing. 344

When and Why Chinese Migrate

What have been the reasons for Chinese emigration in the last two centuries? Many scholars generally attribute it to the push and pull factors. In the second half of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th, overpopulation, famine, poverty and socio-political upheavals in China were the push factors while the demand for manpower and economic opportunities in Southeast Asia and the West were the pull factors. Towards the end of the 20th century, overpopulation, hardship and lack of economic opportunities in mainland China and the fear of a Communist takeover in both Hong Kong and Taiwan served as the push factors, while the demand for manpower and economic opportunities outside China served as the pull factors. Many people also take the view that the recent Chinese migration has been part of a global migration. Nevertheless, the phenomenon of the recent Chinese migration has been the most spectacular. 345

Chinese Migrants to Developed Countries 346

According to Zhuang Guotu (of Xiamen University), in 2006, there were at least six million Chinese migrants in the world, of whom 4 to 4.6 million originated from mainland China, and 700–800 thousand originated from Hong Kong and Taiwan. 347 These new migrants can be divided into
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four categories: overseas students with their families, ordinary migrants joining their family overseas, investors and businessmen, and workers (some of whom are illegal migrants, often called undocumented migrants). Regarding overseas Chinese students and their families, mainland Chinese migrants make up one quarter of these, while Hong Kong and Taiwan migrants make up 50%. After 1999, the numbers of new migrants from mainland China continued to rise rapidly, while Taiwanese and Hong Kong migrants continued to decline drastically. It should also be noted that the above estimates do not include the Chinese from Southeast Asia who re-migrated to these developed countries.

Most new Chinese migrants went to developed countries rather than Southeast Asia. The former probably received 80% of the new Chinese migrants while the latter took only 20%. This is different from the earlier pattern when about 90% of Chinese migrants went to Southeast Asia. The arrival of these new Chinese migrants has major impacts on the populations of the local Chinese in the developed countries, especially in the “migrant states” such as USA, Australia and New Zealand. They have transformed the structure of the local Chinese communities into new migrant communities as their numbers are much larger than those of the old settlers.348

To understand in detail, the push and pull factors of Chinese migration, we will take into consideration the migration from China to the United States of America. From 1849 to 1882, more than 100,000 Chinese immigrants immigrated to the American West to become contract laborers. In 1882, Congress passed the Chinese Exclusion Act, limiting the amount of immigrants that could arrive to the United States. There was very little immigration until 1965, when the Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 reopened the borders for immigrants. From 1965 onward, there has been

348 Id., 2-3
steadily high immigration from China, and in the 1990 census, Chinese Americans numbered at 1.6 million, the highest of any Asian American group.  

Push Factors of Chinese Migration to the US

Early Chinese immigrants were young male peasants looking for work to escape the economic hardship of rural China. From the 1960s onward, there have been two different push factors. One is the political instability and repression in Communist China. The other pertains to those seeking a higher and better education in the fields of science, engineering and various other disciplines.

Push Factors of Chinese Migration to the US

The rapid industrialization of the American West following the gold rush made it a destination for Chinese contract laborers in the late 19th century. Recent political refugees are drawn to the United States due to its democratic government and acceptance of asylee-seekers. The other group of recent Chinese immigrants, those seeking education, are drawn by American universities and colleges, which sponsor their student visas. They often stay in the United States, drawn by the significantly higher pay and opportunities.

19th century Chinese immigrants were contract laborers. They worked in extremely dangerous and unskilled positions in the fields of mining, railroad construction, agriculture, irrigation, and manufacturing. The demand for Chinese labor diminished, and what followed was the Chinese Exclusion Act, pushing Chinese Americans to the cities. They struggled and had to find jobs in labor-intensive manufacturing, service industries such as laundry and restaurants, and small import-export business. Chinese who remained in rural areas moved into agricultural occupations in California and small retail businesses in predominately African American communities in
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the Deep South. After World War Two, Chinese Americans spread out into a diverse array of occupations, and now part of the occupational ladder, from low level manufacturing jobs to highly educated professionals, doctors and lawyers. One industry they particularly gathered to was the defense industry, where highly talented Chinese immigrants were quickly hired by various firms following World War Two. 352

According to Dr. Huiyao Wang, PhD, 353 China ranked as the fourth most migrant-sending country in the world in 2013. Most emigrants from China tend to go to countries in North America. Not surprisingly, the most popular destinations are the United States, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand. 354 A remarkable feature of Chinese emigration has been the growth of skilled migrants, including students-turned-migrants, emigrating professionals, academics and chain migrants. Following are the new patterns of why Chinese migrate:

- Student migrants: China has seen the world's largest student-sending country;
- There has been an increasing number of new migrant categories, including investor and entrepreneur migrants and migrating in search of a better education for their children;
- Labor migrants continue to form an important share of Chinese emigrants;
- Environmental pollution became another driver for Chinese emigration; and
- In 2013, China became the biggest tourism source market in the world. 355

4.4. Anti-Money Laundering Laws 356

The People’s Republic of China has recently sought to bring its AML provisions into alignment with other Asian jurisdictions with robust financial crime deterrence legislation and procedures, such as those that have been implemented in Singapore. The position of China both
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356 Dennis Cox, Handbook of Anti-Money Laundering, 396 (2014)
geographically and economically has highlighted the need for stringency. Moreover, the strength of the money-laundering-deterrence regimes in its neighboring jurisdictions has prompted an urgent response from China. In China, money laundering most commonly arises through the following channels:

a. Cash Smuggling;

b. The use of legitimate banking systems – various deposit accounts;

c. Underpriced export/counterfeit goods; and

d. Underground banking systems.

In recent years, there has been an increase in more technologically based crime due to the emergence of e-banking and e-currency.

Key Legislation


Together, the AML laws and rules provide a procedural guide for financial institutions. The money laundering offenses are also found in the 1997 revision of the 1979 Penal Code under Articles 191, 312 and 349.

Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Assessment

China was placed on an enhanced follow-up process as a result of partially compliant and non-compliant ratings in certain Core and Key Recommendations in its mutual evaluation report of 2007. However, it was removed from the enhanced follow-up in 2012 following process in the AML regime.

The Primary AML Investigation/Regulatory Authorities

\[357\] Id.

\[358\] Id.

\[359\] Id.
1. The People’s Bank of China

The State Council appointed The People’s Bank of China as the designated central bank in September 1983. In accordance with this status, The People’s Bank of China (PBC) is the administrative authority for money-laundering-deterrence legislation. The Rules for Anti-Money Laundering by Financial Institutions, formed in accordance with the law of the People’s Republic of China on anti-money laundering, set out the functions of the PBC.

The Rules establish the PBC as the competent authority and the supervisory authority for China’s banking system, whose responsibilities have been consolidated to confer certain duties to the appropriate financial institutions. Article 5 of the AML Rules lays down the PBC’s supervisory responsibilities and duties pertinent to money laundering:

- To stipulate anti-money laundering regulations for financial institutions solely or jointly with the China Banking Regulatory Commission, the China Securities Regulatory Commission and the China Insurance Regulatory Commission;
- To monitor fund flow in both RMB and foreign currencies for anti-money laundering purposes;
- To supervise and inspect the fulfilling of anti-money laundering obligations by financial institutions;
- To investigate suspicious transactions within its competence;
- To report transactions suspected of being involved with money-laundering crime to law enforcement agencies;
- To exchange information and documents relevant to money laundering with overseas anti-money laundering institutions in line with relevant laws and administrative regulations; and
- Other responsibilities as defined by the State Council.

359 *Id.*, 397.
2. The Financial Intelligence Unit

The Financial Intelligence Unit is housed within PBC with two separate operational units: The Anti-Money Laundering Bureau and The China Anti-Money Laundering and Analysis Centre.

The Anti-Money Laundering Bureau (AMLB) organizes and coordinates China’s AML affairs, conducting administrative investigations, dissemination and providing policy oversight. Decisions about whether to carry out an administrative investigation into a suspicious transaction report (STR) or to disseminate a STR to the Ministry of Public Security or other law enforcement agencies are made under AML law.

The China Anti-Money Laundering and Analysis Centre (CAMLAC) specializes in data collection, processing and analysis. It also has an extensive range of legally documented duties to perform within the realm of suspicious transaction.

4.5. China’s Bank System History

Before 1840, the Chinese banking system consisted of money and exchange shops. Foreign banks, which first appeared during the Opium War, monopolized Chinese banking for about fifty years. In 1897, the first commercial bank, known as the Imperial Bank of China, was set up when the Qing Government realized the outflow of silver. By 1927, there were 203 Chinese banks, consisting of official banks, private commercial banks, and money shops. In 1946, the four official banks, together with the Central Trust Bank, Postal Saving and Exchange House, and Central Cooperative Funds, controlled the major commercial banking activities and monopolized the credit business. In June 1947, the deposits of these institutions accounted for 91.7 percent of national deposits, and 93.3 percent of total loans.
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Over a period of six years in the 1950s, the People’s Bank of China (PBC) expropriated and centralized all banks. With branches being set up all over China, PBC had become an instrument in the implementation of a highly centralized and planned economic administrative system. Funds were controlled by the head office and could flow only vertically. Currency issue coexisted with commercial banking business, and since both the bank and the enterprises were state-owned, currency issue could not be controlled. 364

Since the late 1970s, several steps were taken. The Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) was reestablished in 1979. The Bank of China (BOC) was separated from PBC, became the international department dealing with foreign exchange business, and has become one of the four specialized banks. The People’s Construction Bank of China (PCBC) was separated from the Ministry of Finance (MOF). It mainly deals with the loans related to capital construction allocated by the MOF. In the meantime, the People’s Insurance Company of China (PICC) was set up to develop domestic insurance, while the China International Trust and Investment Company (CITIC) was set up to develop the trust and investment business. The China Investment Company (CIC), accountable to PCBC, was set up in 1981 to engage in foreign fund raising and administration of international loans. 365

A new banking structure emerged with PBC being the central bank and the four state-owned specialized banks (ABC, BOC, PCBC, and CIC) concentrated on different economic sectors. PBC was both a central bank and a specialized bank that dealt specially with urban credit business. The PBC’s function of administering other specialized banks often conflicted with its commercial banking activities. PBC began to function as a central bank from 1984 and would not deal with commercial banking business any longer. Meanwhile, the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) was set up to deal with industrial and commercial deposits and loans which were originally
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handled by the PBC. Between 1984 and 1993, China’s banking sector changed drastically. Regional commercial banks appeared. 366

China’s central bank, the People’s Bank of China (PBC), was founded on December 1, 1948, but incorporated other banks in the 1950s. On January 1, 1984, the State Council passed a resolution proposing the People’s Bank of China to be the Central Bank. 367 China’s economic reforms started in 1979 when the mono banking system was abolished. At that time, the People's Bank of China (PBOC) was the only financial institution serving as the Central Bank and at the same time providing banking services all over the country. The People's Bank of China's (PBOC) specialist banking functions were subsequently devolved to three State-Owned Commercial Banks (SOCBs): namely the Agricultural Bank of China (ABC) in charge of agriculture, the China Construction Bank in charge of loans for construction and fixed asset long-term loans and the Bank of China (BOC) for handling foreign exchange business. The functions of the PBOC were further reorganized in 1984 when the PBOC became the effective Central Bank and all of its branches were transferred to the Industrial Commercial Bank of China (ICBC) which became the fourth main SOCB. 368

On December 11, 2001, China joined the WTO. On its accession, China promised that foreign banks would be permitted to provide services to all Chinese clients from December 11, 2006. Fulfilling these commitments required an extensive institutional reform of China’s banking system. This process was painful, stressful, and expensive. In 2002, the 16th CPC National Meeting called for reform in the financial sector. In 2003, as part of the reform by the State Council, the Law on the People's Bank of China (1995) and the Commercial Banking Law (1995) were amended to pave the way for the establishment of the CBRC to oversee the banking sector. The CBRC’s
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mandate was to conduct regulation of and supervision over all banking institutions, and their
business activities in China. At the same time, revisions to the Law on the People's Bank of
China (1995) strengthened the PBOC’s responsibility for monetary policy and relieved it of
responsibility for the regulation of financial institutions. 369

Financial Regulation 370

For years, foreign investors have lobbied China for real access to foreign exchange and
quality financial services in order to meet the needs of their China operations. In response, the
government has made significant changes since 1995 to China's banking and financial systems,
including the adoption of new banking laws, rules governing the activities of foreign-funded
financial institutions, rules and regulations affecting foreign exchange, regulations concerning the
establishment of trusts and trust administration, and the regulation of group finance and financial
leasing companies. Post-WTO, China's domestic banking institutions are preparing for foreign
competition by upgrading their information technology infrastructure and by courting potential
foreign investors. This chapter addresses the regulation of China’s financial system and foreign
exchange control rules. This chapter also addresses the accounting and auditing standards applicable
to foreign-invested enterprises (FIEs) and the annual inspection process designed to allow fiscal
government agencies to conduct a review of company operations and legal compliance. 371

Banking Regulation 372

Prior to 1978, under the centrally planned economy in China, the People’s Bank of China
(PBOC) was in effect the only bank operating in China. 373 The PBOC performed the functions of
both a central bank and a commercial bank, with responsibilities including currency issuance,
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deposits, lending, settlements, and foreign exchange. In 1978, the State Council created various banks with the intent of severing the commercial bank functions from the traditional central bank functions. The four commercial banks created were designed to focus on specific industry sectors, which included the Industrial and Commercial Bank of China (ICBC),\(^{374}\) the Bank of China (BOC),\(^{375}\) the Agricultural Bank of China (ABC),\(^{376}\) and the Construction Bank of China (CBC), formerly known as the People’s Construction Bank of China.\(^{377}\) In 1985, these banks were further authorized to expand their operations, and the original areas of specialty are no longer clearly defined (e.g., agricultural sector for the ABC and the project finance sector for the CBC). All four commercial banks have expanded into international business and investment banking. In 1994, the State Council created three policy banks to address policy loans (such as government subsidized financing), including the Export and Import Bank of China (Eximbank),\(^{378}\) the National Development Bank of China (NDB), and the Agricultural Development Bank of China (ADB). The NDB is responsible for financing infrastructure projects, the Eximbank is responsible for encouraging export sales of China products, and the ADB is responsible for policy loans to the agricultural sector.\(^{379}\)

Today, there are over a dozen national and regional commercial banks that are authorized to engage in both renminbi and foreign currency business, including the following banks: the Bank of
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\(^{374}\) The ICBC was established to replace the PBOC with respect to commercial banking activities in urban areas.

\(^{375}\) The BOC, which is the most profitable Chinese bank, has focused primarily on foreign trade and foreign currency exchange and has over 500 overseas offices in 19 countries and regions and has a strong presence in Hong Kong. The BOC was established in 1912 and is currently a legal entity under the control of the State Council. The BOC adheres to the Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits (UCPDC) of the International Chamber of Commerce (ICC) for the purpose of standardizing international transactions (ICC Publication No. 500). In addition, most Chinese banks adhere to the Uniform Rules for Demand Guarantees developed by the ICC (ICC Publication No. 458);

\(^{376}\) The Agricultural Bank was first established in March of 1955 but was closed during the Cultural Revolution (it merged with the PBOC in 1965);

\(^{377}\) The Construction Bank of China resumed operations in 1983; its original principal function is to administer the funds allocated for capital construction and exploration of natural resources;

\(^{378}\) In 2002, the Export-Import Bank of China merged with the export credit insurance department of People's Insurance Corp. of China to form the China Export & Credit Insurance Corp., or Sinosure. The Ministry of Finance has backed the company with a RMB4 billion ($483.9 million) fund and the new entity is required to promote exports by offering export credit risk insurance. Under the WTO’s national treatment principle, Sinosure provides insurance for both Chinese and foreign companies exporting from China;

\(^{379}\) Supra note 52, 450
Communications, CITIC Industrial Bank, China Everbright Bank, Guangdong Development Bank, Shenzhen Development Bank, Huaxia Bank, China Merchants Bank, China Minsheng Banking Corp. Ltd., and the Shanghai Pudong Development Bank. China's banking system also includes cooperative banks, rural credit cooperatives, trust companies, finance companies, urban credit cooperatives, and finance leasing companies. In addition to the various domestic institutions, foreign banks have played a significant role in China’s banking market. In 1995, and as amended in 2003, the NPC adopted two important banking laws that affected foreign financial institutions with operations in China, including the PRC Bank Law and the Commercial Bank Law.

PRC Bank Law

The Bank Law provides that the PBOC is responsible for traditional central bank functions such as developing and implementing national monetary policies; issuing and controlling the circulation of renminbi; regulating financial institutions and the banking industry; managing the foreign exchange reserves of China; managing the national treasury; and engaging in international financial activities. The PBOC is authorized to use a number of tools to implement the fiscal policies of the state, including the establishment of interest rates, requiring that financial
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384 Law of the People’s Republic of China on the People’s Bank of China (adopted on March 18, 1995 by the 3rd Sess. of the 8th National People’s Congress, and revised at the 6th Sess. of the Standing Committee of the 10th National People’s Congress on December 27, 2003), reprinted in China Laws for Foreign Business (CCH), Business Regulation 1 8-450 thereinafter the “Bank Law”). The PBOC is under the direct supervision of the State Council. In November 1998, the Chinese government abolished the provincial branches of the PBOC and set up nine regional branches divided by geographical areas. Eliminating the central bank’s provincial subsidiaries is designed to eliminate the financial risks incurred by local governments’ intervention in the PBOC’s work. In the past, provincial leaders have been accused of ignoring national policies and improperly forcing the local PBOC offices to support underperforming local enterprises and projects that lacked economic feasibility. See Xu, Bank Reform to Tighten Control. China Daily, Nov. 17, 1998;

385 Id., citing Bank Law, Art. 4

386 Provisional Regulations on Interest Rate Control (promulgated on December 11, 1990 by the PBOC), reprinted in China Laws for Foreign Business (CCH), Business Regulations H 8-750 (outlines the PBOC’s standards for interest rate formulation and penalties for violations of interest rate control provisions); Announcement of the People’s Bank of China on the Reduction of Deposit and Loan Interest Rates and the Reform of the Deposit Reserve Fund System (promulgated on March 25, 1998 by the PBOC), reprinted in China Laws for Foreign Business (CCH), Business Regulations 1 8-710;
institutions deposit reserve funds; conducting transactions involving bonds and foreign exchange on the open market; and providing requirements for the issuance of commercial loans.\footnote{Id., citing Bank Law, Art. 23} The PBOC is administered by a governor nominated by the State Council and confirmed by the NPC. The Bank Law sets forth the organizational structure for the PBOC, financial and accounting requirements, and rules governing the issuance and control of renminbi.\footnote{Id.}

In 2003, the PBOC was reorganized with the creation of the China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) and assumed responsibility for regulating and supervising the banking industry (previously functions of several departments of the PBOC). The PRC government approved of restructuring the central bank’s role in formulating and implementing monetary policy and ensuring the overall stability of China’s financial system. The PBOC is also responsible for administering the PRC’s credit rating system and efforts against money laundering.\footnote{Supra note 52, 452, citing China Banking Regulatory Commission. Pursuant to the revised Bank Law, the PBOC’s Monetary Policy Committee is responsible for the formulation and adjustment of monetary policies. Bank Law, Art. 12. The PBOC is also responsible for (1) regulating the inter-bank lending, bond, foreign exchange, and gold markets (Bank Law, Art. 4); (2) formulating rules jointly with the CBRC for payment and settlement procedures (Bank Law, Art. 28); (3) supervising financial institutions with respect to deposit payments, foreign exchange control, and money laundering activities (Bank Law, Art. 32); and (4) requesting the intervention of the CBRC with financial institutions in matters involving monetary policies and financial stability (Bank Law, Art. 33). The amendments to the Bank Law in 2003 included the establishment of various departments including the Financial Market Department, Financial Stability Bureau, Credit Reference Administration Bureau, and the Anti-Money Laundering Bureau (previously part of the PBOC’s Security Bureau);}

Since the opening of the Chinese economy in the late 1970s, China has struggled with significant non-performing loan (NPL) balances from state-owned banks. As a result of the intervention of the government, the NPL ratios have significantly decreased post-WTO from a ratio of over 30 percent (US$317 billion) in 2001 to 1.66 percent (US$73.7 billion) in October 2009. The CBRC has taken action to stabilize the banking system and correct the systemic problems which created an environment leading to high NPLs, such as the dominant role of state-owned banks in China’s financial markets, weak internal controls, uncontrolled policy loans to state-owned
enterprises, unnecessary administrative controls on the lending activities of financial institutions, and inappropriate banking regulation and supervision.  

Commercial Bank Law  

The second important banking law enacted in 1995 was China’s first commercial bank law. The stated purpose of the 1995 Commercial Bank Law is to standardize China’s banking system, promote the development of its “socialist market economy,” and elevate China’s practices to international banking standards. The provisions of the Commercial Bank Law are applicable to foreign-funded commercial banks, equity joint venture commercial banks, and the branch offices of foreign commercial banks. A commercial bank may engage in the following activities:

a. receive public deposits;

b. provide short-term, medium-term, or long-term loans;

c. conduct domestic and overseas settlements;

d. make payments on negotiable instruments;
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392 Id., citing Commercial Bank Law of the People’s Republic of China (adopted on May 10, 1995 by the 13th Sess. of the 8th National People’s Congress, and as amended by the National People’s Congress on December 27, 2003), reprinted in China Laws For Foreign Business (CCH), Business Regulation % 8-350 (hereinafter the "Commercial Bank Law"). The amendments to the Commercial Bank Law expand the scope of both foreign and domestic banks while easing government restrictions. The expanded scope of operations includes bill acceptance, financial debt purchase and sales, bank card services, and foreign exchange settlement and sales. The amendments transfer much of the PBOC’s authority to supervise and regulate China’s commercial banks, credit cooperatives, policy banks, financial asset management companies, trust companies, financial companies, financial lease companies, and other banking institutions to the CBRC. The PBOC remains China’s central bank, with authority to formulate and implement monetary policies and to monitor and safeguard financial markets, including a new power to trade bonds on the open market. In certain circumstances, the PBOC may request the CBRC to investigate a regulated financial institution. See also Administrative Regulations Governing Financial Institutions (promulgated on August 9, 1994 by the People’s Bank of China, and as amended in 2006 by the China Banking Regulatory Commission), reprinted in China Laws for Foreign Business (CCH), Business Regulation ^ 8-400 (outlines procedures for the administration of financial institutions, standards for applications, standards for control of licenses, standards for management of capital funds or working funds, qualifications for principal personnel, and penalties for violations of the law); Administrative Measures on Financial Licenses (CBRC Order No. 2, issued by the China Banking Regulatory Commission on December 28, 2006). See The U.S.-China Business Council, CBRC Grunts New Streamlined Financial Licenses, China Market Intelligence (July 16, 2003).
393 Id., citing Commercial Bank Law, Art. 1. As amended in 2003, the language concerning the “socialist market economy” was dropped. Article 1 now states: “This Law is formulated in order to strengthen banking regulation, to standardize regulation, to prevent and dispel banking risk, to protect the lawful rights and interests of depositors and other customers, and to encourage healthy growth of the banking industry.”;
394 Id., citing Id. at Art. 88. Although the Commercial Bank Law applies to foreign-funded financial institutions, they are restricted in the scope of their operations.
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e. issue financial bonds and other debt instruments;

f. act as an agent to issue, purchase, and underwrite government bonds;

g. purchase and sell government bonds for its own account;

h. engage in inter-bank loans;

i. purchase and sell foreign exchange on its own account or on behalf of its customers;

j. provide trade financing services such as letters of credit and guarantees;

k. act as an insurance agent;

l. establish branch offices; 396

m. provide safety deposit boxes for customers; and

n. issue credit cards and other credit services. 397

A commercial bank is an autonomous entity with legal person status and must be sufficiently capitalized to engage in banking activities. 398 Commercial banks are required to act independent of governmental enterprises and free from influence of local government officials who, in the past, demanded that banks support local interests notwithstanding that many enterprises were financially incapable of repaying loans. 399 Commercial banks are now independently liable for their liquidity and profitability, and by law are required to protect the interests of their depositors and are prohibited from exercising favoritism toward a local government in its loan writing decisions. 400

Commercial Bank Operational Standards 401

In general, the key operating standard for financial institutions under the Commercial Bank Law, in light of China’s history of favoritism, is to closely examine the creditworthiness of

396 Id., citing Id. at Arts. 19-23. A branch office of a commercial bank is required to obtain the approval of the CBRC, which involves the review of the banks accounting records and information concerning the proposed branch office. A commercial bank is required to exercise a system-wide accounting system in order to control the activities of its branch operations. All civil liability incurred by a branch shall be borne by the head office. A commercial bank is required to publicly announce the opening of any new branch office.

397 Id., citing Id., Art. 3. The use of installment loans for consumer consumption, such as with the purchase of automobiles, has yet to be fully embraced in China, but change is ongoing.
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399 Id., Art. 41

400 Supra note 52, 456, citing Id. at Art. 6.
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borrowers and to implement collection procedures to ensure the recovery of loans per schedule.  

By law, the banks are protected in their efforts to recover unpaid debts from borrowers. In the past, financial institutions had little leverage to force a powerful governmental enterprise to repay its loan obligations. As a result, many enterprises defaulted on their obligations, leaving the banks with large underperforming portfolios. Although commercial banks have the discretion to operate their loan facilities, they are required to adhere to the “national industrial policies” of the PRC.

The Commercial Bank Law also requires financial institutions to abide by the principles of fair competition and not engage in “unfair rivalry” when promoting their business. This rule reflects the realization that competition for banking business may become heated as the system continues to evolve into a free market, especially as foreign-funded institutions seek to become players in China’s banking industry. Commercial banks are also required to meet capital adequacy requirements, which in the past were difficult for domestic banks to maintain. Specifically, banks in China are required to maintain an 8 percent capital adequacy ratio and 4 percent core capital ratio. Commercial banks and their boards of directors, senior managers, and supervisors are further required to establish and adhere to a compliance risk management system to safeguard the operations of the bank and ensure full compliance with the law.

(1) Rules for Loan Contracts. A commercial loan must be in writing and signed by the bank and the borrower. A commercial bank is required to fully evaluate the credit of a potential borrower, including the ability to repay a loan, source of funds, income, method of repayment, and assets. A bank has the discretion to demand that a borrower provide a guarantee secured by a mortgage or
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pledge of property. 409 The interest rates charged by a bank are required to be consistent with the upper and lower limits set by the CBRC. 410 A borrower is required to repay both the principal and interest within the time required under the loan contract. If a borrower is in default of a loan, a commercial bank has a right to attach the secured property and sell the property to satisfy the debt due. An auction must be conducted within one year of attachment. 411

A commercial bank is prohibited from issuing an unsecured loan to a “related party” including directors, supervisors, management personnel, credit operation personnel, and their relatives or to individuals that have an interest in the bank or have held senior management positions in the bank. However, a commercial bank may issue a secured loan to a “related party” so long as the terms and conditions of the loan are consistent with loans granted to other borrowers. 412

(2) Protection for Depositors. 413 Commercial banks are required to operate in compliance with the principles of voluntary deposits, freedom of withdrawal, interest on deposits, and confidentiality of depositors when handling the business of personal savings deposits. 414 Confidentiality standards provide that, except when required by law, a commercial bank may refuse to allow third persons information concerning the accounts of individuals and entities with the bank. 415 Banks are required to set and publish the deposit interest rates in accordance with the upper and lower limits set by the CBRC, and are required to maintain sufficient reserves to ensure the payment of both principal and interest on demand by depositors. 416

409 Id., Art. 36
410 Id., Art. 38
411 Id., Art. 42
412 Id., Art. 40
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415 Id., Arts. 29, 30
416 Id., Arts. 31-33. In September 2003, the PBOC raised the deposit reserve ratio from 6 percent to 7 percent of the total loans that each financial institution must deposit with the PBOC. See U.S.-China Business Council. PBOC Raises Deposit Reserve Ratio, China Market Intelligence (August 27,2003). In April 2004, the PBOC increased the bank reserve requirement of bank deposits to 7.5 percent in a move to clamp down on the fast growth of money supply and credit. The order applies to China’s largest banks but exempts rural and urban credit cooperatives, which continue to be bound by a 6 percent reserve requirement. PBOC Hikes Reserve Requirement to 7.5%, China Daily, April 12, 2004. In 2007-2008, the Chinese government significantly raised the country’s bank reserve ratio, or the percentage of depositors’ bank balances that must be set aside in reserves, in an effort to curb inflation. China
An enterprise is allowed to open one basic account for handling its deposits, payments, and transfers. An enterprise is prohibited from opening an account in the name of an individual with the enterprise’s funds. Banks are required to maintain normal business hours that are publicly announced and convenient to its customers. A commercial bank is prohibited from reducing its normal business hours or closing its business. A bank is allowed to charge fees for its services, but is required to meet the fee standards of the CBRC.

(3) Records, Accounting, and Reporting. A commercial bank is required to maintain financial accounting statements, loan application files, loan agreements, and other documents and records concerning the bank’s operations. A bank is also required to establish an accounting system and internal control system that is consistent with CBRC standards. An institution is required to release to the public information concerning their business performance and audit reports within three months before the end of the accounting year (i.e., calendar year). In addition, a commercial bank is required to submit a balance sheet, profit and loss statement, and other accounting records to the CBRC on a quarterly basis.

The CBRC has the power to conduct audits and inspections of the records of a commercial bank, including an evaluation of the deposits, loans, settlement of accounts, bad debts, and other ordered banks to set aside 16.5 percent of deposits with the central bank, which was a 7.5 percentage point increase in the requirement since the start of 2007. See N. Piboontanasawat, China Raises Bank Reserve Ratio as Inflation Surges, Bloomberg, May 12, 2008. In the latter part of 2008 and 2009, the government took steps to reduce the reserve ratio by encouraging consumption in response to the economic crisis. China Slashes Interest Rates. Reserve Ratio as Fears of Economy Grow, AFX News, November 26, 2008.
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419 Id., Art. 50. See Provisional Rules on the Administration of Commercial Banking Service Pricing (promulgated on June 26, 2003 by the CBRC). The bank service fee rules are effective October 1, 2001, and govern the pricing of commercial banking services. The rules categorize services into two classifications: government-regulated services and market-based services. Government-regulated services are defined as basic RMB settlement operations and other services specified by the CBRC. Such services have minimal fees. All other services may be set by the market. The rules further provide that certain basic banking activities are not subject to any charges, such as opening an RMB bank account, closing an account, or making deposits at different branches of a bank in the same city. Banks may charge for certain activities such as withdrawals of large sums of cash and deposits in small denominations. The rules also set forth a reporting mechanism for changes to bank service charges: changes must be reported to the CBKC 15 days prior to implementation and posted at each bank location at least ten days prior to implementation.
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aspects of the commercial banking operation at any time and without notice. A commercial bank is required to produce any requested report or document upon demand. A commercial bank is also subject to the auditing supervision of the Auditor General of the Chinese National Audit Office, which is directly responsible to the State Council. The Commercial Bank Law outlines the standards for bank takeovers by the PBOC, the duration of the takeover period, dissolution procedures for institutions subject to takeover, and protection of depositors and creditors.

(4) Bank Employee Standards. The employees of a commercial bank are required to abide by the law and regulations applicable to banking operations. Bank employees are prohibited from engaging in the following activities:

a. using their professional positions to extort money, accept bribes, or receive rebates and commissions;

b. using their professional positions to embezzle funds of the bank or its customers;

c. practicing favoritism in granting loans to, or provisions of guarantees for, relatives and friends;

d. holding concurrent positions in other economic organizations;

e. disclosing state or commercial secrets obtained during the course of their employment; or

f. engaging in other activities that violate the law, administrative regulations, and standards.

An employee that engages in any of the activities noted in the preceding list is subject to administrative penalties, criminal penalties, and civil liability.

(5) Online Banking Measures. The China Banking Regulatory Commission (CBRC) has adopted standards for online banking services and risk management issues. The Online Banking Measures
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apply to all banking institutions that are approved by the CBRC, including policy banks, Chinese-owned commercial banks, equity joint venture banks, wholly foreign-owned banks, and branches of foreign banks. Any banking institution that offers online services is required to apply to the CBRC for approval and registration. The Online Banking Measures list the requirements for approval to offer online services. Eligible banks are required to meet or exceed the following criteria:

a. maintains a sound internal management system and control mechanisms which can assess and regulate the risks associated with online banking;

b. maintains the necessary hardware, software, and technical expertise to support an online banking system; and

c. maintains a sound financial position.

The Online Banking Measures detail the application process, CBRC application standards and documents, and procedures for applying to provide additional online services.

The Online Banking Measures outline the statutory precautions that must be taken by financial institutions to ensure the management of risks associated with online banking services. All online banks must take proper security measures such as commercial encryption, physical security measures that can effectively guard against unlawful access to key equipment, and protection of customers' right to privacy.

431 Online Banking Measures, Arts. 3, 4
432 Id., Art. 8. These rules also apply to financial institutions registered in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Macao that offer PRC clients online banking services as well as Mainland Chinese banks that offer online banking services overseas;
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435 Id., at Arts. 31-53 (risk management standards), 54-61 (management of data exchange and transfer), 62-70 (management of outsourcing of IT functions), and 71-74 (management of cross-border data exchange).
The Online Banking Measures provide that banks which fail to meet the requirements stipulated in the procedures may be subject to various administrative penalties.\(^{436}\) The CBRC is empowered to order a party to cease its online services in the event a financial institution:\(^{437}\)

a. offers online services without the approval and registration of the CBRC;

b. violates state laws or regulations or threatens social welfare through its online services;

c. engages in unfair competition by the use of its online services;

d. lacks the necessary resources or experienced technical persons, which leads to major capital loss through its online services;

e. maintains inadequate systems security, which threatens customer interests and the security of the bank’s organization; or

f. fails to report a major incident to the CBRC.\(^{438}\)

(6) Liability and Penalties.\(^{439}\) A bank is subject to civil liability to its depositors for delays or refusals to pay principal or interest on deposits, illegal withholding or freezing of deposits, or breach of confidentiality concerning depositors’ accounts.\(^{440}\) A commercial bank is also subject to monetary penalties, suspension of business activities, revocation of business license, or criminal liability if it violates any provision of the bank law or related regulations.\(^{441}\) If a commercial bank or employee of a bank disputes any administrative penalty issued by the CBRC, the bank or the employee may initiate litigation with the people’s court pursuant to the Administrative Litigation Law.\(^{442}\)
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\(^{442}\) Id., Art. 86. For a discussion concerning the Administrative Litigation Law, see infra Chapter 22. “Litigation in the People’s Court,” § C.
(7) Money Laundering Prevention. In 2003 and 2006, the PRC government adopted a series of regulations and a basic law designed to prevent money laundering. These regulations apply to all financial institutions in China, including commercial banks, finance companies, trust companies, lease financing companies, and foreign-invested financial institutions.

Under the Anti-Money Laundering Law, the PBOC is authorized by the State Council to supervise anti-money laundering efforts nationwide. The PBOC is responsible for (1) formulating anti-money laundering regulations, (2) monitoring the flow of RMB and foreign currencies, (3) supervising and inspecting the financial institutions’ performance of anti-money laundering obligations, (4) investigating suspicious transactions, (5) reporting to the public security authorities any transaction suspected to be criminal, and (6) exchanging anti-money laundering information with overseas anti-money laundering institutions.

The PBOC established the China Anti-Money Laundering Monitor and Analysis Center (CALMAC) to receive and analyze data concerning large-sum or suspicious transactions in RMB and foreign currencies. CALMAC’s analysis is then reported to the PBOC. CALMAC has the power to require financial institutions to supplement materials regarding the PBOC. CALMAC has the power to require financial institutions to supplement materials regarding the aforementioned transactions. A financial institution shall report to CALMAC any large-sum transactions in RMB or a foreign currency, as well as any suspicious transactions.

FIE Financial Institutions

The State Council and the CBRC adopted regulations and measures specifically addressing the application process, capital requirements, appointment and expertise of personnel, reporting
requirements, and other rules specifically applicable to foreign-funded financial institutions.\footnote{Id., citing See Regulations of the People’s Republic of China on Administration of Foreign-Funded Banks (adopted at the 155th Executive Meeting of the State Council on November 8, 2006, promulgated by the State Council and effective December 11, 2006); Id., citing Specific to joint equity banks, the CBRC issued a risk rating system to assess the risk, management systems, and profitability of joint equity banks in China. The system sets forth 100-point rating categories for such issues as capital adequacy, risk conditions, management and governance conditions, profitability, etc. The system only applies to joint equity banks in China and it is assumed that the CBRC is testing the rating system to determine whether to apply the program to all banks if successful. Provisional Risk Rating System for Joint Equity Banks (issued on February 22, 2004 by the CBRC) Id., citing FIE Bank Regulations, Art. 2(1)-(4). Prior to 2006, the FIE Bank Regulations addressed the establishment of a WFOF, finance company or JV finance company. Those provisions were removed from the Regulations in 2006. The FIE Bank Administrative Licensing Measures (articles 17-26) address the process for setting up a WFOE finance company and JV finance company. The minimum registered capital for either a WFOE/JV finance company is RMB200 million. FIE Bank Administrative Licensing Measures, Art. 17. The overseas shareholder of a proposed FIE bank (WFOE or JV bank) or a representative office of a foreign financial institution shall satisfy the following requirements: (1) have persistent profit-earning capacity, good reputation, and no record of material violation of laws or regulations; (2) the shareholder of a proposed FIE bank or representative office shall have experience in engaging in international financial activities; (3) have in place effective systems of anti-money laundering; (4) the shareholder of a proposed FIE bank or representative office is under effective supervision by the financial supervisory authority of its home country or region, and the application thereof is approved by the financial supervisory authority of its home country or region; and (5) other prudential requirements prescribed by the CBRC. FIE Bank Regulations, Art. 9 Id., citing Id., Art. 4 Id., citing Id., Arts. 5-7} The FIE Bank Regulations apply to a number of different types of foreign-invested financial institutions, including the following:

a. Foreign Bank: the headquarters of a bank with foreign capital within the territory of the PRC.

b. Foreign Bank Branch: a branch of a foreign bank established in the territory of the PRC.

c. Joint Equity Bank: a bank established as an equity joint venture between a foreign financial institution and a Chinese enterprise within the territory of the PRC.\footnote{Id., citing Id., Art. 4}  
d. Representative Office: a representative office of a foreign bank.\footnote{Id., citing Id., Arts. 5-7}

An FIE financial institution is required to abide by the laws of the PRC if it operates in China and may not “harm the social interests” of the PRC.\footnote{Id., citing Id., Art. 4} The law protects the legal rights and interests of FIE financial institutions operating in China. The CBRC is the agency with regulatory authority over institutions, and a branch office of the CBRC is responsible for the day-to-day supervision of institutions within its locale.\footnote{Id., citing Id., Arts. 5-7} A foreign bank branch may engage in the previously listed business activities except that a branch is not allowed to provide bank card services and, if approved to provide RMB services, can only accept fixed deposits from Chinese nationals in an
amount in excess of RMB1 million. Foreign bank branches are required to maintain working capital thresholds in order to provide foreign exchange business.

Reporting and Audits

The CBRC has the right to inspect and audit—on a regular or random basis—the business operations, management, and financial position of an FIE financial institution. An institution is required to submit financial statements and other documents required by the CBRC including statistical data, internal audit reports, and business reports. A foreign bank that has established two or more branches in China is required to select one branch as its reporting branch operation, which will be responsible for consolidated reporting of the branches to the CBRC. An institution is required to report to the CBRC any major change to its financial position, amendments to its articles of association, and change in registered capital.

FIE Financial institutions are required to report to the CBRC (1) any serious financial or operational problems; (2) major adjustments to the institution's operating strategy; (3) important board resolutions; (4) any change in shareholders of 10 percent of the institution’s total capital or shares; (5) any change to the articles of association, registered capital, or registered address of the institution’s head office; (6) reorganization of the institution’s head office and changes in its chairman or president; (7) any serious problems (financial or operational) of the head office of a foreign bank branch or a foreign joint venture party; and (8) major changes in the laws and
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454 Id., citing A foreign bank branch conducting foreign exchange business is required to have working capital of no less than RMB200 million or an equivalent amount in convertible currencies. A foreign bank branch conducting foreign exchange business and RMB business is required to have a working capital of no less than RMB300 million, and the RMB-denominated portion of the operating capital shall be no less than RMB100 million. Id., Arts. 49, 50;
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457 Id., citing Id., Art. 53; FIE Bank Implementing Rules, Arts.78, 80, 99-104. The CBRC and its delegated authorities have the right to demand that foreign-owned financial institutions follow steps to improve business management, cash management, and security precautions in accordance with the regulations governing business administration policies. Id. at Art. 53. A foreign-owned financial institution shall accept the CBRC and its delegated authorities’ supervision and investigations by tendering and not refusing, obstructing, or hiding relevant and accurate documents, information, and written reports. Banks are also required to have written plan* for outsourcing activities (if any). ME Bank Implementing Rules, Art. 84.
458 Id., citing FIE Bank Implementing Rules, Art. 48; FIE Bank Implementing Rules, Arts.90, 98.
459 Id. citing Id., Arts. 95, 96.
regulations of the locality of the head office of a foreign bank branch or a foreign joint venture party. The Implementing Rules outline the procedures for applications for approval of adjustments to registered capital, name changes, changes resulting from a merger or division, change of shareholders, change of office location, or amendments to articles of association.\footnote{Id.}

Management Personnel\footnote{Id., 478.}

The CBRC requires that senior management personnel demonstrate certain qualifications. Under the Implementing Regulations, the CBRC manages a verification and approval system for senior management personnel of FIE financial institutions.\footnote{Id. citing FIE Bank Regulations, Art. 26; FIE Bank Implementing Rules, arts. 63-77. The CBRC head office is required to approve an application for qualification of a senior manager within 30 days from receipt of the completed application and materials. FIE Bank Implementing Rules, Art. 72. See also Procedures for the Administration of the Qualifications for Office of the Senior Management Personnel of Financial Institutions (issued on March 24, 2000 by the People's Bank of China) (outlines the appointment qualifications for senior managers of FIF. financial institutions).} For senior management personnel such as the chairman, general manager, and bank president, the financial institution is required to obtain the approval of the CBRC before such personnel can assume a position in China.\footnote{Id. citing FIE Bank Implementing Rules, Arts. 67-69.} A person who holds a position of general manager or president of an FIE financial institution is required to have eight years’ experience in the financial industry or 12 years or more of related work experience in the economic sector (of which at least four years shall be in the financial industry), and shall have been in a position with at least five years’ experience as a department manager of a branch of a financial institution.\footnote{Id. at Art.70(4). A person who assumes the position of vice president (deputy general manager) of an FIE bank shall have five years or more of experience in the financial industry or ten years or more of related work experience in the economic sector (of which three years or more shall be in the financial industry), and shall have been in a position of a business department manager or equivalent or higher for three or more years. Id. at Art.70(4). A person who assumes the position of deputy president (deputy general manager) of a foreign bank branch or president of a sub-branch shall have four years or more of experience in the financial industry or six years or more of related work experience in the economic sector (of which two or more years shall be in the financial industry). Id. at Art.70(6).} A general manager or president is required to be of good character with no record of individual bankruptcy, or bankruptcy in the capacity as a company manager, and have no criminal record.\footnote{Id. citing Id., Arts. 64, 66, 76. Senior management personnel are required to be familiar with and comply with China’s laws and regulations on financial regulation; have professional knowledge, work experience, and management skills that relate to the position;
An FIE financial institution is required to obtain approval for any changes involving senior management personnel. In the event a general manager or president of a foreign-funded financial institution or the head of any sub-branch is absent from his or her post for a continuous period of one month or more, the CBRC is required to be notified. The institution is required to appoint a replacement of any senior management personnel who is absent from his or her position for three consecutive months or more. The term “senior management personnel” is defined by the CBRC as a general manager or president of a bank or deputy general manager or vice president of a bank.

Foreign Exchange Regulation

A foreign investor in China has the right to repatriate funds subject to the foreign exchange rules and regulations. Historically, it has been difficult for foreign parties to remit profits and income abroad given that foreign currency is strictly controlled and the renminbi is not freely convertible. Since 1996, the government has restructured its foreign exchange regulatory system in order to encourage foreign companies to continue to invest in China and as a conciliatory point with its trading partners to gain admission to the World Trade Organization. The State Council promulgated regulations setting forth relatively flexible standards designed to facilitate the prompt

and have no record of improper conduct. The Implementing Regulations also provide that senior managers cannot be persons with any criminal record; persons having been “seriously penalized” due to a violation of the law; persons having taken “major responsibility” for or having been the person directly responsible for a bankruptcy, serious violation of regulations, or revocation of a permit to conduct financial business of any financial institution within five years; or persons having caused heavy losses to the financial institution or any other enterprise or company in which he or she was employed as a result of material error in the past five years. The Implementing Regulations outline the procedures for a verification and approval system for senior management personnel of FIE financial institutions. The head office of the CBRC is responsible for verification and approval or revocation of qualifications with respect to the chairman of the board or president (general manager) of an FIE financial institution and the general manager of a foreign bank branch. Local branches of the CBRC may approve vice chairman of the board or vice president (deputy general manager) of an FIE institution, the deputy general manager of a foreign bank branch, and the head of a sub-branch. The CBRC may revoke the qualifications of a senior manager if he or she is under investigation for criminal liability, refuses or interferes with government investigations, engages in unsound internal management and control practices, operates in serious violation of the law, or is involved in other circumstances that, according to the CBRC, justify revocation. Under prior regulations, FIE financial institutions were required to employ, within three years of commencing business operations, at least one Chinese citizen as a senior manager. This rule was dropped with the 2002 amendments.
processing of foreign exchange transactions. Prior to July 1, 1996, foreign investors with operations in China were limited to conducting foreign exchange transactions through swap centers. Today, foreign exchange transactions may be conducted through approved financial institutions, and SAFE is taking steps to continue to liberalize FOREX transactions.  

Opening a Foreign Exchange Account  

Only after obtaining an FERC may an FIE open a foreign exchange account at a bank authorized to engage in foreign exchange business. An FIE, with approval, may open a foreign exchange account for current or capital accounts, or may open special accounts to facilitate foreign direct investment activities. In order to open a foreign exchange account, an FIE must present a bank with a notice to open an account issued by the SAFE. An FIE is also required to provide the bank with a certificate issued by the SAFE if it intends to open a loan account for foreign debts or foreign exchange loans.

After a bank has opened a foreign exchange account for an FIE, the bank is required to specify on the FIE’s FERC the account currency, account number, account type, and the date on which the account is opened. Each foreign exchange account has a strictly defined scope of use. The FOREX Administrative Regulations provide for the opening of foreign exchange clearance accounts employed for the purpose of revenue and expenditures on current account items and, with approval, expenditures for capital account items. The rules also provide for the
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473 Id. citing Id., Arts. 6, 20 (outlining the different types of current and capital accounts). The regulations provide that the scope of exchange control includes the regulation of foreign currency, payment instruments denominated in foreign currency, securities denominated in foreign currency, and other assets denominated in foreign currency. FOREX Regulations, Art. 16. See also Notice on Improving Business Operational Issues Relating to Administration of Sale of Foreign Currency for Payment of Foreign Currency Capital Funds of Foreign Investment Enterprises (Huizongfa 142, promulgated by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on August 29, 2008), reprinted in CHINA LAWS FOR BANKING BUSINESS (CCI I), Business Regulation 8-925.
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476 Id. citing FOREX Registration Measures, Art. 6; FOREX Administrative Regulations, Art. 31.
477 Id. citing Id., Arts. 16,17. An FIE may apply to open a foreign exchange account outside the place of its registration. Id., Art. 36.
478 Id. citing FOREX Administrative Regulations, Arts. 6, 20.
opening of a foreign exchange special account that can be used for the payment of foreign debts and
foreign exchange loans issued by Chinese financial institutions. An FIE is required to use the
foreign exchange account in accordance with the FERC and, in general, is limited as to the type of
account, scope of the revenue and expenditures, maximum amount of currency to be held in a
particular account, and the term of the account. The circulation of foreign currency is prohibited
and may not be quoted for settlement purposes in the PRC.

An FIE may repatriate profits, dividends, and income after taxation from its own foreign
exchange account or with foreign exchange purchased at designated institutions. The banks require
the submission of a resolution of the FIE’s board of directors outlining the profit distribution plan
before the approval of a repatriation of profits and other distributions. The SAFE has adopted rules
which unify the procedures for FOREX account opening and management for FIEs and domestic
enterprises. Under these rules, local SAFE branches have jurisdiction to supervise FOREX matters.
The rules do not apply to special customs areas, such as bonded and export-processing zones. The
rules require the consolidation of foreign exchange current settlement accounts and special-purpose
foreign exchange accounts into a foreign exchange current account. These regulations relax
account-opening requirements for Chinese-funded enterprises.

The rules actively promote the expansion of the SAFE’s FOREX account management
information system and outline reporting requirements for financial institutions engaged in current
account FOREX activities. Since the SAFE can closely monitor daily transactions, banks in areas
covered by the system will no longer be subject to yearly SAFE inspections. Enterprises
demonstrating a need may open multiple accounts of one or more foreign currencies in one or
several banks as long as the total FOREX amount does not exceed the enterprise’s approved ceiling.

479 Id. citing Id., Arts.6(11), 20(1), 22.
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for each currency. SAFE must still approve foreign exchange payments under capital account items, as capital account controls will not be relaxed for several years. 483

Control over Foreign Exchange Transactions 484

Financial institutions are obligated to examine foreign exchange transactions to determine whether account holders are using their respective accounts in a manner consistent with the regulations, and are bound by law to report this information to the SAFE. 485 If the amount of foreign exchange in an account exceeds the maximum limit set by the SAFE, the excess must be sold to a foreign exchange bank “. . . to a foreign exchange bank or traded through the inter-bank system foreign exchange trading system.” 486 The FERC allows an account holder to engage in foreign exchange transactions without the need to obtain approval for individual transactions. 487

The FERC is valid for a one-year period of time and must be renewed annually.

If an FIE, after completion of the FERC procedures, changes its name, address, or scope of business, or is assigned or merges with another organization, the FIE is required to apply to the SAFE for an amended FERC. 488 The approval of the SAFE is also required if the FIE intends to use profits derived from the operation for reinvestment in China or to increase its registered capital. 489

If an FIE uses its profits to increase its registered capital, approval from the SAIC or local authorities is also required. 490 A holding or investment company is required to obtain the approval of the SAFE if it intends to transfer its foreign exchange funds for investment in China. 491
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If an FIE terminates its operation or is legally liquidated and dissolved, it must, within 30 days of completing the liquidation procedures, apply to the SAFE for cancellation of the FERC. 492 Upon liquidation, an FIE is required to surrender its FERC and close its foreign exchange account. If the funds in a foreign exchange account are exhausted, the bank may cancel the account. An FIE is also prohibited from altering its FERC and is barred from assigning, lending, leasing, or selling its FERC to other parties. 493 A violation of the registration measures may result in monetary fines issued by the SAFE. 494 The SAFE is authorized to supervise foreign exchange account transactions and may monitor the activities of financial institutions. 495 The government abolished the foreign exchange swap centers and requires all enterprises, domestic and foreign-related, to use the inter-bank system currently employed. 496

The foreign exchange swapping system was originally set up by the Bank of China in Guangdong in 1980, and thereafter extended nationwide to twelve key cities. The first official foreign exchange swap center opened in Shenzhen in 1985. FOREX swap centers were later opened in Shanghai and Beijing in 1986 and in Tianjin in 1987. Up to 1987, the swap centers provided

492 Id., 486, citing FOREX Registration Measures, Art.9; FOREX Administrative Regulations, arts. 38, 41.
493 Id., citing Id., Art.11; FOREX Administrative Regulations, Art. 42.
494 Id., citing Id., Art.12; FOREX Administrative Regulations, arts.42, 44.
495 Id., citing FOREX Administrative Regulations, Art. 33. The State Council authorizes a reward system to allow individuals to report and expose violations of foreign exchange rules. FOREX Regulations, Art.38; FOREX Administrative Regulations, Art. 39. The Supreme People’s Court issued a notice emphasizing that harsh penalties are to be imposed upon persons that trade in foreign exchange using false or invalid FERCs. See Tang, Court Seeks Stiff Penalties for Illegal Currency Traders, China Daily, September 1, 1998, available on Lexis, News Library, See Decision Concerning Punishment of Criminal Offenses Involving Fraudulent Purchase, Evasion and Illegal Trading of Foreign Exchange (issued on Dec. 29, 1998 by the Standing Committee of the 9th National People's Congress), reprinted in 139 China International Business (MOFTF.C) 50 (1999) (provides for large fines and prison terms ranging up to life imprisonment for fraudulent foreign exchange transactions). See also Provisional Rules of the Ministry of Foreign Trade and Economic Cooperation Concerning the Imposition of Administrative Penalties on Foreign Economic and Trade Enterprises Engaged in Foreign Exchange Evasion and Illegal Arbitrage in Foreign Exchange (issued on October 9, 1998 by the MOFTF.C), reprinted in CHINA Law UPDATE 19 (Feb. 1999) (outlines administrative penalties for violations of foreign exchange trading rules by FIEs and administrative litigation procedures for contesting penalty decisions). See also Provisional Regulations Regarding the Administrative Punishments on Disciplinary Measures on Activities Violating the Foreign Exchange Administrative Regulations, Including Arbitrage, Illegal Procurement, Illegal Evasion and Illegal Transactions in Foreign Exchange (issued on January 25, 1999 by the Ministry of Supervision, the Ministry of Personnel, the People's Bank of China, the State General Administration of Customs, and the State Administration of Foreign Exchange) (hereinafter the “FOREX Disciplin ary Measures”).
496 Id., 487, citing See also Circular of China Foreign Exchange Trading Center and National Inter-hank Funding Center pertinent to the Promulgation of the Rules for the Swap Transactions of RMB versus Foreign Exchange in Foreign Exchange Market of the National Inter-bank, Zhong Hui Jiao Fa (2006) No. 118, issued by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on April 21,2006; Notice of the People's Bank of China on Issues Regarding Launching RMB Swaps against Foreign Currencies in the Interbank Foreign Exchange Market, issued by the People's Bank of China on August 17, 2007 (outlines procedures for SAFE regulation of inter-bank swaps through China Foreign Exchange Trading Center (CFETC)).
services to FIEs only. In April 1988, all domestic enterprises were also allowed to sell their retained earnings in FOREX swap centers. In 1992, there were over 100 FOREX swap centers nationwide, and with a transaction volume of US 25 billion. In 1994, a national inter-bank foreign exchange market replaced the FOREX swap markets, and a more formal foreign exchange selling and buying system was introduced. The China Foreign Exchange Trading Center (CFETC) is responsible for providing the RMB/foreign currency trading system and develops swap trading regulations, collects transaction data and monitors market activities. The swap centers were exchanges that at one time were located throughout China where buyers and sellers of foreign exchange traded renminbi for other currencies. In order for a joint venture to obtain foreign exchange at a swap center, other parties had to be willing to trade foreign exchange. Since the restructuring of China’s foreign exchange system at the beginning of 1994, swap centers were opened only for use by FIEs, such as joint ventures. Chinese entities other than FIEs were gradually allowed to enter into foreign exchange transactions at designated foreign exchange banks, which differ from swap centers in that the bank itself is the counter-party for the transaction. As part of the 1994 reforms, the swap centers are now run by the foreign exchange banks, and the Chinese government has abolished swap centers because all entities have been allowed access to the foreign exchange banks. During the transition period, however, the swap centers continued to operate.\footnote{Id.} Foreign-funded financial institutions, with the approval of the CBRC and the SAFE, may operate as a designated foreign exchange bank, which allows them to engage in foreign exchange transactions.\footnote{Id., 487.} Domestic Enterprises and Foreign Exchange Control \footnote{Id. 490.}

Traditionally, a domestic enterprise was required to repatriate all its foreign exchange receipts relating to its capital account transactions and was prohibited from depositing its foreign

\footnote{Id.} 
\footnote{Id., 487.} 
\footnote{Id. 490.}
exchange with an overseas institution without authorization. 500 Domestic enterprises may make external payments from their own foreign exchange accounts or with foreign exchange purchased at designated banks upon presentation of commercial invoices justifying payments. 501 With the approval of the SAFE, a domestic enterprise may use foreign exchange for overseas investments. A domestic enterprise is also required to obtain the approval of the SAFE to use foreign exchange for payments under guarantee contracts. 502 In 2003, the SAFE adopted rules that authorize FOREX purchases up to $3 million (up from a previous limit of SI million) for qualified Chinese companies in order to facilitate overseas investment. 503 In 2009, the government took steps to simplify procedures for Chinese companies to obtain approval for making outbound investments and adopted policy statements and measures to facilitate overseas investment. 504 In addition, the SAFE enabled Chinese companies to make loans to overseas enterprises in which they have a financial interest. 505 The 2009 rules are designed to help Chinese overseas companies obtain working capital needs and as a way to better use China’s large foreign exchange reserves. The 2009 measures removed many

500 Id., citing FOREX Regulations, Arts. 9, 10. See also Notice on Several Issues Concerning the Adjustment of Administrative Policies for Foreign Exchange Accounts Under the International Contracting Project and Other Current Account Items issued by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange, effective on September 1, 2003. This Notice allows domestic companies engaged in international business activities to retain 100 percent of their foreign currency earnings in foreign currency. Prior rules allowed domestic companies to retain only 20 percent of their foreign earnings in foreign currency and required that the remaining 80 percent be converted into RMB. Domestic companies engaged in international transportation, overseas project contracting and labor services, and public bidding and tenders may retain their foreign earnings in their original form.

501 Id., citing Supplementary Notice of the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on Relevant Issues Concerning RMB Loans under Foreign Exchange Guarantees (HuiFa No. 26, promulgated by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on April 15, 2005), Notice on Revision to the Administrative Procedures on Provision of Overseas Financial Guarantee by Domestic Banks for Overseas Investment Enterprises (HuiFa No. 61, promulgated by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on August 16, 2005), reprinted in CHINA LAWS FOR FOREIGN BUSINESS (CCH), Business Regulation % 8-885.

502 Id., citing Circular on Issuing Regulations on Foreign Exchange Administration of the Overseas Direct Investment of Domestic Institutions (promulgated by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on July 13, 2009, and effective on August 1, 2009). See also Measures for Administration of Overseas Investment (Order No. 5, promulgated by the Ministry of Commerce of the People’s Republic of China on March 16, 2009 and effective on May 1, 2009), reprinted in CHINA LAWS FOR FOREIGN BUSINESS (CCH), Business Regulation 1 8-743 (provides support for PRC outbound investors and provides for expedited approval procedures for certain qualifying transactions with an investment of under USS100 million).

503 Id., citing Circular on Several Issues Concerning the Administration of Foreign Exchange in Outbound Lending by Domestic Enterprises (promulgated by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on June 9, 2009, and effective August 1, 2009).
of the restrictions imposed on outbound investments, offered more flexibility, and simplified the
approval process for outbound lending, including authorization for local SAFE approval. In a key
change, the 2009 measures allowed companies to use their own FOREX deposits or convert RMB
funds to foreign currency for purposes of foreign loans. All domestic enterprises (with the exception
of financial institutions) are allowed to engage in outbound lending, and loans may be either direct
or through an entrustment process via a financial institution. Companies interested in outbound
investment must satisfy a number of requirements; the lender and borrower must be incorporated
and have fully contributed their registered capital and the company must have a record of good
business practices and internal control systems, among other standards. Outbound loans are subject
to quotas valid for two years and in amounts less than 30 percent of the lender’s ownership interest
in the borrower, or the lender’s duly registered outbound investment quota. 506

Foreign Exchange Held by Individuals 507

An individual may hold foreign exchange. The State Council recognizes the principles of
voluntary deposit, unrestricted withdrawal, interest on deposits, and confidentiality with respect to
foreign exchange savings deposits. 508 An individual who imports or exports foreign exchange is
required to declare the currency with customs. Since September 2003, Chinese citizens are allowed
to purchase and travel abroad with more foreign exchange. 509
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508 Id., citing FOREX Administrative Regulations, Arts. 6(13), 9, 15. Measures on Individual Foreign Exchange Control (I’BOC
Order No. 3, promulgated on December 25, 2006, and effective on February 1, 2007), reprinted in CHINA LAWS FOR FOREIGN
BUSINESS (CCH), Business Regulation 8-895: Implementation Regulations for the Administrative Measures on Individual Foreign
Exchange (HtiiFaNo. 1, promulgated by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on January 5, 2007), reprinted in CHINA LAWS
FOR FOREIGN BUSINESS (CCH), Business Regulation 18-896 (guidelines to facilitate foreign exchange income and expenditure of
individuals, simplify business formalities, and standardize foreign exchange control and guidelines for foreign exchange control on
individual current accounts and individual capital accounts); Notice of the General Affairs Department of the State Administration of
Foreign Exchange on Relevant Issues Concerning Upgrading the Information System of Administration of Individual Purchase of
Foreign Currency by Domestic Residents (HuiZongFa No. 36, promulgated by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange on
April 27, 2006).
509 Id., citing Notice on the Provisional Management Rules on Entering and Exiting China with Foreign Currency (issued on
September 1, 2003 by the State Administration of Foreign Exchange and the General Administration of Customs). This rule allows
PRC citizens to travel abroad with S5,000 without reporting to the SAFE. This is an increase over the previous S2,000 allowance.
PRC citizens must report the movement of between S5,000 and S10,000 to the SAFE; movement of a sum in excess of S10,000 is
prohibited. See also Implementing Rules on the Management of Purchasing Foreign Exchange by Domestic Residents (issued and
4.6. Large Transfer Of Funds

On March 1, 2007, President Zhou Xiaochuan promulgated and made effective The Administrative Measures for the Financial Institutions’ Report of Large-sum Transactions and Doubtful Transactions, \(^{510}\) which was formulated by the People’s Bank of China in accordance with the Anti-Money Laundering Law of the People’s Republic of China. The Law of the People’s Republic of China and other laws were adopted at the 25th executive meeting of the presidents of the People’s Bank of China on November 6, 2006. \(^{511}\) This is designed to prevent money-laundering through financial institutions and regulate the financial institutions’ report of large-sum transactions and doubtful transactions. These measures are formulated in accordance with the Anti-Money Laundering Law of the People’s Republic of China, the Law of the People’s Republic of China and other laws and administrative regulations. \(^{512}\)

Article 7 of the Administrative Measures for the Financial Institutions’ Report of Large-Sum Transactions and Doubtful Transactions provides that “A financial institution shall, within 5 working days after the occurrence of a large-sum transaction, timely send to the CALMAC an electronic report of large-sum transaction via its headquarters or via an institution designated by its headquarters. If it has no headquarters, or if it is unable to send the report of large-sum transaction to the CALMAC via its headquarters or via the institution designated by its headquarters, its way of report may be determined by the PBC separately.” \(^{513}\)

Furthermore, “For a large-sum transaction conducted through a client’s account or bank card opened in or issued by a financial institution within China, the account opening financial institution or the card issuing financial institution shall submit a report. For a large-sum transaction conducted
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through an overseas bank card, the receiving bank shall submit a report. For a large-sum transaction that is not conducted through a client’s account or bank card, the financial institution that handles this business shall submit a report.” 514

Article 9 thereof states that “A financial institution shall report the following large-sum transactions to the CALMAC:

1) A single transaction or the total of RMB transaction(s) or foreign currency transaction(s) on the current day in the form of deposit of cash, withdrawal of cash, settlement or sale of foreign exchange in cash, exchange of notes, cash remittance, payment of cash instrument, which reaches 200,000 yuan or more, or which reaches the equivalent value of USD 10,000 or more;

2) A single transfer or the total of transfers on the current day between the bank accounts of legal persons, other organizations and individual and individual commercial households reaches 2 million yuan more, or which reaches the equivalent value of USD 200,000 or more;

3) A single transfer or total of transfers on the current day between the bank accounts of natural persons, or between the bank account of natural person and the bank account of a legal person, any other organization or individual industrial and commercial household, which reaches 500,000 yuan or more, or which reaches the equivalent value of USD 100,000 or more; and

4) A single transnational transaction or the total of transnational transactions on the current day, to which one party is a natural person and which reaches the equivalent value of USD 10,000 or more.” 515
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And further provides that “The aggregate amount of transactions shall be based on a single client, of which the receipts and payments of money shall be calculated accumulatively and be reported, unless it is otherwise provided for by the PBC.” 516 And “Where necessary, the PBC may adjust the criterions on large-sum of transactions as described in Paragraph 1.” 517

Under these standards, both foreign currency and renminbi transactions through financial institutions in China will receive a higher level of scrutiny than in the past.518 The Anti-Money Laundering Law requires the banks to "know your customer" and specifically requires financial institutions to examine for authenticity and legality the documents presented by customers requiring bank services, regardless of whether they are individuals, corporations, or other entities.519

To fulfill China’s international commitment and to crack down on increasing money laundering activities, China adopted and promulgated the Anti-Money Laundering Law. China has ratified the following international treaties regarding anti-money laundering: The United Nations Convention Against Illicit Traffic in Narcotics Drugs and Psychotropic Substances 1988 (the Vienna Convention); The United Nations Convention Against Transnational Organized Crime 2000 (the Palermo Convention); and the United Nations Convention Against Corruption.520

These documents are to be photocopied and the copies kept in files. The second key aspect of the anti-money laundering program is reporting of large or suspicious transactions, which relates to internal book transfers as well as to cash transactions. Suspicious transactions are required to be immediately reported to the China Anti-Money Laundering Monitor and Analysis Center

516 Id. at Art. 9, par. 2
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518 James M. Zimmerman, Esq., China Law Deskbook, A Legal Guide for Foreign-Invested Enterprises, Third Edition, Volume 1, 465 (May 19, 2010), citing In September 2001, immediately following the 9/11 terrorist attack on the United States, the PBOC established an anti-money laundering working group to develop a program applicable to Chinese financial institutions. In July 2002, the PBOC set up a payment transaction monitoring office and an anti-money laundering office. The target transactions are proceeds from smuggling, drugs, corruption, and terrorism that are laundered through the mechanism of normal bank settlements. The State Administration of Foreign Exchange (SAFE) is responsible for monitoring foreign currency transactions and the PBOC Payments and Settlements Management Office monitors RMB transactions
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The third important aspect of the program is record keeping. The regulations mandate that banks maintain records of customer accounts and transaction data. Pursuant to the Anti-Money Laundering Law, financial institutions and their employees are obligated to participate in the prevention of money laundering, maintain the confidentiality of anti-money laundering information, and cooperate with law enforcement officials in anti-money laundering efforts. Financial institutions are required by law to assist and cooperate with judicial, customs, and taxation authorities in investigating, freezing, or withholding account funds in suspected transactions. Financial institutions are also required to establish anti-money laundering internal control mechanisms, which include establishing a specialized department to handle anti-money laundering efforts or designating an already established department to handle the task.

The Anti-Money Laundering Law also requires that financial institutions record client identification information. According to the regulations, customers opening a savings account or settling accounts are required to present proper identification. Bank employees are required to check the identification documents and register the names and other information in banking transactions. When a financial institution suspects that a large or suspicious transaction may be linked to criminal activities, it is required to promptly report to CALMAC. Financial institutions are required to maintain account and transaction records for a minimum of five years. The Anti-Money Laundering Law provides for a fine of up to RMB500,000 for violations, and senior management may be disqualified from working at a financial institution following serious infractions. The regulations further provide that in serious cases, financial institutions failing to comply with the law may be subject to criminal prosecution.
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4.7. Money Laundering Issues

In recent years, the availability of stolen money in China’s economy is a result of money laundering that has become active, cross-border, and multiregional in terms of its organizers. In December 2000, Guangshou law enforcement agencies discovered an underground bank and arrested nine suspects, four of whom were from Taiwan. The police found a large sum of Chinese currency, foreign currency, and certificates of deposits used for money laundering on the mainland since 1998 and helped Taiwan businessmen transfer funds illegally from the PRC to Taiwan, laundering a total of 58 million yuan. In short, Taiwanese underground banks provide a financial channel for Taiwan business people in the PRC.

Money laundering occasionally involves legal practitioners who are not “state agents” but whose role remains controversial. In 2001, auditors at the Bank of China in Guangdong discovered that between 1992 and 2001, a total of US$75 million was fraudulently taken from the bank. Three successive managers had arranged a series of loans to a state-run enterprise, which then moved the funds to a Hong Kong bank account held by a registered company, Ever Joint Property Company Limited. The managing director of Ever Joint was John Hui, who had formerly worked for Sinhua Bank and who transferred all the proceeds to another company, Susan Liang and Company. Hui’s cross-border money laundering implicated a lawyer. Yet the High Court ruled there was no evidence to prove that the lawyer had reasonable grounds to investigate the suspicious account of his client, Hui.

In 2002, the Hong Kong police estimated that money laundering amounted to HK$934 billion, of which HK$900 billion was from illegal gambling and the rest from the proceeds of drug trade. Although anti-money laundering legislation had been enacted in 1989, the police encountered
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difficulties in controlling this activity. From 1989 to 2002, the police confiscated only HK4.7 billion in property and successfully prosecuted 69 people by the accounting and legal sectors; from 1999 to August 2002, only 17 out of 25,202 cases were referred to the police by members of the two professions. The Organized Crime and Trade Bureau complained that the Anti-Money Laundering Legislation argued that the Legislative Council rejected attempts to revise the legislation twice within two years because it was concerned about whether the revised legislation would bring about justice. 531

Relaxation of the cross-border visitation police had the unintended consequence of facilitating cross-border money laundering. According to the PRC foreign exchange control policy, a mainland Chinese could only carry 6,000 yuan and US$2,000 to the HKSAR in 2003. Yet Chinese customs found that from July 1 to August 19, 2003, there were 105 cases that violated the regulations; one case involved 15,415,000 yuan. Some individuals brought tens of thousands of renminbi into the HKSAR. At the same time, 1,072 mainlanders who returned to China from the HKSAR did not accurately report the goods they had bought, such as watches, mobile phones, and digital cameras, leading to penalties for tax evasion. Their penalties totaled 1,100,000 yuan. Although there was no evidence to prove that many mainlanders who carried an excessive amount of renminbi intended to launder money in the HKSAR, the high number of violations and the high monetary value involved naturally raised suspicions of money laundering. In one case, a mainland Chinese from Jiangxi carried 300,000 yuan in his briefcase which was discovered by the Chinese customs at the Lower border. Many mainland Chinese complained about the limited amount of cash they could bring into the HKSAR, prompting the PRC’s Hong Kong and Macao Affairs Office to
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consider relaxing these limits. The irony was that a further relaxation would provide more opportunity for money laundering.\footnote{Id.}

In January 2004, the High Court in Hong Kong heard a landmark case involving six people charged with engaging a five-year scheme to launder HK$3.2 billion over a 35-day period. Prosecutors said this was the biggest money laundering case in the world. A driver simply carried cash in plastic bags from Shenzhen to the HKSAR. He smuggled HK$92 million across the border and then deposited the cash with a money changer. Members of the laundering syndicate allegedly hacked into the changer’s Po Sang Bank account to transfer the money to 1,300 other bank accounts. According to the Po Sang Bank manager, its staff members are required to seek permission from superiors prior to the handling of transactions over HK$200,000. A former senior manager of the Po Sang Bank, Lam Yiu-Chung, used his position to help the syndicate access the bank’s suspense account – normally used to hold doubtful receipts temporarily until they are classified – so that the transactions could avoid detection. According to a witness who formerly worked in the Po Sang Bank, seven of 270 transactions in the bank’s suspense account were “noncash”, or electronic.\footnote{Id., 49.}

This court case illustrated how more Chinese brought a large amount of cash across the PRC border into Hong Kong, where money changers and bank managers with questionable integrity become useful channels for money laundering. In June 2006, Guangzhou customs acknowledged that from January to May, it found 39 cases of money laundering totaling 7.1 million yuan. In one case, a mainland woman carried HK$820,000 in a handbag during her trip from the Guangzhou railway station to the HKSAR. Although the PRC government stipulates that an outbound mainlander can now carry a limit of 20,000 yuan and any inbound traveler has to report to the
customs office in writing whether he or she has more than US$50,000 in cash, many mainland Chinese have turned a deaf ear to these rules and participate in cross-border money laundering.\textsuperscript{534}

Money laundering is multidirectional and involves various countries. In February 2004, a court case in the HKSAR revealed that a four-member family from Fujian province was involved in the transfer of HK$2 billion within four years, during which time they laundered the proceeds collected by snakeheads from illegal Chinese immigrants in Europe and Australia. The family opened accounts in Australia and Britain. Because Australian law requires a report submitted to authorities on bank transactions over A$10,000, the huge amount of money laundered through the five bank accounts in Australia alarmed law enforcement authorities. Members of the family deposited A$1,410,000 to their bank account in Hong Kong separately in 117 transfers, in an attempt to evade a money laundering investigation. After confirming the deposits, the family transferred them to the PRC. Clearly, the HKSAR was a transit for money laundering.\textsuperscript{535}

With more mainland Chinese visiting the HKSAR and buying apartments in the territory, the possibility of opening another channel for money laundering emerges. A real estate agency in the HKSAR conducted a survey of 2,684 Shenzhen residents, analyzing their intention to buy residential apartments in the HKSAR. According to survey finding, 9 percent of the respondents intended to buy apartments in the HKSAR, and 24 percent expressed their interest in conducting an on-site inspection of Hong Kong apartments. The real estate agencies in the HKSAR were keen to organize large-scale visits for mainlanders interested in buying Hong Kong apartments. In August 2003, a woman from Shanghai bought a luxurious apartment for HK$17,420,000 through a video conference meeting with a Hong Kong real estate agency. However, the Estate Agents Authority requested that real estate agencies cooperate in the prevention of money laundering. In response, the Hong Kong real estate sector decelerated the process of organizing mainland visits to inspect and
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buy Hong Kong apartments. Still, the property boom in Hong Kong from 2003 to 2008 provided tremendous opportunities for mainland Chinese to launder their money easily through the HKSAR property market. 536

Cross-boundary money laundering has become much easier since the increase in mainlanders’ visits to Macao after 2003. From January 2005 to April 2006, the Zhuhai police identified and disbanded underground banks that had holdings totaling 15.85 million yuan. Illegal money transfers between Macao and Zhuhai were of great concern, for many Zhuhai underground banks used travelers as a conduit for money laundering. As a result, Zhuhai’s “monetary order and urban image” were affected. In one case, five mainland Chinese were arrested in a trading company in Gongbei as they planned to transfer 3 million yuan illegally to Macao. Another case involved a Taiwanese in cooperation with the Zhuhai Chinese. According to the Zhuhai police, there were two types of illicit underground banks: one involved local deposits and the other concerned remittance to Macao and elsewhere. The majority of the Zhuhai cases were of the latter type. The largest case of underground banking in Zhuhai took place in 2001, when a syndicate was found to handle illegal deposits and remittances worth 7.3 million. 537

Some PRC officials launder their dirty money through Hong Kong. In March 2004, a court case in the HKSAR exposed the problem of mainland officials engaging in money laundering in Hong Kong through their close relatives. A party secretary in a mainland city had a monthly salary of only HK$800, but his wife opened a Hong Kong account with deposits of HK$4.76 million. Although his wife denied that she had brought the money from the mainland to Hong Kong, the case unveiled extensive money laundering by mainland officials in the enclave. The party secretary’s wife applied to emigrate and claimed that her husband was a factory manager earning a monthly salary of C$2,000. In another case, a business informant told the author that a mainland
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factory manager often demanded that his Hong Kong business partner pay him by depositing money into a bank account in the HKSAR. It is difficult for the HKSAR government to detect money mauldering by mainland officials in the territory, where the number of mainland visitors has risen sharply and where bank accounts of shell companies cannot be thoroughly screened. 538

Due to the widespread phenomenon of money laundering in Guangdong and Fujian provinces, both Hong Kong and Macao are convenient locations for illegal money transfer and laundering. In China, it is believed that 60 percent of money has been laundered in the provinces of Guangdong and Zhejiang. As part of Guangdong, Hong Kong and Macao are also likely to be affected. 539 In October 2003, a crime syndicate smuggled a 22-year-old Fujianese woman from China to Germany through Hong Kong. When the German authorities arrested her, she revealed that she had paid the crime syndicate 50,000 yuan. Holding a mainland Chinese passport with a Nigerian visa, she left Lowu for Hong Kong, where she was joined by four other mainland Chinese. She was supposed to fly from Hong Kong to Nigeria and then on to Germany using an HKSAR passport. She was arrested upon arrival in Frankfurt when German immigration agents found that her HKSAR passport was counterfeit. The revelation of her experience showed that the smuggling syndicate utilized guanxi to obtain the Nigerian visa and counterfeit Hong Kong passport. 540

The kingpin behind the Chinese human smuggling operation was Cheng Chui-ping, also known as Big Sister Ping. She was wanted in the United States after the freighter Golden Venture ran aground off New York in 1993. The ship was found to have on-board 300 illegal Chinese migrants, 10 of whom were drowned when they tried to swim ashore. Cheng had smuggled hundreds of Chinese into the United States from 1984 to 1994, when the United States issued an arrest warrant for her and she fled to Hong Kong. The Hong Kong police caught her in April 2000.
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HKSAR Chief Executive Tung Chee-Hwa signed an extradition order after Cheng had lost a court appeal to remain in Hong Kong. In March 2006, the U.S. Attorney for the Southern District of New York announced that Cheng had been sentenced to 35 years in prison for “her role in leading an international alien smuggling ring.” Cheng was charged with alien smuggling, money laundering, and trafficking in ransom proceeds. 541

Reported on June 5, 2015 by the Associated Press that after a four-year investigation by Italy's financial police, they discovered that more than 4.5 billion euros ($4.9 billion) — the proceeds of counterfeiting, prostitution, labor exploitation and tax evasion — had been smuggled out of Italy to China in less than four years using a money transfer service. Nearly half that money was funneled through one of China's largest state banks, the Bank of China, which earned more than 758,000 euros in commissions on the transfers, according to Italian investigative documents obtained by The Associated Press. Italian officials said that when they tried to appeal to Chinese authorities for help, they got nowhere. 542

Once the money left Italy, it vanished behind China's great legal firewall. Italian police had no way to track the flow of dirty money in China and no way to get the cash back to Italy's depleted state coffers. The Bank of China, which is now under investigation in Italy for money laundering, denied wrongdoing, saying it has always complied with Italian regulations. 543

A great legal firewall separates China from the West, despite the deep economic ties - both licit and illicit - that bind them. A combination of inconsistent cooperation, incompatible legal systems and China's secrecy laws have allowed criminals to globalize more effectively than law enforcement — and made it harder for Western companies and courts to put them out of business. The legal firewall has also helped people who sell counterfeit goods use major, state-run Chinese
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banks as financial shelters on a significant scale, AP found in an article published. Counterfeiters have used the banks, including the Bank of China, to process credit card payments and move their money beyond the reach of U.S. law enforcement. But Western companies that have pursued Chinese counterfeiters in the U.S., where many counterfeit goods are sold, have been blocked by China's secrecy laws, which prohibit banks from freezing funds or releasing information on the order of a foreign court. The banks say they are caught in a jurisdictional dispute between the U.S. and China, which maintains that bank secrecy is a matter of national sovereignty. 544

"Chinese financial institutions can effectively operate behind a firewall that keeps them largely immune from the jurisdiction of U.S. courts and regulatory agencies, leaving U.S. partners, competitors, and investors vulnerable," said a May report from the U.S.-China Economic and Security Review Commission, which advises Congress. The consequences of that legal firewall are becoming more palpable as Chinese businesses go global. Chinese companies have invested $46 billion in the U.S. since 2000, most of it in the last five years, according to the Rhodium Group, a New York research firm. Chinese banks have expanded their reach, opening overseas branches and buying stakes in foreign banks. Chinese firms have voraciously tapped U.S. financial markets, with the 2014 IPO of e-commerce giant Alibaba ranked the largest in history. 545

China, Leading Source of Illicit Financial Flows 546

Over the period 2000 to 2011, cumulative illicit financial flows from China totaled a massive US$3.79 trillion, if one were to exclude the country's intra-regional trade with Hong Kong and Macao. It was found that if adjustments for such trade were not made, the resulting outflows due to trade misinvoicing would be significantly understated due to trade data distortions. The sharp rise in illicit outflows, from US$172.6 billion in 2000 to US$602.9 billion in 2011, implied
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an increase of about 7.2 percent per year in inflation-adjusted terms, which was just below the 10.2 percent average rate of economic growth. 547

While estimates are based on gross outflows, they do not differ much from the net of illicit inflows from outflows—a methodology with which we disagree with because there is no such thing as “net crime.” Nevertheless, even if illicit inflows are netted from illicit outflows, China still suffered net illicit outflows of US$3.75 trillion over this period. One of the adverse effects of illicit flows from China has been a worsening of the country’s income inequality as the rich get richer through tax evasion (which comprises by far the major portion of such outflows) and through using the world’s shadow financial system to shelter and multiply their illicit wealth. Misinvoiced trade between Chinese companies and the United States increased from US$48.8 billion in 2000 to US$59.0 billion in 2011. The volume of trade misinvoicing between mainland China and the United States rose to US$72.0 billion before the financial crisis of 2008, but has declined since then, probably as a result of lower growth in bilateral trade between the countries. 548

The commodity groupings most susceptible to trade misinvoicing include UN Commodity Trade Statistics Database (COMTRADE) group 84 (nuclear reactors, boilers, machinery, etc.) and group 85, (electrical and electronic equipment), with the sub-group for electronic circuits (HS Code 854231) showing the largest cumulative illicit outflows (US$84.1 billion). Trade misinvoicing related to the sub-group for mobile phones (HS Code 851712) increased at the fastest pace from 2007-2011. This is consistent with previous studies at GFI which indicate that the more specialized a product, the easier it is to misinvoice. 549
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Asia continues to be the region of the developing world with the greatest volume of illicit financial flows, comprising 40.3 percent of the world total over the ten years of this study. It is followed by Developing Europe at 21.0 percent, the Western Hemisphere at 19.9 percent, MENA (the Middle East and North Africa) at 10.8 percent, and Sub-Saharan Africa at 8.0 percent.  

MENA saw the largest percent increase in illicit outflows from 2003 to 2012, at 24.2 percent per annum. Sub-Saharan Africa followed at 13.2 percent with Developing Europe at 9.8 percent, Asia at 9.5 percent, and the Western Hemisphere at 3.5 percent.  

Asia’s regional total is driven by the People’s Republic of China, the leading source of illicit financial flows from developing countries for nine of the ten years of this study. Similarly, Developing Europe’s large share of global IFFs is primarily due to the Russian Federation, the number two country for nine of the ten years of the study, which briefly surpassed China in 2011 to become the world’s top exporter of illicit capital before ceding this place back to China in 2012.  

Table 2. Real Illicit Financial Flows by Region  

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>2003</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2005</th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>2009</th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2011</th>
<th>2012</th>
<th>Cumulative</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Trend Rate of Growth</th>
<th>Percent of Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sub-Saharan Africa</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>25.6</td>
<td>44.9</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>71.7</td>
<td>71.5</td>
<td>80.1</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>59.9</td>
<td>62.7</td>
<td>547.8</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td>8.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>175.5</td>
<td>210.4</td>
<td>216.8</td>
<td>225.7</td>
<td>243.2</td>
<td>256.6</td>
<td>285.6</td>
<td>368.1</td>
<td>341.3</td>
<td>433.0</td>
<td>2,756.2</td>
<td>275.6</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td>40.3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Europe</td>
<td>91.1</td>
<td>93.0</td>
<td>100.8</td>
<td>107.6</td>
<td>140.9</td>
<td>183.8</td>
<td>187.1</td>
<td>170.3</td>
<td>230.5</td>
<td>192.2</td>
<td>1,437.3</td>
<td>143.7</td>
<td>9.8%</td>
<td>21.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MENA</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>28.6</td>
<td>67.8</td>
<td>57.3</td>
<td>45.6</td>
<td>128.5</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>74.2</td>
<td>100.4</td>
<td>193.6</td>
<td>740.6</td>
<td>74.1</td>
<td>24.2%</td>
<td>10.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Western Hemisphere</td>
<td>107.0</td>
<td>122.1</td>
<td>143.6</td>
<td>115.9</td>
<td>133.6</td>
<td>152.7</td>
<td>120.0</td>
<td>151.4</td>
<td>158.0</td>
<td>154.3</td>
<td>1,358.6</td>
<td>135.9</td>
<td>3.5%</td>
<td>19.9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All Developing</td>
<td>397.8</td>
<td>479.7</td>
<td>573.9</td>
<td>563.8</td>
<td>635.0</td>
<td>772.1</td>
<td>799.5</td>
<td>821.9</td>
<td>890.1</td>
<td>905.8</td>
<td>6,840.5</td>
<td>684.1</td>
<td>9.4%</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Table 3. Country Rankings by Largest Average Illicit Financial Flows

The top five exporters of illicit capital over the past ten years on average are: China, Russia, Mexico, India, and Malaysia. Compared to GFI’s estimates in Illicit Financial Flows from Developing Countries: 2002-2011, hereafter referred to as the 2013 IFF Update, these rankings have changed only slightly—India and Malaysia switched ranks in this report, with India moving up to the number four slot.

---

Id.
This is due to a continuation of India’s upward trend, which began in 2009, and Malaysia’s downward trend that began in 2010. China registered a particularly large increase from 2011 (US$162.8 billion) to 2012 (US$249.6 billion). This is due primarily to its return to a trend of large and increasing HMN outflows that began in 2009 but dropped off precipitously in 2011. 554

4.8. Conclusion

Chinese immigrants to the U.S. are not only the biggest Asian immigrant group, but also have one of the longest immigration histories to the U.S. Chinese immigrants have and continue to use many various visas to move to the U.S. They do in such numbers that create backlogs even for the EB-5 investor visa. This is a unique situation to them and potential immigrants need to be aware of such issues and plan accordingly. Furthermore, there are even backlogs for EB-3 applicants from China. Chinese immigrants may have to wait years before immigrating to the U.S. Nevertheless, that has not stopped many Chinese immigrants from making the U.S. their home. Many Chinese still see the U.S. as a way to leave their socialist government for a democratic system. They also see the U.S. as a way to escape the pollution that has recently invaded their homeland. Another important factor is the American education system. Many Chinese highly value education and see the U.S. as providing the best education in the world. These factors combine to show why Chinese immigrants are the biggest Asian group in the U.S.
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Chapter 5
THE FILIPINO IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE TO THE UNITED STATES

5.1. Introduction

The Philippine archipelago consists of some 7,100 islands and islets with a total land area of approximately 300,000 square kilometers. The islands are grouped into three geographic regions: Luzon, the largest island in the north covering an area of 141,395 square kilometers; the Visayas in the central region, covering an area of 55,606 square kilometers; and Mindanao in the south, covering an area of 101,999 square kilometers. Manila is the country’s capital. The population of the Philippines as of 1 August 2007 was 88.6 million. The Republic of the Philippines is a constitutional Republic. The ratification of the new Constitution in 1987 restored a presidential form of government composed of three branches: executive, legislative and judicial. 555

The Philippines is a lower-middle income country, with gross per capita income estimated at US$3,730 in purchasing power parity (PPP) terms as of 2007 and characterized by a market-based economy. In 2007, real gross domestic product (GDP) growth was 7.2%. This was the strongest in the past three decades and exceeded the government’s target of 6.1-6.7% per annum. Notwithstanding this performance, the economy continued to show persistent structural weaknesses—a low tax intake, high unemployment and under-employment, and rising poverty. A slowdown in real growth is forecast for 2008. The unemployment rate declined to 7.3% in 2007 from 8.0% in 2006, but is expected to rise again in 2008. Inflation averaged 2.8% in 2007. 556

5.2. Filipino Diaspora

When Spain began its colonization of the Philippine Islands in 1565, it conscripted native Filipinos (Indios) to build Manila galleon ships which would ply the trade route from Manila to
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Acapulco and to also serve as sailors on those ships. Once in Acapulco, many of the Filipino mariners chose not to return to Manila but instead to work on other ships that traveled to Spain and other ports in Europe. In an 1892 editorial in La Solidaridad published in Barcelona, Spain, Editor Graciano Lopez Jaena noted the large presence of Filipino mariner communities in cities throughout Europe and as well as in Philadelphia, New York and New Orleans in the U.S. 557

Filipinos who jumped ship in New Orleans set up Filipino settlements in the marshlands of Barataria Bay, Louisiana — pioneering the dried-shrimp industry in the US — which became the subject of Lafcadio Hearn’s 1883 article published in Harper’s Weekly entitled “The Mahogany-Colored Manilamen of Louisiana.” After the Philippines was annexed by the U.S. in 1901, starting from 1906 through 1925, more than 125,000 Filipino workers were brought to the U.S. by the Hawaiian Sugar Planters Association to work on the sugar cane fields of Hawaii and then brought to the mainland to work on other crops in the farm valleys of the U.S. 558

After WW II, and through the ‘50s and ‘60s, tens of thousands of Filipinos were recruited to work on U.S. Navy ships as stewards. After the liberalization of U.S. immigration laws in 1965, at least 50,000 Filipino professionals and petitioned relatives of immigrants annually migrated to the U.S. Much later, after martial law was declared in the Philippines in 1972, Filipinos were encouraged to work abroad, especially in the Middle East, in order to remit their salaries back to the Philippines to prop up the fragile economy. A new term entered the Philippine vocabulary – first, Overseas Contract Workers (OCWs) and then later, Overseas Filipino Workers (OFWs). 559

Today, the Philippines ranks as the third largest migration sending country in the world. As of December 2008, an estimated 9 million Filipinos live and work abroad, which is about 10% of the population. According to the Office of the Undersecretary for Migrant Workers' Affairs, 1.4
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million Filipinos were deployed overseas in 2008, i.e., more than 3,700 Filipinos left the country every day. In addition, the distribution of migrants is very wide: today, a Filipino can be found in over 200 countries around the world. The occupational profile of Filipino migrants is very diverse and ranges across all skill levels.\textsuperscript{560} However, the areas of sea-faring, nursing and domestic work can be distinguished as particular ‘Filipino’ niches. Of the three categories of Filipino migrants, the most numerous are the temporary migrants, followed by permanent migrants, and migrants in an irregular situation as the smallest group.\textsuperscript{561}

The top ten destination countries and territories for Overseas Filipino Workers in 2008 were: Saudi Arabia, United Arab Emirates, Qatar, Hong Kong, Singapore, Kuwait, Taiwan, Italy, Canada and Bahrain. Filipinos who have obtained permanent residency status recorded highest in the US, Canada, Japan, Germany, United Kingdom and Australia.\textsuperscript{562} Overseas Filipino workers are considered to be the “new heroes” in the country. Special celebrations are taking place in their honor, like the Filipino Migrants Workers Day on 7 June, the Month of Overseas Filipinos in December and the National Migrants’ Sunday on the first Sunday of Lent. At the airports there are special lines for OFWs and huge billboards greet them on their return to their home country. The Presidential Awards for Filipino Individuals and Organizations Overseas is a biennial award conferred on Filipino individuals and organizations that contribute to Philippine development or promote the interests of Filipino communities overseas. It is also given to Filipinos overseas who have distinguished themselves in their professions.\textsuperscript{563}

\textsuperscript{560} Migration Profile, Philippines, European Union External Action, 6 (September 2009)
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5.3. Why do Filipinos Migrate?

The employment of land-based and sea-based workers has been on an upward trend since the 1970s. There are various reasons for this trend, including the increasing demand for migrant workers worldwide, higher salaries and better living standards abroad and some countries' preference for Filipinos (for reasons of language, professionalism, religion, good reputation etc.).

There are also internal factors to the Philippines that maintain the large flows of emigration. These can be divided into three main areas: persisting economic push factors, the institutionalization of migration and the development of a 'culture of migration' in the Philippines. From the 1970s, the Philippines has moved from one economic crisis to another. In the 1970s, it was the oil crisis; in the 1980s the economic downturn towards the end of the Marcos years, and in the 1990s and beyond, the economic crisis in Asia and political instability stalled economic growth. In short, the political and economic environment has not been conducive to investments, critical for generating economic growth and employment. The challenge of generating jobs is especially daunting given the demographic profile of the Philippines, aggravated by the inequality in wealth distribution and the high poverty incidence. In the absence of sustainable development, these push factors continue to exert pressure on the country, families and individuals to pursue overseas employment. Due to lack of economic opportunities in the Philippines, the temporary work abroad has become more or less permanent, and is a de facto source of employment for many Filipinos, and many labor migrants extend their stay abroad for as long as it is possible. The failure of economic and sustainable development, which pushes people to emigrate, is the same cause that keeps migrant workers from returning to the Philippines for good.
In another study, labor flows in the Philippines has been determined mainly by three factors:  

1. Rapid Population Growth has been a large contributing factor in labor migration. Rapid population growth, which was one of the highest in the world during the 70s-90s, has caused urban growth problems such as overcrowding, traffic congestion, the emergence of squatter areas and slums and ultimately unemployment. This has led to migrant workers from the countryside exploring outside of the country.

2. Uneven population distribution in the urbanized areas of the country and its other regions has caused socio-economic imbalance. This socioeconomic imbalance or disparities has been seen to have caused the augmentation of the macroeconomic policies rendering it favorable for the urbanized areas and giving much more attention to the industrial sector than the agricultural sector on the other regions of the country. Trade policies have also been seen to be highly biased on the rural development favoring industrial centers like the Metro Manila.

3. Poor labor absorptive capacity of the country’s economy has been a contributing factor for the magnitude of labor migration outside the country. This draws back to the rapid growth of the population outpacing the growth of the country thus causing further unemployment.

5.4. The Institutionalization of Migration

The Philippines' success in securing a niche in the global labor market did not happen by chance. The role of the state in steering the country onto this path is critical. The Labor Code of 1974 served as a template for the program, but over the years many innovations have been introduced resulting in a de facto 'institutionalization' of migration. To date, the Philippines has perhaps the most extensive institutional and legal framework governing the migration of its people.

---

There is a plethora of separate government agencies involved with migration management and a legal framework governs this area.

However, the picture is far from perfect. There are obvious gaps between policy and legislation and implementation. The comprehensive program aimed at protecting migrants at all stages of the process, from pre-departure to onsite to return and reintegration is hampered by the lack of resources to implement the provisions effectively. A particular area in need of improvement is reintegration.

5.5. The “Culture” of Migration

After more than 30 years of large-scale migration, Filipinos have become a people who have grown 'used' to mobility, and studies show that more than 30% of the population is considering leaving for another country. Beside the government's role in encouraging migration, other institutions in Philippine society are also playing a supporting role in the migration of Filipinos. There are over 1,000 licensed recruitment agencies for land-based workers, and another 300 agencies dealing particularly with seafarers. Despite the oversight system in place, the illegal practices of both authorized and unauthorized recruitment agencies are a serious concern and are putting the migrants and their families in very vulnerable situations. In addition, the educational system is highly responsive to the demands of the global labor market, offering curricula and programs promising to produce trained workers in short time. In this “leave” oriented environment, it remains a challenge to convince people that a good life can be possible at home.

Filipinos abroad are primarily classified into three groups when pertaining to their immigration status. This classification is what an inter-agency government group is using when determining annual stock estimates of the Filipino presence abroad (in Commission on Filipinos Overseas, 2006):
1. Permanent migrants – These refer to Filipino migrants and legal permanent residents abroad. Permanent migrants may be Filipinos who are Filipino citizens, who are Philippine passport holders, or who have been naturalized citizens in the host country. Popular labels to these kinds of migrants are “immigrants” and “emigrants”;

2. Temporary migrants – These refer to Filipinos whose stay overseas, while regular and properly documented, is temporary. This is owed to the employment-related nature of their status in the host country. Temporary migrants include contract workers, intra-company transferees, students, trainees, entrepreneurs, businessmen, traders, and others whose stay abroad is six months or more, as well as their accompanying. These migrants are popularly referred to as “overseas contract workers (OCWs)” or “overseas Filipino workers (OFWs)”;

3. Irregular migrants – These are migrants whose stay abroad is not properly documented. They also do not have valid residence and work permits; they can also be overstaying workers or tourists in a foreign country. Migrants falling into this category shall have been in such status for six months or more. A nondiscriminatory label for these migrants is “undocumented migrants”. In Filipino international migration parlance, these migrants are called “TNTs” (Tago Ng Tago or always in hiding).  

5.6. Anti-Money Laundering Issues

While a developed financial system – including banks and non-bank financial intermediaries – the Philippines still significantly relies on cash-based transactions. According to World Bank estimates, as of 2007 the estimated share of the adult population with access to an account with a financial intermediary was 26%. One local financial service provider estimated that about 80% of the population is currently either de-banked or unbanked. It is thus not rare to see customers

engaging in significant transactions (e.g. the purchase of a real estate property or other high value items) in cash.  

The domestic financial system exhibited resilience in the face of international market turbulence. With the exception of a handful of banks, the banking system as a whole was mildly affected given their small holdings of sub-prime linked securities (0.2% of total assets according to the BSP).  

Corruption in the Philippines remains a serious challenge. In the last two years, the country’s Corruption Perception Index (CPI) score 8 dropped from 2.5 in 2006 to 2.3 in 2008. The Philippines currently holds the 141st position in the CPI global ranking (out of 180), having lost 20 positions since 2006.  

Since 2000, the Philippines has been among 11 nations placed under financial sanctions by the Paris-based Financial Action Task Force (FATF) – the international anti-money laundering watchdog – a group of 29 industrialized countries that coalesced to curb money laundering in Asia. Being placed under sanctions made financial transactions difficult and increased the cost of remittances and trade. Offshore banks refused transactions from the Philippines. With the urging of FATF, the Philippine Congress passed in 2003 the Anti-Money Laundering Law (AMLA), which effectively lifted the sanctions and granted the Central Bank the authority to monitor deposits without the need for a court order. The stiff half-century Philippine bank secrecy law, which required judicial approval for inspecting accounts, had been a sticking point with the FATF. Now all banks would be required to report suspicious accounts to the Central Bank. Suspicious accounts are monies realized from predicate crimes, which include kidnapping, illegal drugs, hijacking,

---
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murder, terrorist activities, graft and corruption, smuggling, and illegal trafficking of women and children.\footnote{Antonio R. Guillermo, Historical Dictionary of the Philippines, 290 (2012)}

Even before it was prodded by the FATF,\footnote{FATF now has 34 member jurisdiction (i.e., Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, China, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, Greece, Hong Kong, Iceland, India, Ireland, Italy, Japan, Kingdom of Netherlands, Luxembourg, Mexico, New Zealand, Norway, Portugal, Republic of Korea, Russian Federation, Singapore, South Africa, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, United Kingdom, and the United States) and two regional organizations (i.e., the European Commission and Gulf Cooperation Council)} the Philippines had shown its commitment to enact the AMLA when the government became a signatory to three international accords—the 1988 Vienna Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substance, the 1998 United Nations Political Declaration and Action Plan against Money Laundering, and the 1988 United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime. As a signatory to those multilateral agreements, the government was mandated to enact an anti-money laundering law.

Over the years, Congress had been trying to enact the law. For instance, in the Tenth and Eleventh Congresses, Congressman Raul Gonzales filed the so-called Rico bill; it was approved in the House but did not prosper in the Senate. The anti-money laundering bill filed by the late Senator Robert Barbers in the Senate did not prosper beyond the committee level. The failure of the legislature to take decisive action, despite the existence of a political obligation due to the international agreements, seems to suggest that the legislators saw no urgency in having an anti-money laundering law. The legislative body was lukewarm because the mandate obligates, but does not penalize noncompliance. Thus, there was little incentive for the legislators to prioritize the law over other bills.\footnote{Bing Baltazar C. Brillo, PhD, The Financial Action Task Force and the AMLA of the Philippines: Dynamics between Veto Players and a NonVeto Player in Policymaking, Banwa Social Science Journal, Vol. 7, No. 1, 49 (2011)}

The attitude of the legislators was shared by the executive branch. The Aquino, Ramos, Estrada, and Arroyo administrations were apparently half-hearted in pushing the law. No definite advisory came from the Office of the President declaring the urgency of such a measure.
Department of Foreign Affairs (DFA), which handles the correspondence of the government with international organizations, appeared not to see the necessity, as it did not bother to inform Congress of the discussions with the FATF. Furthermore, before the Eleventh Congress adjourned, it had a special session, but its agenda did not include the anti-money laundering bill. Two bank-related laws—the revision of the General Banking Act and the amendments to the Bangko Sentral Act—were acted upon, yet the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) never brought up the concern of the FATF. 572

The initial effort to enact an anti-money laundering law began only when President Arroyo made a commitment to the FATF in May 2001 that she would certify to the newly elected Twelfth Congress the urgency of passing the said law (FATF-GAFI, 2001). The formal efforts commenced in the executive department when the Inter-Agency Committee composed of the Department of Justice (DOJ), Department of Finance (DOF), Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and the BSP was formed. The Inter-Agency Committee conducted preliminary hearings where key stakeholders (such as the Banking Association of the Philippines [BAP], enforcers such as the National Bureau of Investigation [NBI], the Philippine National Police [PNP], and legal experts from the University of the Philippines Law Center) were invited. The hearings resulted in the executive version of the anti-money laundering law. As chairman of the Inter-Agency Committee, Justice Undersecretary Jose Calida asserted that the draft was not only a product of careful deliberations and consultations with the stakeholders, but it was also patterned after the anti-money laundering laws of other countries. 573

According to BSP Governor Rafael Buenaventura, the anti-money laundering law must address five principal criteria to comply with the standards set by the FATF. First, make money laundering activity a criminal offence which will make it a crime, per se. Second, a reporting system
must be put in place so that covered individuals or institutions are required to make reports on unusual transactions. Third, an implementing agency must be created. Fourth, an exception must be made to the Bank Deposit Secrecy Law (Republic Act 1405), which makes it difficult to look into suspicious accounts (as the 1993 Banko Sentral Act removed from the Monetary Board the authority to look into suspicious accounts without a court order or a waiver from the depositor). Fifth, there must be a commitment to provide for international cooperation, particularly reciprocal exchange of information with foreign countries and institutions. 574

The formal efforts in the legislative branch commenced when the Senate and the House of Representatives conducted parallel committee hearings. In the House, the hearings were handled jointly by the Committee on Banks and Financial Intermediaries as the lead committee, headed by Congressman Jaime Lopez, and the Committee on Justice and the Committee on Economic Affairs. In the Senate, the hearings were conducted jointly by the Committee on Banks, Financial Institutions, and Currencies, chaired by Senator Ramon Magsaysay, and the Committee on Justice and Human Rights, chaired by Senator Francis Pangilinan. The hearings commenced on 22 August in the House and on 29 August in the Senate, 39 and 32 days, respectively, before the 30 September 2001 deadline of the FATF. 575

The posturing among lawmakers against the FATF demand weakened when they became cognizant of the implications of the NCCT list as well as the possible additional countermeasures if the law was not passed before the deadline. Being in the NCCT list meant that financial transactions involving the Philippines would be examined more closely by the international financial community. The lack of an anti-money laundering law would mean that financial transactions relating to the country would be deemed suspicious. Other countries, particularly the FATF
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members, in turn, would inquire, investigate, and verify transactions emanating from the Philippines. Those actions would result in delays and additional costs.  

Other powerful interest groups, such as the Overseas Filipino Workers (OFW), Trade Union Congress of the Philippines, and the Makati Business Club also intensified the pressure on the lawmakers by consistently feeding media with press releases and newspaper advertisements in support of the immediate enactment of the anti-money laundering law throughout the process. The news articles, columns, and advertisements served as a propaganda tool which painted the lawmakers as sluggish in performing their function and hinted that their procrastination put the entire country at risk of sanctions. Moreover, amid fears that the FATF sanctions would hit the OFWs the hardest, unconventional tactics were also employed. According to Executive Director Noel Josue, the members of Kaibigan ng OFWs (Kaibigan), other OFW groups here and overseas bombarded the mobile phones and websites of each opposing senator and his staff daily with hate messages. The messages included warnings that the OFW groups would remember the names of the senators and that OFWs and their families would not vote for them in the elections (Nocum and Contreras, 2003).

Finally, to curb money laundering, the Philippine government enacted Republic Act (R.A.) No. 9160 (The Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001), which took effect on 17 October 2001. Certain provisions of AMLA were amended by R.A. No. 9194 (An Act Amending R.A. 9160) effective 23 March 2003. It was further amended by RA 10167 which took effect on June 2, 2012 and the latest amendment is RA 10375 effective 15 February 2013. It has also issued the Revised Implementing Rules and Regulations (RIRR) implementing R.A. No. 9160, as amended.
Thus, on 11 February 2005, the Cook Islands, Indonesia and the Philippines were removed from the list of Non-Cooperative Countries and Territories (NCCTs). Recent FATF visits to these countries confirmed that they are effectively implementing anti-money laundering (AML) measures to remedy deficiencies which were identified by the FATF. The Cook Islands, Indonesia, and the Philippines have AML systems that include strict customer identification, suspicious transaction reporting, bank examinations, and legal capacities to investigate and prosecute money laundering. All three countries have developed financial intelligence units (FIUs)-specialized units that analyze financial data, coordinate national efforts, and facilitate international co-operation. The FATF will now monitor the implementation of these measures in the three countries to ensure that they sustain their recent commitments and progress. The current NCCT list includes Myanmar, Nauru, and Nigeria.  

As defined by RA 9160, further amended by RA 10365, money laundering is committed by any person who, knowing that any monetary instrument or property represents, involves, or relates to the proceeds of any unlawful activity:

1. transacts said monetary instrument or property;
2. converts, transfers, disposes of, moves, acquires, possesses or uses said monetary instrument or property;
3. conceals or disguises the true nature, source, location, disposition, movement or ownership of or rights with respect to said monetary instrument or property;
4. attempts or conspires to commit money laundering offenses referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c);
5. aids, abets, assists in or counsels the commission of the money laundering offenses referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) above; and

6. performs or fails to perform any act as a result of which he facilitates the offense of money laundering referred to in paragraphs (a), (b) or (c) above.

Money laundering is also committed by any covered person who, knowing that a covered or suspicious transaction\(^{580}\) is required under this Act to be reported to the Anti-Money Laundering Council (AMLC), fails to do so.\(^{581}\)

The Salient features of the law are as follows:

1. It criminalizes money laundering, meaning it makes money laundering a crime, and provides penalties for its commission, including hefty fines and imprisonment;

2. It states clearly the determination of the government to prevent the Philippines from becoming a haven for money laundering, while ensuring to preserve the integrity and confidentiality of good bank accounts;

3. It creates an Anti-Money Laundering Council (AMLC) that is tasked to oversee the implementation of the law and to act as a financial intelligence unit to receive and analyze covered and suspicious transaction reports;

4. It establishes the rules and the administration process for the prevention, detection and prosecution of money laundering activities;

5. It relaxes the bank deposit secrecy laws authorizing the AMLC and the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas access to deposit and investment accounts in specific circumstances;

6. It requires covered institutions to report covered and suspicious transactions and to cooperate with the government in prosecuting offenders. It also requires them to know their customers and to safely keep all records of their transactions;

---

\(^{580}\) Any act establishing any right or obligation or giving rise to any contractual or legal relationship between the parties thereto. It also includes any movement of funds by any means with a covered institution.

\(^{581}\) Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001, as amended by RA 10365, Section 4
7. It carries provisions to protect innocent parties by providing penalties for causing the
disclosure to the public of confidential information contained in the covered and suspicious
transactions; and
8. It establishes procedures for international cooperation and assistance in the apprehension
and prosecution of money laundering suspects. 582

Principles and Policies to Combat Money Laundering:

1. Conduct business in conformity with high ethical standards in order to protect its safety and
soundness as well as the integrity of the national banking and financial system;
2. Know sufficiently your customer at all times and ensure that the financially or socially
disadvantaged are not denied access to financial services while at the same time prevent
suspicious individuals or entities from opening or maintaining an account or transacting with
the covered institution by himself/herself or otherwise;
3. Adopt and effectively implement a sound AML and terrorist financing risk management
system that identifies, assesses, monitors and controls risks associated with money
laundering and terrorist financing;
4. Comply fully with this part and existing laws aimed at combating money laundering and
terrorist financing by making sure that officers and employees are aware of their respective
responsibilities and carry them out in accordance with superior and principled culture of
compliance; and
5. Fully cooperate with Anti-Money Laundering Council (AMLC) for the effective
implementation and enforcement of the AMLA, as amended, and its RIRR. 583

The term ‘covered persons’ shall exclude lawyers and accountants acting as independent
legal professionals in relation to information concerning their clients or where disclosure of
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information would compromise client confidences or the attorney-client relationship: Provided, That these lawyers and accountants are authorized to practice in the Philippines and shall continue to be subject to the provisions of their respective codes of conduct and/or professional responsibility or any of its amendments.\textsuperscript{584}

The threshold amount for a single covered transaction (cash or other equivalent monetary instrument) was lowered from P4M to P50,000.00 within one (1) banking day. It expands the reporting requirements to include the reporting of suspicious transactions regardless of the amount involved; authorizes AMLC to inquire into or examine any particular deposit or investment, with any banking institution or non-bank financial institution and their subsidiaries and affiliates upon order of any competent court in cases of violation of this Act, when it has been established that there is probable cause that the deposits or investments are related to an unlawful activity. However, no court order is required in cases involving unlawful activities of kidnapping for ransom, narcotics offenses and hijacking, destructive arson and murder, including those perpetrated by terrorists against non-combatant persons and similar targets; authorizes the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas to inquire into or examine any deposit or investment with any banking institution or non-bank financial institution and their subsidiaries and affiliates when the examination is made in the course of a periodic or special examination, in accordance with the rules of examination of the BSP to ensure compliance with R.A. No. 9160, as amended; and transfers the authority to freeze any money/property from the AMLC to the Court of Appeals.

Notably, the provisions of R.A. 9160, as amended, and its Implementing Rules and Regulations (IRR) shall not apply to deposits, investments, and all other accounts of customers with covered institutions that were opened or created prior to the effectivity of R.A. 9160 on October 2001. Hence, no covered transaction reports, investigation and prosecution of money

\textsuperscript{584} Supra note 30, Section 3 (a)
laundering cases, or any other action authorized under the R.A. 9160, may be undertaken with respect to such deposits, investments and accounts as well as transactions or circumstances in relation thereto, which have been completed prior to 17 October 2001. Notwithstanding, the R.A. 9160 and its Implementing Rules and Regulations shall apply to all movements of funds respecting such deposits, investments and accounts as well as transactions or circumstances in relation thereto, that are initiated or commenced on or after 17 October 2001. 585

R.A. 9160, otherwise known as the Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001, was promulgated primarily to allow the examination of bank accounts suspected to be sourced from illegal activities but which otherwise are protected from examination or freezing under existing laws on secrecy of bank deposits. Other laws pertinent to the study are R.A. 1405, otherwise known as An Act Prohibiting Disclosure of or Inquiry into Deposits with any Banking Institution and providing penalty therefor, which was promulgated forty-six years ago to encourage people to deposit their money in banking institutions and to discourage private hoarding so that these private funds may be properly utilized to assist in the economic development of the country. Under this law, all deposits of whatever natures which are deposited with banks or banking institutions are considered as of an absolutely confidential nature.

Examination of the account is allowed only by way of exception in four (4) cases:

1. upon written permission of the depositor;
2. in cases of impeachment;
3. upon order of a competent court in cases of bribery or dereliction of duty of public officials;
   or
4. in cases where the money deposited is the subject matter of the litigation.

---

585 Section 5(a), Rules and Regulations Implementing the Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001
Similarly, R.A. 6426, otherwise known as An Act Instituting Foreign Currency Deposit System in the Philippines, and for Other Purposes, which was promulgated on April 4, 1972, extended the veil of absolute confidentiality and immunity from examination to foreign currency deposits with authorized Philippines banks and banking institutions.

5.7. Transfer of Funds

Funds transfers are remittances of funds from one bank to another, either locally or internationally, in local or foreign currencies. It is used for moving the proceeds of loans, reimbursing letters of credit, payment of collections, foreign exchange transactions, etc. This may also include the movement of money between customers or between accounts of the same customer, or from a customer to a third party who is not a customer of the bank. Transfers can be effected by teletransmission, draft, manager’s check, or certified check depending on the request of the applicant. The term also includes Automated Clearing House transfers, transfers made at automated teller machines, and point-of-sale terminals. 586

On the withdrawability and transferability of deposits, there shall be no restrictions on the withdrawal by the depositor of his deposit or on the transfer of the same abroad, except those arising from the contract between the depositor and the bank. 587 However, there shall be strict adherence to BSP regulations on fund transfers in cases where clients use the electronic banking services to transfer funds. The electronic banking service shall not be used for money laundering or other illegal activities that will undermine the confidence of the public. 588

The bank should maintain a policies and procedures manual for funds transfers that are reasonably designed to prevent the financial institution from being used to facilitate money
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laundering and the financing of terrorist activities. At a minimum, the manual must incorporate policies, procedures and internal controls to:

1. Verify customer information (KYC);

2. Verify transactions that show indicators of suspicious transactions, particularly those instances stated under Rule 3.b1 of the Revised Implementing Rules and Regulations (R.A. No. 9160, as amended by R.A. No. 9194);

3. File reports (including covered transaction/suspicious transactions reports);

4. Respond to regulators/law enforcement requests;

5. Provide education and/or training of personnel; and

6. Provide security procedures.

The bank should not accept funds transfer instruction from and/or pay-out funds transfers to non-customers, unless in cases where the initiating party is an authenticated primary customer of a sending group or unit of the bank. If the fund sender/remitter is not a bank or coming from non-FATF member or non-compliant countries on AML, the receiving bank must do the due diligence on the beneficiary of the fund. Whenever possible, manually initiated funds transfer instructions should not be the primary delivery method. Every effort should be made to provide the client with an electronic banking solution.

Because of the risk associated with dealing with fund/wire transfers, where a covered institution may unknowingly transmit proceeds of unlawful activities or funds intended to finance terrorist activities, it shall establish policies and procedures designed to prevent it from being utilized for that purpose which shall include, but not limited to, the following:

The beneficiary institution shall not accept instructions to pay-out fund transfers to non-customer beneficiary, unless it has conducted the necessary customer due diligence to establish the true and full identity and existence of said beneficiary. Should the originator and beneficiary be
the same person, the beneficiary institution may rely on the customer due diligence conducted by
the originating institution provided the rules on third party reliance under Subsec. X806.2. e.1 are
met, treating the originating institution as third party as therein defined.

The originating institution shall not accept instructions to fund/wire transfer from a non-
customer originator, unless it has conducted the necessary customer due diligence to establish the
ture and full identity and existence of said originator. In cross border transfers, if the originator is a
high risk customer as herein described, the beneficiary institution shall conduct enhanced due
diligence on the beneficiary and the originator. Where additional information cannot be obtained, or
any information or document provided is false or falsified, or result of the validation process is
unsatisfactory, the beneficiary institution shall refuse to effect the fund/wire transfer or the pay-out
of funds without prejudice to the reporting of a suspicious transaction to the AMLC when
circumstances warrant.

Whenever possible, manually initiated fund transfer (MIFT) instructions should not be the
primary delivery method. Every effort shall be made to provide client with an electronic banking
solution. However, where MIFT is utilized, the existing rules on validation procedures as prescribed
by Circular No. 436 dated 18 June 2004 shall apply.

Cross border and domestic fund/wire transfers and related message amounting to P50,000 or
more or its equivalent shall include accurate and meaningful originator information. The following
are the originator information that shall remain with the transfer or related message through the
payment chain:

1. Name of the originator;

2. Address or in its absence the national identity number or date and place of birth of the
originator; and
3. Account number of the originator or in its absence, a unique reference number must be included.  

4. Should any wire transfer amounting to P50,000 or more or its equivalent be unaccompanied by the required originator information, the beneficiary institution shall exert all efforts to establish the true and full identity and existence of the originator by requiring additional information from the originating institution or intermediary institution. It shall likewise apply enhanced due diligence to establish the true and full identity and existence of the beneficiary. Where additional information cannot be obtained, or any information or document provided is false or falsified, or result of the validation process is unsatisfactory, the beneficiary institution shall refuse to effect the fund/wire transfer or the pay-out of funds without prejudice to the reporting of a suspicious transaction to the AMLC when circumstances warrant.  

Subject to prior approval of the BSP, loans and other credit accommodations covered by a legally effective credit risk transfer arrangement such as guarantee, letter of indemnity, standby letter of credit or credit derivative, may be excluded from the total credit commitment of the bank to a borrower in reckoning compliance with the SBL. Notably, Section 4.2 of the Manual of Regulations on Foreign Exchange Transactions of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP) provides, as to foreign currency, that any person, who brings into or takes out of the Philippines foreign currency, as well as other foreign currency-denominated bearer monetary instruments, in excess of USD10,000 or its equivalent, is required to declare the same in writing and to furnish information on the source and purpose of the transport of such currency or monetary instrument (Annex K). As used herein, “other foreign currency-denominated bearer monetary instruments” shall refer to
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the following foreign exchange-denominated instruments in bearer form whereby title thereto passes to another by endorsement, assignment or delivery: travelers’ checks, other checks, drafts, notes, money orders, bonds, deposit certificates, securities, commercial papers, trust certificates, custodial receipts, deposit substitute instruments, trading orders, transaction tickets and confirmation of sale/investment.”

5.8. Rules on Foreign Investments

Pursuant to the Rule on Foreign Investments of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas (BSP), residents of the Philippines are free to invest abroad without restriction for investments not funded by foreign exchange purchased from Authorized Agent Banks (AABs) and/or AAB-foreign exchange from AABs and/or AAB-foreign exchange corporations for investments abroad up to US$60 million or its equivalent, an investor a year, or a fund a year for qualified investors. However, purchases to fund outward investments exceeding the limit require BSP approval. Residents may also purchase foreign exchange from Foreign Exchange Deposits (FXDs) and Money Changers (MCs) for outward investments, including investments in bonds or note of the Philippines and other Philippine entities requiring settlement in foreign currency regardless of the amount, provided such purchases are supported by documents prescribed under existing regulations. Residents may also purchase foreign exchange from AABs and/or AAB-foreign exchange corporations without BSP approval for investments in bond/note of the Philippines or other Philippine resident entities requiring settlement in foreign currency, provided such purchases when
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aggregated with the aforementioned outward investments do not exceed US$60 million an investor a year. 595

5.9. Source of Funds Problems

Indications are that the majority of illicit funds are obtained through crimes committed within the Philippines, but there is also evidence of foreign persons transferring the proceeds derived from crimes committed overseas to the Philippines to conceal the funds. 596 According to local authorities, criminals use a range of techniques to launder money in the Philippines. Generally, money launderers use the services offered by mainstream retail banking. To a much lesser extent, the securities and insurance sectors are also exploited. Money laundering in the Philippines is thus predominantly carried out using the regulated financial sector, particularly through the use of false identities and false names in bank accounts facilitated by forged documents, as well as through domestic and international funds transfers. 597

A small number of cases involving the use of money changers and foreign currency dealers have also been reported. In addition, cash smuggling into and out of the Philippines has been an ongoing practice for decades. The latest case involved the seizure by the Bureau of Customs (BOC) of 19 Million Yen (US$180,402) from two Japanese arriving at the international airport, who failed to disclose that they were carrying such large amounts of currency. Similarly, three top PNP officials recently failed to declare EUR105,000 while traveling on a business trip abroad. 598

R.A. 9160 remains not perfect, as any other law. The second part of the report titled “Money Laundering and Financial Crimes” said legislation pending in the Philippine Senate seeks to address other deficiencies by expanding the definition of a money laundering offense according to standards specified by international conventions to which the Philippines is a party, and expanding the lists of deficiencies
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covered institutions and predicate crimes. “There is no single supervisory authority responsible for entities in the non-profit sector; coordination is insufficient. Monitoring is weak due to insufficient coordination and resources of non-profit organization regulatory bodies,” the report said. It said the Philippines should pass the pending bill on anti-money laundering. 599

In addition, the country should seek to include casinos in the proposed list of covered institutions. Casinos currently are not covered under the Anti-Money Laundering Act (AMLA), and the laws surrounding online gaming are even less clear. In 2011, gaming generated $1.3 billion and the revenue streams will expand further with a large, new casino slated to open soon in Manila. The Philippine Amusement and Gaming Corp., a fully owned government entity, regulates the gaming industry. Remittances sent to the Philippines by its large expatriate community also provide a channel for money laundering. However, banks and money remitters are now able to capture the bulk of remittances, approximately 80-90 percent, sent by overseas foreign workers to the Philippines. Further stated, “Corruption is a source of laundered funds, and smuggling, particularly bulk cash smuggling, is a major problem,” the report said. 600

Governance issues and corruption in particular tend to be a major driver of illicit flows. Le and Rishi find that there is a significant link between corruption and capital flight, based on the World Bank Residual method adjusted for trade misinvoicing. 601 The Philippines has statutes ensuring the stability of its financial system, including the secrecy of bank deposits. Foreign countries have similar statutes for that purpose. Corrupt Philippine officials have taken advantage of these domestic and foreign laws to conceal, protect, and spirit away their ill-gotten wealth, and later launder the proceeds through seemingly legitimate investments. The identification, seizure and confiscation, transfer, and disposition of the ill-gotten wealth in favor of the Philippine Government

600 Id.
demand international cooperation, especially from the competent law enforcement and judicial authorities where this ill-gotten wealth are located. Bilateral treaties provide an effective legal framework as to the mechanics for this cooperation. 602

The passage of an anti-money laundering law by the Philippines has boosted the anti-corruption initiatives of the Office of the Ombudsman in its domestic investigations and prosecution. Further, the ratification and implementation of bilateral and regional MLATs 603 would ensure the placement of mechanisms to detect, trace, seize, confiscate, transfer, forfeit, and dispose, in favor of the Philippine Government, wealth unlawfully accumulated by its corrupt officials. Finally, to ensure a successful and sustained anti-corruption campaign that would cut through international borders, the competencies of Philippine anti-corruption investigators and lawyers must be upgraded to equip them with the knowledge and legal skills to use the various MLATs and other treaties vis-à-vis the anti-corruption and anti-money laundering laws of other states. 604

In an international study conducted by the Washington-based research and advisory group Global Financial Integrity (GFI) and released on December 2014, the Philippines is the 15th largest exporter of illicit money among developing and emerging economies as of 2012. 605
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The ranking reflects a portion of the corruption, money laundering, and false trade documentation in the Southeast Asian country of nearly 100 million, over 20% of whom are estimated to be poor, according to government data. Over $9.16 billion in dirty money came out of the Philippines in 2012 – an amount that reportedly facilitated crime, corruption, and tax evasion, said (GFI). The study showed that a total of $93.49 billion or an average of $9.35 billion yearly from 2003 to 2012 illegally streamed out of the country, depriving the economy of funds which could have been used to combat poverty and boost growth. The amount of funds drained from the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rank</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Average IFF (where data is available)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>China (P.R.), mainland</td>
<td>125,242</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>97,396</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>51,406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>India</td>
<td>43,959</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>39,487</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>30,802</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>21,710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>18,784</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>17,108</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Nigeria</td>
<td>15,746</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>13,539</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>12,214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Iraq</td>
<td>11,337</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
<td>9,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>9,349</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Belize</td>
<td>8,453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>5,312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Panamá</td>
<td>4,848</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>Serbia, Republic of</td>
<td>4,656</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>4,554</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>Brunei Darussalam</td>
<td>4,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>Syrian Arab Republic</td>
<td>3,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>3,708</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Paraguay</td>
<td>3,697</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>Venezuela, Republica Bolivariana de</td>
<td>3,677</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>26</td>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Honduras</td>
<td>3,294</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Trinidad and Tobago</td>
<td>3,210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>2,805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>Aruba</td>
<td>2,654</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>2,507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>Kazakhstan</td>
<td>2,538</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>2,536</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34</td>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>2,409</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>Lebanon</td>
<td>2,402</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>36</td>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>2,400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37</td>
<td>Cote d’Ivoire</td>
<td>2,406</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Philippine economy is projected to be larger than reported, as some forms of illicit financial flows that are "typically intended to be hidden" are "difficult to estimate with precision," the study showed.

In a separate study on the illicit financial flows to and from the Philippines, GFI Chief Economist Dev Kar concluded that the unrecorded capital flows are generated through the deliberate misinvoicing of external trade and through balance of payment leakages. The estimates of illicit flows presented in this study support the findings of past researchers such as Boyce and Zarsky (1988), Beja (2005), and others that undervaluation and smuggling of imports is a widespread practice in the Philippines. In comparison, illicit outflows through export under-invoicing, rather than import over-invoicing, is the predominant method of transferring illicit capital from the country.

5.10. Bank History

During the Spanish colonization, around the 16\textsuperscript{th} century, the first organized credit institutions, known as Obras Pias, were established in the Philippines. Their capital came from pious Catholics and the profits were intended to maintain hospitals, orphanages and other charitable works. The Obras Pias served as commercial banks and marine insurance companies with the bulk of the funds invested in the galleon trade. By the end of the Spanish regime, the banks in existence were: El Banco Espanol Filipino de Isabel, which was given the sole mandate under a Spanish Royal Decree of 1854 to issue banknotes called pesos Fuertes; the Chartered Bank of India, Presently the Bank of Philippine Islands, which was granted a Charter in 1828 and commenced operations in 1851.
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a branch of the HSBC; the Monte de Piedad; and the Banco Peninsular Ultamarino de Madrid. During this period, there was no significant Filipino interest, initiative or capital in banking.  

In 1901, the American Bank was the first to open its branch, but was placed under receivership by the Insular Treasurer for making doubtful loans after only four (4) years of operation. At the turn of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, Guaranty Trust Corporation (GTC) and International Banking Corporation (IBC) were similarly established by the Americans. In 1918, the Manila branch of the Yokohama Specie Bank was given a license to do business in the Philippines. In 1919, 1920 and 1930, foreign bank branches of the Asia Baking Corporation, the Chinese-American Bank of Commerce of Peking, China and the National City Bank of New York opened, respectively.  

During the Second World War, only Filipino-owned and Japanese banks were allowed to operate. The Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, the HSBC and the National City Bank of New York were all treated as enemy properties and placed under liquidation by the Japanese Military Government. Meanwhile, the Nampo Kaihatsu Kinko opened a Manila branch in 1942 and acted as the Japanese Government’s fiscal agent in the Philippines. After liberation, every domestic bank which operated during the Japanese occupation was unable to reopen since the greater part of their assets consisted of worthless Japanese war notes, bonds and obligations of the Japanese-sponsored Republic and balances with Japanese banks. The then President of the Philippines likewise issued Executive Order No. 96 invalidating all Japanese occupation deposits.

In June 1945, Executive Order No. 48 paved the way for the reopening of some banks. The first license to open was granted to the National City Bank of New York in June 1945. In the same year, other foreign banks, namely, Chartered Bank of India, Australia and China, HSBC, and
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Nederlandsche Indische Handelsbanks, were similarly granted the license to reopen. In 1947, a branch of the Bank of America, NT & SA (Bank of America) of San Francisco, California, U.S.A., was allowed to establish a branch in Manila. Afterwards, in 1950, Bank of America absorbed the assets and liabilities of the local branch of the Nederlandsche Indische Handelsbanks. In 1949, when the Central Bank of the Philippines started operation, the banking system then consisted of seven (7) commercial banks, three (3) thrift banks, the sole government specialized bank, the Agricultural and Industrial Bank, and seven (7) foreign bank branches.

5.11. Bank System and Structure

Banks refer to entities engaged in the lending of funds obtained in the form of deposits. They are moneyed institutes founded to facilitate the borrowing, lending and safekeeping of money and to deal in notes, bills of exchange, and credits. The terms “bank” and “banking institution” are synonymous and interchangeable.

The Philippine banking structure consists of the government-owned Central Bank of the Philippines (created in 1949), which acts as the government's fiscal agent and administers the monetary and banking system; and some 45 commercial banks, of which 17 are foreign-majority-owned. Other institutions include more than 111 thrift banks, 787 rural banks, 38 private development banks, 7 savings banks, and 10 investment houses, and two specialized government banks. The largest commercial bank, the Philippine National Bank (PNB), is a government institution with over 194 local offices and 12 overseas branches. It supplies about half the commercial credit, basically as agricultural loans. The government operates about 1,145 postal savings banks and the Development Bank of the Philippines, the Land Bank of the Philippines, and
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the Philippine Amanah Bank (for Mindanao). There are also 13 offshore banking units in the country, and 26 foreign bank representative offices. Total assets reached approximately $65 billion in March 2001, 39% of which belonged to the five largest banks. The International Monetary Fund reports that in 2001, currency and demand deposits—an aggregate commonly known as M1—were equal to $7.7 billion. In that same year, M2—an aggregate equal to M1 plus savings deposits, small time deposits, and money market mutual funds—was $41.9 billion. The discount rate, the interest rate at which the central bank lends to financial institutions in the short term, was 8.298%.

Republic Act No. 8791, otherwise known as the General Banking Law of 2000, defines “banks” as “entities engaged in the lending of funds obtained in the form of deposits.” Banks are classified into: a) Universal banks; b) Commercial banks; c) Thrift banks, composed of: (i) Savings and mortgage banks, (ii) Stock savings and loan associations, and (iii) Private development banks, as defined in the Republic Act No. 7906 (hereafter the “Thrift Banks Act”); d) Rural banks, as defined in Republic Act No. 73S3 (hereafter the "Rural Banks Act"); e) Cooperative banks, as defined in Republic Act No 6938 (hereafter the "Cooperative Code"); f) Islamic banks as defined in Republic Act No. 6848, otherwise known as the "Charter of Al Amanah Islamic Investment Bank of the Philippines"; and g) Other classifications of banks as determined by the Monetary Board of the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas.

The operations and activities of banks shall be subject to supervision of the Bangko Sentral. "Supervision" shall include the following:

1. The issuance of rules of, conduct or the establishment standards of operation for uniform application to all institutions or functions covered, taking into consideration the distinctive character of the operations of institutions and the substantive similarities of specific functions to which such rules, modes or standards are to be applied;
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2. The conduct of examination to determine compliance with laws and regulations if the circumstances so warrant as determined by the Monetary Board;

3. Overseeing to ascertain that laws and regulations are complied with;

4. Regular investigation which shall not be oftener than once a year from the last date of examination to determine whether an institution is conducting its business on a safe or sound basis: Provided, that the deficiencies/irregularities found by or discovered by an audit shall be immediately addressed;

5. Inquiring into the solvency and liquidity of the institution (2-D); or

6. Enforcing prompt corrective action. (n)

7. The Bangko Sentral shall also have supervision over the operations of and exercise regulatory powers over quasi-banks, trust entities and other financial institutions which under special laws are subject to Bangko Sentral supervision.

As to the management of banking institutions, Section 16 of the General Banking Law of 2000 adopts the “Fit and Proper Rule”, and states as follows:

“To maintain the quality of bank management and afford better protection to depositors and the public in general the Monetary Board shall prescribe, pass upon and review the qualifications and disqualifications of individuals elected or appointed bank directors or officers and disqualify those found unfit.

After due notice to the board of directors of the bank, the Monetary Board may disqualify, suspend or remove any bank director or officer who commits or omits an act which render him unfit for the position. In determining whether an individual is fit and proper to hold the position of a...
director or officer of a bank, regard shall be given to his integrity, experience, education, training, and competence.”

The operation and regular activity of the bank depends on its classification:

A universal bank shall have the authority to exercise, in addition to the powers authorized for a commercial bank in Section 29, the powers of an investment house as provided in existing laws and the power to invest in non-allied enterprises as provided in this Act. 620 A commercial bank shall have, in addition to the general powers incident to corporations, all such powers as may be necessary to carry on the business of commercial banking such as accepting drafts and issuing letters of credit; discounting and negotiating promissory notes, drafts, bills of exchange, and other evidences of debt; accepting or creating demand deposits; receiving other types of deposits and deposit substitutes; buying and selling foreign exchange and gold or silver bullion; acquiring marketable bonds and other debt securities; and extending credit, subject to such rules as the Monetary Board may promulgate. These rules may include the determination of bonds and other debt securities eligible for investment, the maturities and aggregate amount of such investment. 621

In addition to the operations specifically authorized in the General Banking Law of 2000, a bank may perform the following services:

1. Receive in custody funds, documents and valuable objects;
2. Act as financial agent and buy and sell, by order of and for the account of their customers, shares, evidences of indebtedness and all types of securities;
3. Make collections and payments for the account of others and perform such other services for their customers as are not incompatible with banking business;
4. Upon prior approval of the Monetary Board, act as managing agent, adviser, consultant or administrator of investment management/advisory/consultancy accounts; and

620 Supra note 70, Section 23
621 Supra note 70, Section 29
5. Rent out safety deposit boxes.

Thrift banks are composed of: (i) Savings and mortgage banks, (ii) Stock savings and loan associations, and (iii) Private development banks, as defined in the Republic Act No. 7906, otherwise known as the “Thrift Banks Act”. Thrift banks shall include savings and mortgage banks, private development banks, and stock savings and loans associations organized under existing laws, and any banking corporation that may be organized for the following purposes:

1. Accumulating the savings of depositors and investing them, together with capital loans secured by bonds, mortgages in real estate and insured improvements thereon, chattel mortgage, bonds and other forms of security or in loans for personal or household finance, whether secured or unsecured, or in financing for homebuilding and home development; in readily marketable and debt securities; in commercial papers and accounts receivables, drafts, bills of exchange, acceptances or notes arising out of commercial transactions; and in such other investments and loans which the Monetary Board may determine as necessary in the furtherance of national economic objectives;

2. Providing short-term working capital, medium- and long-term financing, to businesses engaged in agriculture, services, industry and housing; and

3. Providing diversified financial and allied services for its chosen market and constituencies specially for small and medium enterprises and individuals.  

Rural Banks, on the other hand, are governed by Republic Act No. 7353, otherwise known as the “Rural Act of 1992,” which provides that “The State hereby recognizes the need to promote comprehensive rural development with the end in view of attaining equitable distribution of opportunities, income and wealth; a sustained increase in the amount of goods and services produced by the nation of the benefit of the people; and in expanding productivity as a key raising
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the quality of life for all, especially the underprivileged. Towards these ends, the State hereby encourages and assists in the establishment of rural banking system designed to make needed credit available and readily accessible in the rural areas on reasonable terms.”

Cooperative Banks are governed by Republic Act No. 6938, otherwise known as the “Cooperative Code of the Philippines.” As defined in this code, a cooperative is a duly registered association of persons, with a common bond of interest, who have voluntarily joined together to achieve a lawful common social or economic end, making equitable contributions to the capital required and accepting a fair share of the risks and benefits of the undertaking in accordance with universally accepted cooperative principles. Lastly, the Islamic banks was created by Republic Act No. 6848, otherwise known as the "Charter of Al Amanah Islamic Investment Bank of the Philippines," which shall be hereinafter called the Islamic Bank. Its principal domicile and place of business shall be in Zamboanga City. It may establish branches, agencies or other offices at such places in the Philippines or abroad subject to the laws, rules and regulations of the Central Bank.

The banking industry is impressed with public interest; The fiduciary nature of banking, previously imposed by case law, is now enshrined in Republic Act No. 8791 or the General Banking Law of 2000 – Section 2 thereof specifically says that the State recognizes the fiduciary nature of banking which requires high standards of integrity and performance.

Section 2 of R.A. No. 8791 provides:

“Sec. 2. Declaration of Policy. – The State recognizes the vital role of banks in providing an environment conducive to the sustained development of the national economy and the fiduciary nature of banking that requires high standards of integrity and performance. In furtherance thereof, the State shall promote and maintain a stable and efficient banking and
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financial system that is globally competitive, dynamic and responsive to the demands of a
developing country.”

The degree of diligence required of banks is more than that of a reasonable man or a good
father of a family; In view of the fiduciary nature of their relationship with their depositors, banks
are duty-bound to treat the accounts of their clients with the highest degree of care. 627

5.12. Current Laws of Large Transfers

Any person, who brings into or takes out of the Philippines foreign currency, as well as
other foreign currency-denominated bearer monetary instruments, in excess of USD$10,000 or
its equivalent is required to declare the same in writing and to furnish information on the source and
purpose of the transport of such currency or monetary instrument. 629 Pursuant to Republic Act No.
6426, as amended, all foreign currency deposits are declared as and considered of an absolutely
confidential nature and, except upon the written permission of the depositor, in no instance shall
such foreign currency deposits be examined, inquired or looked into by any person, government
official, bureau or office whether judicial, administrative or legislative, or any other entity whether
public or private. 630

The absolutely confidential nature of foreign currency deposits under Republic Act No.
6426, as amended, shall not apply in instances expressly provided under other special laws,
including the following: 631

1. Directors, officers, stockholders, and related interests who contract a loan or any form of
financial accommodation from their bank or related bank, and are required to execute a
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written waiver of secrecy of deposits of whatever nature in all banks in the Philippines, in accordance with Section 26 of Republic Act No. 7653 (New Central Bank Act);

2. A covered institution that reports foreign currency deposits in covered transaction reports or suspicious transaction reports to the Anti-Money Laundering Council (AMLC), pursuant to Section 9(c) of Republic Act No. 9160, as amended (The Anti-Money Laundering Act of 2001);

3. Upon order by the Court of Appeals, the AMLC may inquire into or examine foreign currency deposits, including related accounts, with any banking institution or non-bank financial institution in cases of violation of Republic Act No. 9160, as amended, when it has been established that the foreign currency deposits, including the related accounts involved, are related to an unlawful activity as defined in Section 3(i) of Republic Act No. 9160 or a money laundering offense defined under Section 4 thereof, pursuant to Section 11 of Republic Act No. 9160, as amended by Republic Act No. 10167;

4. Without need of court order, the AMLC may inquire into or examine foreign currency deposits with any banking institution or non-bank financial institution when probable cause exists that a particular foreign currency deposit, including related accounts involved, with any banking institution or non-bank financial institution is related to:

a. Section 3(i)(1), (2) and (12) of Republic Act No. 9160, as amended, (i.e., kidnapping for ransom, violation of Republic Act No. 9165 or the Comprehensive Dangerous Drugs Act, hijacking and other violations under Republic Act No. 6235, destructive arson and murder as defined under the Revised Penal Code, including those perpetrated by terrorists against noncombatant persons and similar targets);
b. Felonies and offenses of a nature similar to those mentioned in Section 3(i)(1), (2) and (12) of Republic Act No. 9160, as amended, which are punishable under the penal laws of other countries; and

c. Terrorism and conspiracy to commit terrorism as defined and penalized under Republic Act No. 9372 (Human Security Act of 2007).

The inquiry into or examination of foreign currency deposits by the AMLC in the above said instances are in accordance with Section 11 of Republic Act No. 9160, as amended by Republic Act No. 10167. 632

Without a court order, the Anti-Money Laundering Council is authorized to inquire into or examine foreign currency deposits with any banking institution or non-bank financial institution and their subsidiaries and affiliates, for purposes of investigating any property or funds that are in any way related to financing of terrorism or acts of terrorism, as well as property or funds of any person or persons in relation to whom there is probable cause to believe that such person or persons are committing or attempting or conspiring to commit, or participating in or facilitating the financing of terrorism or acts of terrorism as defined in Republic Act No. 10168 (Terrorism Financing Prevention and Suppression Act of 2012), pursuant to Section 10 of said law. 633

Additionally, the Commission on Audit, pursuant to its mandate under Section 2(1) Article IX-D of the 1987 Constitution, is authorized to examine and audit government deposits or funds and properties, owned or held in trust by, or pertaining to the Government or any of its subdivisions, agencies or instrumentalities, subdivisions, government-owned and–controlled corporations with original charters. The Presidential Commission on Good Government, in accordance with its statutory authority under Section 3(e), Executive Order No. 1, S. 1986, in the conduct of its investigations to recover ill-gotten wealth, may issue subpoena requiring the production of books,
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records, and other statement of accounts and other documents. There shall be no restrictions on the withdrawal by the depositor of his deposit or on the transfer of the same abroad, except those arising from the contract between the depositor and the bank.

5.13. Drug Production and Trafficking

The picture in the Philippines is dominated by crystal methamphetamine (locally referred to as “shabu”): the country is a significant producer, transit point and consumer country of the drug. The Philippines continues to have the world’s highest estimated annual methamphetamine prevalence rate (6%). Several seizures of clandestine laboratories and chemical warehouses, (accounting for 8.4 metric tons of shabu over the 2000-2006 period) placed the country 5th on a global basis. Drug manufacture is managed by transnational organized crime syndicates together with local drug groups, smuggling chemicals into the country via mislabeled shipments and setting up laboratories first in the Metro Manila area, and later, as a result of enforcement actions, in other regions.

As an indication of the potential amount of proceeds involved, the price of a tablet of shabu as of 2005 was USD$22.6 on a retail basis, and USD$21.7 on a wholesale (1,000 tablets) basis. Overall, illegal drugs, controlled substances, essential chemicals and laboratory equipment valued at more than PHP34.5 billion (US$734 m) were seized/confiscated by the Philippine Drug Enforcement Agency (PDEA) from 2004 to 2007. As of 15 May 2008, the PDEA had filed a total of 95,762 illegal drug-related cases of which 6,226 had resulted in conviction. The number of dismissed cases totaled 4,902 while 2,008 cases were provisionally dismissed. A total of 5,430 cases resulted in acquittal. The AMLC had filed cases for forfeiture of assets amounting to
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PHP73,256,452.22 – approximately US$ 1.5 m - in the names of suspected illegal drug traffickers.

5.14. Investment Scams/Fraud

Investment scams in the form of pyramid and ponzi schemes are often used to prey on Philippine citizens and investors. In the Philippines, fraud is generally referred to as estafa. The Philippine form of ponzi or pyramid scheme is called “networking” or “pseudo-deposit-taking activities” or “high yield investment programs” which involves the recruitment of agents/investors upon which the recruiter earns a commission even though there is no underlying product being sold. The swindle consists of the misrepresentation that the activity to solicit the so-called “investment” has been duly authorized by the SEC, when in fact, it has not.

In 2007, for example, a scam was perpetrated targeting the more affluent members of society. When the scheme collapsed, the principal suspect fled the country with proceeds estimated around US$200 million. In coordination with the regulatory authorities and law enforcement agencies, 27 people allegedly involved in the scam were arrested and charged with syndicated estafa. The AMLC was able to obtain a freeze on the bank deposits of the suspects. Thereafter, the AMLC secured an Asset Preservation Order from the court to prevent the suspects’ bank deposits from being withdrawn. Forfeiture proceedings against these deposits are currently pending. At the moment, there are two criminal complaints for money laundering predicated on investment frauds pending before the Department of Justice (DOJ), and one before court. The assessment team was also informed of attempts by at least one known individual involved in investment frauds, to engage in investments in insurance products, and then later disinvest demanding to be paid in cash.
5.15. Corruption/Graft

Corruption through bribery and embezzlement are thought to be the source of significant illegal proceeds within the Philippines. As already stated, corruption in revenue-generating agencies is taking a particularly heavy toll on the local economy. The Presidential Anti-Graft Commission (PAGC) has handled multiple corruption cases related to presidential appointees in the last four years. 641


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>YEAR</th>
<th>Total No. of Cases Resolved</th>
<th>Affirmed PAGC Cases with Non-Punitive Recommendation</th>
<th>PAGC Cases with OP Decision imposing penalties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Dismissal</td>
<td>Suspension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>94</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>112</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>341</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Money laundering has aroused interest because of the impeachment trial of CJ Corona and, coincidentally, the threat of an international financial blacklisting if the Philippines does not enact into law amendments to its Anti-Money Laundering Act to suit international standards. 642

There is an observation that the Philippine Anti-Money Laundering Law is severely restrictive and not compliant with international standards and best practices. This observation is obviously referring to the impeachment trial of CJ Corona and the prosecution’s request that his alleged dollar accounts in the Philippine Savings Bank be opened for public scrutiny. The allegation is that since Corona’s official Statement of Assets and Liabilities did not include any dollar deposits, then there is basis for assuming he misrepresented his SALN. 643
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The public is aware that the Philippine Savings Bank refused to disclose the dollar accounts citing a bank secrecy law for foreign currency deposits. The Philippine Supreme Court then issued a TRO on the Senate’s order to PS Bank to reveal the contents of the Corona secret dollar account. The senator-judges decided to comply with the Supreme Court decision by a vote of 13 senators in favor of not opening the secret dollar accounts and 10 in favor of requiring the PS Bank to open the dollar accounts. However, observers believe that this bank secrecy law encourages money laundering. The other question is why peso accounts can be publicly disclosed while foreign currency accounts are shielded. There have also been a lot of questions raised on whether CJ Corona can be accused of money laundering for withdrawing over P30 million in deposit accounts in his name from the Philippine Savings Bank on December 12 last year, which was the very day he was impeached by the House of Representatives. This has aroused the general public’s curiosity about this practice. Money laundering refers to the process of concealing the source of illegally obtained money. The methods by which money can be laundered are very varied. But one has to first understand the motive for this illegal practice. The goal of a large number of criminal acts is to generate a profit for the individual or groups which commit the crime. However, in order to enjoy these profits, criminals must disguise their illegal origins.\textsuperscript{644}

Huge amounts of proceeds can result from activities of organized crime in activities like illegal arms sale, drug trafficking, smuggling, prostitution rings and child trafficking. Other activities like embezzlement, insider trading and computer fraud schemes can also lead to big profits. Then there are the profits made from corrupt practices, specifically bribery and tax evasion. When substantial profits are made from these illicit practices, the individual or group must find a way to control and spend the funds without attracting attention to the underlying activity or to the

\textsuperscript{644} id.
perpetrators of the crime. The way to "legitimize" these ill-gotten gains is through money laundering. Money is normally laundered in three steps or stages, as follows: 645 

- The first step is through "placement" which means introducing the money into the financial system either through a secret bank account or an offshore bank.

- The second is "layering" or trying to camouflage the illegal source. The launderer normally engages in a series of conversions or movements of funds to distance them from the source. The launderer may disguise, for example, the monetary transfers as payments for goods or services to give them a legitimate appearance.

- The third step is "integration" in which the funds re-enter the legitimate economy. The launderer might choose to invest the illegal funds into real estate, luxury assets or business ventures.

5.16. Conclusion

Rapid population growth, uneven population distribution and poor labor absorptive capacity – these are the three main factors that push the Filipino diaspora. It cannot, however, be denied that inefficient government services play a vital role in resulting to said factors. And the government is inefficient because of the more serious problem of corruption - the grand/political corruption.

To Filipinos, the most significant factor that affects their lives, whether rich or poor, is corruption. Corruption in the country remains a serious challenge. In fact, the Philippines currently holds the 141st position in the CPI global ranking (out of 180), having lost 20 positions since 2006. 646 For which, the Philippines has slipped in economic rankings. In 1960, the Philippines had a $300 gross domestic product (GDP) per capita, which was second in Asia only to Japan at $500. Successive governments maintained an import-substitution strategy for much longer than the East Asian “miracle” economies, so that the Philippines did not receive the foreign investment which led
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to export and job creation booms like those of Taiwan and Thailand. Because of widespread corruption, complicated tax laws and tax evasion, tax revenue remains low, accounting for only 15 percent of GDP. This limits the government’s ability to invest and improve infrastructure. Efforts to increase tax collections, end monopolies, liberalize trade, and privatize state-owned businesses have been blocked in Congress by those who would lose privileges. The country has a low savings rate and high levels of domestic and foreign trade. 647 And to provide an idea of the size of the corruption phenomenon and its potential impact on local society, a 2001 World Bank study estimated that across 1995-2000 approximately US$12 billion was lost to corruption within the Philippines. 648

Economies that are afflicted by a high level of corruption – which involves the misuse of power, whether in the form of money or authority, in order to achieve certain goals in illegal, dishonest or unfair ways – are not capable of prospering as fully as those with a low level of corruption. Corrupted economies are just not able to function properly because corruption prevents the natural laws of the economy from functioning freely. As a result, corruption in a nation's political and economic operations causes its entire society to suffer. According to the World Bank, the average income in countries with a high level of corruption is about a third of that of countries with a low level of corruption. Also, the infant mortality rate in such countries is about 3 times higher and the literacy rate is 25% lower. No country has been able to completely eliminate corruption, but studies show that the level of corruption in countries with emerging market economies is much higher than it is in developed countries. Where do most Filipinos migrate to? Study shows that Filipino immigrants constitute one of the largest foreign-born groups in the United States. Thus, there will continue to be a strong relationship between the two countries of
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immigration of Filipinos to the U.S. and those who do immigrate should be aware of the difficulties of doing so.
Chapter 6
THE VIETNAMESE IMMIGRANT EXPERIENCE TO THE UNITED STATES

6.1. Introduction

Vietnam is a one-party state. Power is vested in the Vietnamese Communist Party (VCP), together with some dialogue that takes place within the legislative National Assembly. Since 1976, the principal institutional structures of political power and governance have evolved with the politburo, the VCP’s executive body, setting the government policy with a growing influence in the process by the National Assembly. In January 2011, the 11th party congress of the VCP confirmed the existing structures of political rule. The delegates pledged to maintain one-party rule and continue Vietnam’s market-led policies. \(^{649}\)

Historically, after resisting numerous encroachments and dominations by the huge Chinese empire, then by its People’s Republic, Vietnam has nevertheless kept to its own identity and survived various aggressive actions by outside forces. Vietnam fought off aggressive neighbors, like Laos and Cambodia. It reemerged as a nation, albeit divided, after being colonized by France. It was also taken over by the Japanese and won against the military might and overwhelming technology of the United States. Now, Vietnam’s biggest struggle is against itself. It may have been served well by the ideologies it adopted to regain its independence, but not in the present period. Progress is being made, albeit uncertain of what the ultimate result will be. What matters now is that Vietnam is opening up. For its Asian neighbors and the rest of the world, this is rather important. \(^{650}\)

Since the Vietnamese Communist Party launched its policy of economic reform or renovation, in Vietnamese \textit{doi moi,} at its Sixth Party Congress in 1986, Vietnam has experienced a remarkable transformation in its economic and social spheres. The Vietnamese economy is unquestionably richer and more dynamic than it ever was in the years preceding \textit{doi moi} and

decades indicated by the war in Vietnam involving US intervention, and before that, the French colonialism. War had been a feature of everyday life in Vietnam, from the start of World War II in 1939, to the collapse of the Republic of Vietnam (South Vietnam) in 1975. However, Vietnam has not undergone a system-changing revolution but a gradual process of economic transformation which was initiated in 1986.  

Geographically, the Socialist Republic of Vietnam has an area of 331,210 km². It is estimated to be one-third larger than the United Kingdom, 50 percent more than the Australian State of Victoria and slightly larger than the state of New Mexico in the USA. Vietnam stretches from north to south along the western shore of the South China Sea, with the area of the northern Red River basin joined to the southern Mekong Delta via a narrow coastal strip. Both the Red River basin and the Mekong Delta are intensively cultivated and densely populated. To the north, Vietnam shares a border with the People's Republic of China and to the west, with Laos and Cambodia.  

In 2011, Vietnam's population was estimated to be 90.5 million. The major urban centers are Hanoi, the capital with an estimated population of 2.7 million, Ho Chi Minh City, with 6 million, and Haiphong, 1.9 million, deriving from the 2009 census. Vietnam has rejected the exclusive attachment to the Soviet model of economic management. Rather, it has developed a system *sui generis* that seeks to combine socialism and the market.  

In 1990, only 35 percent of the population had access to, what may be considered, basic sanitation facilities. By 2008, the proportion was 75 per cent. The percentage of poor households decreased from 30 percent in 1992 to 7 percent in 2005. Vietnam rose from a low to a lower middle income country. Cities like Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City (the former Saigon) became centers of
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economic activity. Overall, however, the Vietnamese economy has tended to grow from year to year, increasing national and individual wealth. 654

For many, Vietnam is the story of a war but for the political economist, it is the story of a rapid, government-decreed economic transformation from a Marxist, planned, closed economy to a trade-open, globally integrated, investment-seeking one. 655 The reforms of 1986 encompassed a reduced role of the government in economic planning and privatization of much of the economy, an emphasis on attracting foreign investment in the failing domestic economy; and a greater role for provinces in economic governance. 656 The Party did not reverse itself later because the reforms were successful and investment started flowing into the country. Also, the standard-of-living indicators improved as it turned Vietnam from a starving country into one of the world’s top food exporters, and the government had succeeded in re-establishing its legitimacy in the eyes of its people. 657

6.2. The Boat People, the Vietnamese Diaspora

As it is with any other Asian nation, the Vietnamese are diasporic. The Vietnamese diaspora is well described in four categories as follows: 658

1. The first category refers to those who left Vietnam before 1975 by reason of the French colonization. They are those who now live in neighboring countries such as Cambodia, Laos and China. A number also migrated to France and French-speaking areas such as Quebec;
2. The second category and large majority of migrants are refugees who left following 1975 due to the brutality of war. They are those who escaped to North America, Western Europe (particularly Germany) and Australia;

3. The third category refers to who migrated for employment and education in the Soviet bloc and stayed on following the Soviet collapse; and

4. The fourth category and the most recent group are those who are referred to as economic migrants. They include those who have undertaken study in the US, Canada, Australia and the UK, and have stayed on in those countries to work and live as permanent residents. The recent migration movement is by the women who have married men from Taiwan and South Korea through marriage agencies and have consequently moved to those countries.

Earlier studies show that land reform campaign, brutality of the war, and famine caused the massive exodus from Vietnam to other countries. The biggest cause, however, remained the fear of the communists. According to the 2006 Census, the US became a home to the largest population group of more than 1.6 million Vietnamese. Other countries include: Cambodia (600,000), Taiwan (200,000), France (250,000), Canada (151,000), Laos (150,000) and Germany (125,000). The fourth largest in the world with a population of 159,848 are the Vietnamese population in Australia.

6.3. Anti-Money Laundering Laws

The global fight against money laundering has been the subject of numerous international anti-money laundering (AML)-related legal instruments such as the United Nations Convention against Illicit Traffic in Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances (1988 Vienna Convention), the United Nations Convention against Transnational Organized Crime (Palermo
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Convention), the United Nations Convention against Corruption (UNCAC), and the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) Recommendations. All these legal instruments impose binding obligations on all parties to criminalize acts of money laundering. For years, Vietnam engaged with the international AML regime. It became a party to the primary AML-related conventions when it ratified the 1988 Vienna Convention, UNCAC, and the Palermo Convention in 1997, 2009, and 2012. Vietnam also became a member of the Asia/Pacific Group on Money Laundering (APG). With its participation in these international institutions, Vietnam has gradually adopted the international AML standards and established its own AML regime.

The key legal instruments governing the anti-money laundering activities in Vietnam are the following:

1. Law on Prevention and Combat of Money Laundering No. 07/2012/QH13 (AML Law);
2. Decree No. 116/2013/ND-CP of the Government, dated 4 October 2013, detailing the Implementation of a number of Articles of AML Law;
4. The Penal Code of 1999, particularly Articles 250 and 251 thereof; and
5. The Law on Drug Prevention of 2000, particularly Article 3 (5) thereof.

The new Law on Anti-Money Laundering was passed and made effective on January 1, 2013. It replaced the previous legislation (Decree No. 74 of 2005) and provides tougher
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measures, including with respect to customer due diligence and record keeping. The 50-article Law
provides measures to prevent, detect, stop and handle organizations and individuals committing acts
of money laundering. The prevention and combat of money laundering for the purpose of financing
terrorism also comply with the Law. 666

The definition of “money laundering” is based on international laws. Evolving from Decree
No. 74 of 2005, on anti-money laundering, the Law clearly defines “money laundering” based on
relevant international conventions. As per the Law, money laundering means acts of organizations
or individuals aiming to legalize the origin of property acquired from crimes, including the act
prescribed in Article 251 of the Penal Code (Legalizing money and/or property acquired from a
crime); assisting organizations and individuals involved in a crime in shirking their legal liability by
legalizing the origin of property acquired from a crime; and possessing a property, if at the time of
receipt of the property the possessing organization or individual clearly knows that the property is
acquired from a crime, in order to legalize the origin of the property. 667

The prohibited acts 668 are as follows:

1. Organizing and taking part or creating conditions to carry out the acts of money laundering.
2. Opening or maintaining anonymous accounts or accounts using false names.
3. Establishing and maintaining business relationships with the banks established in a country
or territory, but not being present tangibly in that country or territory and not subject to the
management and supervision of the competent management agencies.
4. Illegally providing the services of cash, check and other currency instruments receiving or
the valuable storage instrument and making payments to the beneficiaries at another location.
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5. Abusing the positions and powers in the prevention of money laundering to infringe upon the legitimate rights and interests of organizations and individuals.

6. Hindering the provision of information for the prevention of money laundering.

7. Threatening or taking revenge of the person detecting, providing information, reports and denunciations to the acts of money laundering.

According to the Law, reporting subjects must report to the State Bank of Vietnam upon implementing high-value transactions, suspicious transactions or money wire transfer transactions. The Prime Minister will prescribe the minimum value of high-value transactions subject to reporting. Under Decree 74, such value is VND 500 million, or equivalent value, for foreign currencies or gold for one or more than one saving transaction conducted in a day by an organization or individual, or VND 200 million for other transactions. 669

For suspicious transactions, the Law stipulates in Article 22 eight basic signs leading to suspicion:

1. The client provides incorrect, incomplete and inconsistent client identification information;

2. The clients persuade the reporting subjects not to make report on the transactions to the competent State agencies;

3. Unable to identify clients by the information provided by the client or the transaction related to a party whose identity cannot be identified.

4. The individual or agency phone number provided by the client agencies cannot be contacted or this phone number does not exist after opening the account or doing the transaction;

5. The transactions are done by the order or under the authorization of the organizations and individuals in the warning list;
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6. The transactions that through the client identification information or through the consideration of economic and legal grounds of the transaction can be determined the relationship between the parties taking part in transaction with the criminal activities or in relation with the organizations and individuals in the warning list;

7. The organizations and individuals are involved in transactions with large amounts inconsistent with the income, business activities of these organizations and individuals;

8. Clients’ transactions done through the reporting subjects are not in proper process and procedures as prescribed by law.

In addition to the above signs, other suspicious signs in banking, insurance business, securities, prize-winning games and casino and real estate business are equally stipulated under said Article of the Law. Reporting time limit for a suspicious transaction is 48 hours after such transaction is performed. For high-value transactions and transactions of money wire transfer, reporting subjects must make daily reports, for electronic data file reports, or make reports within two working days after the transaction concerned is performed, for written reports or other forms of report. 670

There had been 603 convictions under Article 250 and one conviction under Article 251 of the Penal Code 1999. Convictions have been predominately confession based. 671 The Anti-Money Laundering Information Centre (AMLIC), which is Vietnam’s Financial Intelligence Unit (FIU), is based within the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV). Essentially, it is the lead agency on AML/CFT. 672

Chapter III of the AML Law provides and defines the functions of the following state authorities responsible in reporting, preventing, and fighting money laundering:
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1. Anti-Money Laundering Administration (“AMLA”) under the Banking Inspectorate and Supervision Department of the State Bank of Vietnam (“SBV”). The AMLA assists the Chief Inspector of the SBV to implement anti-money laundering (“AML”) regulations and international AML commitments to which Vietnam is a signatory. The AMLA’s duties and powers are set out in Decision No. 1654/QD-NHNN of the SBV dated July 14, 2009;

2. State Bank of Vietnam has the primary role to regulate and supervise implementation of AML regulations;

3. Ministry of Public Security (“MPS”) is responsible for discovery and investigation of money laundering crimes;

4. Ministry of Finance is responsible for implementation of AML measures in insurance, business, in securities, and in prize-winning games and casinos;

5. Ministry of Construction is responsible for implementation of AML measures in the real estate business; and

6. Ministry of Justice is responsible for implementation of AML measures which apply to lawyers, legal practice organizations, notaries and notary public offices.

On 11 November 2014, the State Bank of Vietnam issued Circular No. 31/2014/TT-NHNN, which became effective on 26 December 2014. It amended Circular 35/2013/TT-NHNN issued on 31 December 2013. Circular 31 made more efficient the process for which banks will conduct "Know Your Customer" checks on both individual and corporate customers by reducing the required information and the disclosure of average income from 6 months to 3 months and by eliminating the requirement for individuals to supply information about their families. 673

673 Circular No. 35/2013/TT-NHNN (December 31, 2013), as amended by Circular No. 31/2014/TT-NHNN (November 11, 2014), §§ 2, 3, 4 of Article 3
Moreover, Circular 31 required banks to report domestic transactions with values of VND500 million (or equivalent foreign currencies) or above, and cross-border transactions with values from USD1,000 (or equivalent other foreign currencies) or above to the SBV's Department of Anti-Money Laundering (AML). On electronic transfer transactions, debit card, credit card, and interbank transactions are excluded. This includes transfer and payment transactions among financial institutions where both the initiator and the beneficiary are financial institutions.

Vietnam’s anti-money laundering laws, essentially, have complied with the international standards as provided by the Financial Action Task Force (FATF). However, with regard to convictions under Art 250 (third party laundering) of the 1999 Penal Code, 80 percent were through confessions. Up to March 2013, however, conviction was had under the amended Art 251.

The absence of convictions under the amended Art 251 and the majority of confession-based convictions under the Art 250 only proves the ineffective implementation of said provisions. There are numerous reasons given, which include, among others, the unwillingness of law enforcement agencies to engage in investigating and prosecuting money launderers; the wieldy nature of the legal provisions themselves; and insufficient law enforcement resources devoted to AML, i.e. lack of investigators experienced in money laundering. Above all is the lack of a genuine commitment to investigate money laundering activities in Vietnam.

6.4. Money Laundering Issues

It was not until 2005 when the term “money laundering” (rua tien) was formally used and legally defined in Vietnam when both the term “money laundering” and the general legal
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framework of the Anti-Money Laundering in Vietnam were stipulated in Government Decree 74/2005/ND-CP. This move of the Vietnamese authorities is rather an admission and a confirmation of the existence of money laundering in Vietnam. ① According to authorities, the main sources of illicit funds in Vietnam are fraud, gambling, trading in weapons, prostitution, trading in illegal narcotics, trafficking and counterfeiting of fake goods, and corruption and trafficking of women and children. Based on predicate crime statistics, fraud and drug trafficking are the major proceeds of crime. ②

A summary of statistics on predicate crimes in Vietnam since 2006 involving the illicit source of funds is shown in the table below: ③

Table 6. Predicate Crime Statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Penal Offences</th>
<th>Percentage (%) of total Adjudications</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fraud e.g. particularly involving real estate</td>
<td>61.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gambling, trading in weapons, prostitution</td>
<td>19.27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trading in illegal narcotics</td>
<td>15.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafficking and counterfeiting of fake goods, etc</td>
<td>2.22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corruption</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trafficking in women and children</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1. Fraudulent activities on immovable or real property constitutes a significant source of illicit proceeds, ④ as follows:

a) Falsification of land and house use right certificates as collateral for bank loans;
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b) Forged signatures of bank personnel on real estate investment proposals and loan applications;

c) False pretenses by the use of other people’s IDs to obtain loans;

d) Fraudulent funds raised by the use of stolen or falsified IDs by foreigners;

e) Bank personnel’s misappropriation of cash repayments made by borrowers; and

f) Conspiracy among bank officials from different banks to alter paperwork and defraud bank employees;\textsuperscript{682}

Other fraudulent activities include money trading scams, i.e. online “ponzi” schemes;\textsuperscript{683}

2. Generally, gambling is illegal in Vietnam.\textsuperscript{684} Only a small number of establishments are licensed to operate small scale casinos and electronic gaming operations catering to foreigners;

3. On trafficking of illegal narcotics, Vietnam is no longer listed in drug production analysis.

Illegal narcotics seized in Vietnam are not cultivated and manufactured thereat but in Myanmar and Lao PDR, which are, respectively, the world’s second and third largest producers of raw opium. About one percent of the total cultivation in Southeast Asia, however, is from Vietnam and it is considered an important transit route in Southeast Asia for the trafficking of illicit drugs, mainly heroin and opium, amphetamine-type stimulants (ATS) and cannabis;

The geographic location of Vietnam and its insufficient capacity to counter drug trafficking, makes it an attractive transit site for drug traffickers to smuggle drugs from the Golden Triangle to Australia, the United States, Canada and to European countries.\textsuperscript{685} In the meantime, Vietnam has experienced an ever growing number of drug users in recent decades\textsuperscript{686} and drug-related crimes

\textsuperscript{682} State Bank of Vietnam Guidance No. 4294  
\textsuperscript{683} Id., 21, Supra note 16  
\textsuperscript{684} The Penal Code of 1999, Articles 248 and 249  
\textsuperscript{685} US Department of State Report, 582 (2011)  
\textsuperscript{686} Id., 584
have increased at a very high rate in recent years. A significant part of the profits generated from the
drug trafficking-related crimes is believed to have been laundered in Vietnam.\footnote{Id., Supra note 30}

4. On \textit{trafficking and counterfeiting of fake goods}, Vietnam is considered the world leader in
software piracy. Based on international reports, there exists a significant market activity in the
sale and purchase of fake products. On \textit{counterfeit money}, reports have noted that drug
traffickers are the ones who are involved in counterfeiting money. Most commonly
counterfeited are fake US dollar notes. In addition, are the Chinese Yuan and Vietnamese Dong;
\footnote{Id., 22 Supra note 16}

5. On \textit{corruption}, there are reports of high profile corruption cases in Vietnam. A recent
announcement made by the Ministry of Public Security stated that an investigation was
conducted into allegations that a foreign contractor had bribed a senior official who was
overseeing the East-West Highway Project. This is Ho Chi Minh City’s biggest infrastructure
project funded by Japan. Said official was suspended from his post last November 2008.
Allegedly, he accepted bribes of US$820,000 in 2003 and 2006 from a foreign contractor in
exchange for helping it win the contract for the project; and \footnote{Id., 23}

6. On \textit{women and children trafficking}, Vietnam is primarily a source country for women and
children trafficked for commercial sexual exploitation and forced labor according to the June
2008 report of the US State Department Trafficking in Persons. From Vietnam, they are brought
to the People’s Republic of China (PRC), Cambodia, Thailand, the Republic of Korea,
Malaysia, Chinese Taipei, and Macau. Those brought in China, Cambodia and Macau, China
ends in providing sexual services. Victims are tied in repaying amounts of US$1,000 to

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{687} Id., Supra note 30}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{688} Id., 22 Supra note 16}
\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{689} Id., 23}
US$1,500 according to unofficial reports. A number of Vietnamese workers migrate to seek employment in the Middle East and in Eastern Europe but are often under demanding employment conditions.

The methods and trends utilized in money laundering in Vietnam are as follows:

1. **Co-mingling.** This is the most popular way of money laundering in Vietnam and done through investments in businesses, real properties, stock market and transactions through banks’ services. Notably, organizations involved in money laundering are mainly legally established businesses in Vietnam;

2. **Securities.** This involves the buying and selling of shares of unlisted joint stock companies through registered securities companies. The latter provide share registry services for companies and brokers between a potential buyer and seller;

3. **Cash Courier.** This is committed by engaging the services of the Vietnam Airline employees and pilots as cash couriers of large amounts of undeclared cash into Vietnam by bringing large amounts of cash to Vietnam provided they are declared. Notably, the government of Vietnam does not require any information on the source or use of funds brought into the country.

In one high profile case involving Vietnam Airlines’ employees, one pilot of Vietnam Airlines was arrested in 2006 in Australia and subsequently jailed for 4½ years when he attempted to smuggle AU$6.5 million out of Australia. Another pilot was arrested in April 2008 and was accused of collecting the proceeds of drug sales amounting to AU$4 million on seventeen (17) occasions from Vietnamese money remitters in Melbourne and Sydney in 2005 and 2006. Likewise, two (2) flight attendants were arrested for illegally transporting US$300,000 into South Korea. In
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September 2008, two (2) airline employees were sentenced in Hanoi for illegally transporting money across the border. The accused admitted he had transported money previously back from Germany. In the most recent case, one Vietnam Airline employee was caught carrying a bag with 342,000 Euros at Hanoi Noi Bai Airport;

4. *Bank Transfers.* There have been many cases of opening bank accounts followed by immediate withdrawals of large sums of money by foreign nationals. In one recent case, attempts were committed by foreigners with the use of counterfeit passports to withdraw funds amounting to more than US$164,600;

5. *Alternative Remittance Systems.* This is used to transfer proceeds of drug sales back to Vietnam and then abroad again;

6. *Precious stones and metals.* In Vietnam, the gold retail sector is largely not regulated. A common practice in real estate transactions is the use of gold as currency. With real estate related fraud and the tendency for gold and jewelry shops to offer illegal money changing and remittance services, the gold retail sector is where the conversion, transfer and integration of illicit proceeds is conducted;

7. *Multiple Methods.* Capable of laundering tens of millions of dollars per month back to Vietnam is the trafficking network of ecstasy and marijuana between the US and Vietnam. It does not only utilize the formal banking system and bulk cash smuggling but also multiple US based money remittances businesses. It had been reported through these multiple methods that over US$100 million annually had been remitted to Vietnam. A huge portion of said money is deemed derived from criminal activity. Thus, law enforcement agencies in both Australia and the United Kingdom have tracked large transfers of drug profits back to Vietnam and then out of the country again.
In addition, there are a large number of illegal money changers, i.e. black market operators in Vietnam. Numerous gold shops offer money changing services. The black market during the on-site offered US$1: VND17,300/17,350 as against the official exchange rate of US$1: VND16,850. Banks are prohibited from exchanging more or less than five percent of this amount. 693

6.5. The Vietnamese Banking Industry

6.5.1. History

Pre-colonial Vietnam was under a subsistence and barter economy. Inter-regional trade was limited to a small degree. When colonial ruling entered, ownership of large estates and taxation of small farmer, particularly those involved in rice production, was introduced. 694 As centuries turned, the various dynasties issued currencies in zinc and silver, either for purposes of exchange or award. When the French colonized the country in 1884, they introduced a new currency, the piastre, which became a specific Indochinese monetary unit. Thus, the piastre remained the currency in the Republic of Vietnam until it was finally abandoned in 1978. 695

Following the withdrawal of the French in late 1954, the National Bank of Vietnam was founded in the new (South) Republic of Vietnam. It was indeed a central bank. The commercial banks were located primarily in the region of Saigon-Cholon (i.e. Ho Chi Minh City), and they were focused on trade finance. The dominant commercial bank during the colonial period was the Bank of Indochina. After 1954, the commercial banking system continued to be limited in scope and scale. It consisted of some twelve banks and the majority of branches were foreign banks. In 1976, the Vietnam State Bank merged with the National Bank of South Vietnam. The merge gave birth to the State Bank of Vietnam, which became the sole provider of formal financial intermediation

693 Id., 29
695 Id., 66
throughout the entire Vietnam. The state budgets were unified in 1977. Thereafter, the monetary reform of May 1979 made the *dong* the nationwide currency.\(^{696}\)

Prior to 1990, the *State Bank of Vietnam* (SBV) functioned as both a central bank and a commercial bank. With the 1990 Ordinance on Banks, credit cooperatives and financial companies were passed, the functions of the SBV were delegated to four newly created state-owned commercial banks (SOCBs):

1. The industrial and commercial lending department was assigned to the Vietnam Industrial and Commercial Bank (formerly Incombank, now Vietinbank);
2. The agricultural department to the Vietnam Bank for Agriculture and Rural Development (Agribank);
3. The international trade department to the Bank for Foreign Trade of Vietnam (Vietcombank); and
4. The infrastructure department to the Bank for Investment and Development of Vietnam (BIDV).\(^{697}\)

Thus, the SBV’s role was narrowed to that of a central bank that generally functions in the formulation of monetary policies, management of foreign exchange reserves, and licensing and supervision of credit institutions, a term that encompasses commercial banks; while financial intermediation functions, which include funds mobilization and allocation, were shifted to commercial banks.\(^{698}\) Banking reforms in Vietnam continued and were motivated by its entry into international trade and investment agreements, i.e. the US-Vietnam Bilateral Trade Agreement in 2001 and its accession to the World Trade Organization (WTO) in 2007. Such reforms then allowed
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the entry of foreign banks in Vietnam which led to an increased presence of foreign banks in
Vietnam. The foreign banks helped expand the competitiveness and strengths of the banks. In 2008,
the SBV granted licenses to wholly foreign-owned banks. In January 2014, the ownership limit for a
single foreign investor was raised from 15 to 20%, with a maximum ownership for all foreign
investors to be capped at 30%. 699

When the new banking decrees were established in October 1990, Vietnam's banking system
had undergone a restructuring process. While the State Bank of Vietnam controls the whole system,
local commercial banks now have the freedom to carry out currency trading, banking services, and
financial services. Moreover, foreign banks have come to Vietnam in increasing numbers. Today,
three banks are now issuing individual and corporate credit cards in Vietnam, namely: Vietcombank
(Vietnam foreign trade bank), Asian Commercial Bank and Firstvina Bank. Currently, commercial
banks in Vietnam accept five types of credit cards including: MasterCard, Visa, Amex, JCB and
Diners Club. 700

In 2006, a banking development plan up to 2020 was approved. The plan includes moving
the SBV towards a modern central bank, giving it more independence in its monetary and exchange
rate policy with improved supervision capacity over the banking system. As regards the operations
of state credit institutions, the Law on Credit Institutions 1997 was enacted, together with
amendments to the Credit Institutions Law 2004. It included governance on state joint stock credit
institutions, cooperative credit organizations, joint-venture credit institutions, and non-bank credit
institutions with 100% foreign capital. 701
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6.5.2. The Present Vietnam Banking System

The Vietnam banking system currently consists of the following:

1. Six (6) state-owned commercial banks;
2. 36 local joint stock commercial banks;
3. Five joint venture banks;
4. 37 branches of foreign banks; and
5. 54 representative offices of foreign banks in Vietnam.

The Vietnamese banking sector is highly administered. Currently, Vietnamese banks are principally lenders to large corporations. This includes a high proportion of state-owned enterprises (SOEs). Consumer banking remains undeveloped and is still in its early stages. Although growing rapidly, there is still a significant lack of know-how, management experience and enforceable governance controls in the Vietnamese banking and finance sector.

The Law on the State Bank of Vietnam and the Law on Credit Institutions, both passed on June 16, 2010 and made effective on January 1, 2011, governs the banking activity in Vietnam. This includes a number of implementing decrees, circulars and decisions issued by the government, the State Bank of Vietnam and the Ministry of Finance. The State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) performs the traditional role of a central bank. It regulates the banking system in Vietnam in coordination with the Ministry of Finance and its provincial branches. Through its Banking
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Inspection and Supervisory Department, the SBV is the authority empowered to grant establishment and operating licenses to banks in Vietnam.\textsuperscript{706}

A commercial bank may engage in deposit taking activities with the condition that it opens its own deposit account at the SBV with the minimum compulsory reserve level. In addition, banks may also conduct lending activities. As of April 2010, the statutory ceiling on the interest rate\textsuperscript{707} was removed with respect to all forms of bank loans in local currency.

As regards to off-shore entities, lending by Vietnamese banks is only permitted to off-shore affiliates and subsidiaries of Vietnamese companies. This, however, is subject to registration with the SBV, unless otherwise authorized.\textsuperscript{708} Banks are also not permitted to provide loans to enterprises that they control and that operate in the securities sector, nor are they permitted to provide unsecured loans for investment in any business in the securities sector.\textsuperscript{709}

Banks established in Vietnam must operate under one of the following permitted forms: \textsuperscript{710}

a) a state-owned commercial bank established and organized in the form of a one;

b) member limited liability company where 100 per cent of the charter capital is owned by the state;

c) a joint stock commercial bank (i.e., a company limited by shares);

d) a joint venture commercial bank established and organized in the form of a limited liability company; and

e) an entirely foreign-owned commercial bank established and organized in the form of a limited liability company.

\textsuperscript{706} Decree No 156/2013/ND-CP (November 11, 2013)
\textsuperscript{707} Fixed by the Civil Code at 150 per cent of the basis rate announced by the SBV, and lifted in 2009 with respect to consumer-lending activities only.
\textsuperscript{708} Circular 45/2011/TT-NHNN (30 December 2011), Article 8
\textsuperscript{709} Law on Credit Institutions, Article 126.4
\textsuperscript{710} Id., 5 supra note 21
Mutual structures are contemplated by law and exist most commonly in rural areas under the similar forms of cooperative banks and peoples credit funds. Limited liability micro-finance institutions can also be established to provide credit services to individuals, households and micro-enterprises.

6.5.3. Banking Management

The Law on Credit Institutions (LCI) governs the management of commercial banks together with the role and responsibility of the shareholders. Equally governing to such not contrary to the LCI are the provisions of Decree No. 59/2009/ND-CP dated 16 July 2009 on the organization and operation of commercial banks (Decree 59), which was adopted shortly before the LCI was passed. The management structure of an entirely state-owned bank, a joint-venture bank or a bank with entirely foreign capital corresponds to that of a limited liability company and is constituted by the members’ council, the board of controllers and the general director. Relative to a joint-stock commercial bank, the board of management is responsible to the shareholders for the operation of the bank. Both the members’ council and the board of management consist of five to 11 members. For joint-stock commercial banks, at least half of the members must be independent and members who are not executive officials of the credit institution. In both types of structures, the board of controllers is constituted by at least three members, at least half of whom must be full-time.

The board of management, the members’ council or the owner may appoint one of its members, if applicable, or employ another person as the general director. The general director
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manages the daily business of the bank, supervised by the board of management or the members’ council and the board of controllers and is responsible to the board of management or the members’ council. A foreign bank branch in Vietnam may be managed by only one general director who may not be a manager or executive of any other credit institution or economic institution in Vietnam. 717

6.5.4. Conduct of Banking Business

To protect depositors, all credit institutions and local branches of foreign banks established under the LCI and permitted to receive deposits from individuals must participate in the deposit insurance scheme. Vietnam’s deposit insurance system was updated in 2012 with the Law on Deposit Insurance made effective on January 1, 2013. As provided in said law, eligible Vietnamese dong deposits including term deposits, non-term deposits, savings deposits, certificates of deposit, promissory notes and bills will be protected up to a limit provided by the Prime Minister per depositor per bank. 718

As regards to bank secrecy, banks are prohibited from disclosing any details relating to a depositor or a client unless it is requested by customers, by the general director of a deposit insurance organization, or by a state body during an inspection or for the internal activities of the bank. 719 Such disclosure may also be done during a merger or acquisition. However, there is a restriction when the relevant information is classified as “state secrets.” 720

Moreover, a bank cannot also carry out investigations into deposits or to freeze a deposit, deduct from or transfer deposits without the consent of depositors. An exception is when it is requested to do so by a competent court or a judgment enforcement authority. 721 On 11 November 2013 and pursuant to the Law on the State Bank of Vietnam 2010, the Government issued Decree
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No. 156/2013/ND-CP dated 11 November 2013 (Decree 156) on redefining the functions, tasks, powers and organizational structure of the State Bank of Vietnam. According to Decree 156, the SBV Governor promulgated several decisions to define the tasks, mandates and organizational structure of the following SBV functional entities (and listed below are the first three out of 26): 722

1. *Monetary Policy Department*, which is tasked in advising and assisting the Governor in the formulation of national monetary policy by utilizing monetary policy tools in accordance with the laws;

2. *Foreign Exchange Management Department*, which is tasked in advising and assisting the Governor in the management of foreign exchange, forex operations in accordance with the laws;

3. *Payment Department*, which is tasked in advising and assisting the Governor in the management of payment sector in accordance with the laws;

6.6. **Conclusion**

Vietnamese immigrants to the U.S. have to face many challenges when making the change to the American system. Millions of Vietnamese immigrants have a long history of immigrating to the U.S. ever since the Vietnam War in hopes of safety from political persecution, while many others have come to the U.S. to realize the American Dream. For those who come to the U.S. primarily for better financial stability, there are many legal and economic issues they have to take into consideration. They not only have to know the U.S. immigration laws, but they also have to be aware of the banking and money transfer laws of Vietnam. There are strict restrictions on transferring money out of Vietnam and this causes problems when Vietnamese want to immigrate to the U.S. partly because there are many legal fees they have to pay just to immigrate to the U.S.

722 http://www.sbv.gov.vn
They also have to be aware of Vietnamese anti-money laundering laws since there are times when Vietnamese immigrants have to transfer large amounts of money. However, to many and despite these hardships, it is worth it to move to the U.S.
Chapter 7
PRE-IMMIGRATION TAX PLANNING FOR FOREIGNERS IMMIGRATING TO THE UNITED STATES

7.1. Introduction

Why should foreigners be aware of U.S. tax schemes? Clearly, when exploring the possibility of immigrating or even visiting the United States, it is prudent to know what tax liability you might be subjected to by the U.S. government. It is important to know when a visitor is considered a resident because U.S. resident aliens are taxed as if they were a citizen. It should be noted what counts for residency for immigration purposes is different than residency for tax purposes.

When planning to immigrate, it is also important for people to look at their current wealth because once an individual crosses the threshold for being domiciled in the United States, their property becomes subject to tax whenever it is transferred, including donations and inheritance. There are several strategies which can be explored to reduce one’s exposure and liability to the United States tax system, including creating trusts or transferring property to non-U.S. residents before immigrating.

There are times when even a nonresident alien is subject to U.S. taxes, if there is income whose source is within the United States or if any business is conducted while temporarily in the United States. As nonresidents prepare to immigrate to the United States, it is not uncommon for them to begin visiting the United States more often, making business connections, purchasing property, making investments, or conducting other business before they are officially considered U.S. residents. This activity may be taxable as well, and foreigners should be aware of whether they have become exposed to tax liability, and what their responsibilities are if they have.
7.2. Income Tax

There are many types of taxes in the United States, like income tax, transfer taxes, excise taxes, sales or consumption taxes, and property tax. There are multiple layers of governments, and each state and municipality, along with the federal government, has some authority to tax individuals, trusts and corporations. This document will primarily address the responsibilities of nonresident alien individuals with respect to the federal income tax and transfer taxes. Starting with income taxes, the first step is to determine whether an individual’s income is taxed as a resident or a nonresident.

7.2.1. Permanent Resident Test

There are several ways in which a person may be considered a resident of the United States for tax purposes. Generally, any citizen of the United States or other lawful permanent resident is subject to income taxes on their worldwide income. Individuals that are not permanent residents may still be subject to U.S. income taxes if they are substantially present during the tax year in question. Finally, any individual that wishes to be taxed as a U.S. citizen may make an election to do so.

7.2.2. The Lawful Permanent Resident Test or “Green Card Test”

The Lawful Permanent Resident Test is fairly straightforward. When a person receives a green card or is otherwise availed of the “privilege of residing permanently in the United States as an immigrant,” that person is considered a permanent resident and required to pay income taxes to the federal government. U.S. immigration laws and tax laws often differ, but in this instance, immigration law controls this determination. This includes all United States citizens, regardless
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of their place of residence during the relevant tax year. Investors that obtain an EB-5 Visa are also considered U.S. residents for tax purposes.\footnote{Gary S. Wolfe, U.S. Pre-Immigration Tax Planning 5 (2014).}

A green card holder is considered to be a permanent resident until that status is officially revoked or judicially determined to be abandoned.\footnote{Treas. Reg. § 301.7701(b)-1(b)(2) - (3).} So, a green card holder may be taxed on her foreign income even if she spent the entire year in that foreign country. However, if a tax treaty exists between the United States and the green card holder’s new country of residence, then the green card holder may be excused from U.S. tax treatment once the holder notifies the IRS that the new country has begun treating her as a resident.\footnote{Boris I. Bittker & Lawrence Lokken, Fundamentals of International Taxation 65-25 (2014/2105 Edition).} As discussed in a later section, tax treaties vary depending on which country was a party to the treaty, so individual cases should have their treaties verified for such a clause.

\subsection*{7.2.3. Substantial Presence Test}

Persons who are neither U.S. citizens nor permanent residents may still be required to pay taxes as residents if they are considered to have a “substantial presence” in the States. The way to determine whether a person has a substantial presence in the United States can be somewhat complicated. The test created by Congress applies fractional “multipliers” to a person’s previous two years in the United States. Overall, a person is considered to have a substantial presence if they are ever in the U.S. for thirty-one days of the current year, and, after applying the multipliers to the previous two years, present in the U.S. for at least 183 days over the last three years.

The first requirement for the test is that a person must be in the U.S. for thirty-one days in the current calendar year. This is a straightforward requirement. A person is “present” in the United States on any day in which she spends any amount of time within the United States.\footnote{I.R.C. § 7701(b)(7)(A).} A person does not need to count any days in which she was involuntarily prevented from leaving the
United States due to a medical condition that arose while present in the U.S.\textsuperscript{729} Other statutory exemptions, discussed below, that apply to types of income may apply to exclude days under the substantial presence test as well. Diplomats, commuters, as well as travelers on temporary layovers may have some exempt days and some days which count against the substantial presence test.

The second requirement is called the 183-day test, which applies the aforementioned multipliers to the previous two years. Under this test, the individual adds the number of days present in the current year to one-third of the days present in the previous year, plus one-sixth of the days present in the year before the previous year. If this total is at least 183 days, then the 183-day test is satisfied. It follows that any person which spends more than 183 days in the United States in a single year has a substantial presence in the United States during that year, regardless of that person’s previous presence.

For example, say a person is present in the United States for 125 days in 2012, 120 days in 2011, and 150 days in 2010. Firstly, this person is present for more than thirty-one days in 2012, so the first step is satisfied. Secondly, we apply the 183-day test. When applying the multipliers of the test, only 40 days of 2011, or one-third of 120 days, count towards the test. Likewise, only 25 days of 2010, or one-sixth of 150, will count towards the test. Adding the 125 days for 2012, the 40 days of 2011, and the 25 days of 2010, this person was present for 185 days over the past three years. This person has satisfied the 183-day test. Therefore, both tests were satisfied and this person has a substantial presence in the United States for the calendar year of 2012.

However, even if a person satisfies the Substantial Presence Test, they may still be considered a nonresident if they satisfy the Closer Connection Exception.\textsuperscript{730} A person is considered to be a nonresident if (1) less than 183 days are spent in the U.S. during the current year, (2) the person has a tax home in another country during that year, and (3) the person has a closer

\textsuperscript{729} I.R.C. § 7701(b)(3)(D)(II).
\textsuperscript{730} I.R.C. § 7701(b)(3)(B).
connection with that country than with the U.S. A person has a tax home in a foreign country if that country is the person’s regular place of business, or the person’s principal place of business if she has more than one. If the person has no business, then her tax home is her regular place of abode.

A person has a closer connection with a country where she maintained more significant contacts during that year. Factors to consider when determining a person’s contacts include the locations of the person’s permanent home, family, personal belongings, relationships with organizations, routine personal banking, business activity outside of her principal business, voting and driving privileges, and the person’s designated home on forms or documents. However, a person cannot qualify for the Closer Connection Exception if she has applied for permanent residency with the United States. If a person does qualify under the Closer Connection Exception, then that person is taxed as a nonresident alien.

7.2.4. First Year Election

If you are determined to be a permanent resident under either test, you may elect to be treated as a resident for the year prior to the one in which you qualify, if you find the election would be advantageous in your situation. There are certain requirements to do so. The election must be for the year preceding the year in which you first pass the Substantial Presence Test in a three-year span. You must also have been present for at least thirty-one days in the election year. This thirty-one day span begins a testing period that lasts until December 31 of the election year. The final requirement is that you remained in the United States for at least seventy-five percent of that testing year. For example, if there is a non-U.S. citizen that enters the United States on July 1, 2010, remains until August 2, when he goes on a one-week trip to Mexico, then returns for the rest
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of the year, and then he is granted a green card in 2011. He will be able to take the election for 2010 because he was present for at least thirty-one consecutive days and was present in the United States for more than seventy percent of the days remaining in 2010.

7.2.5. Statutory Exceptions

In addition to the Closer Connection Exception and medical condition exception discussed above, there are other exemptions from the substantial presence test. Most of these exceptions depend on the role of the exempt individual as well as the activity conducted in the U.S. and may either exempt the income connected to that activity or which days are counted as present for the substantial presence test, depending on the exemption. Foreign government-related individuals and their families are exempt for the days in which they are conducting full-time diplomatic or consular activities. 736 A teacher or trainee that is temporarily in the United States under a J visa may exclude that time unless that individual had taken the teacher or student exemption in two or more of the previous six years. 737

Individuals which have a place of residence in Canada or Mexico and that regularly commute to a workplace in the United States are not considered present in the U.S. on any day they commuted. 738 “Commuting” requires that the person leaves for work and returns home during the same 24-hour period. 739 Crew members of a foreign transportation vessel do not count any days in which they are temporarily in the U.S. and are not conducting trade or business in the U.S. 740 The last exception is for individuals who are in transit between two non-U.S. locations. The time spent on a layover in the United States does not count toward the exception if the time spent is less than 24 hours. 741

736 I.R.C. § 7701(b)(5)(B).
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7.2.6. Conclusion - Consequences of Being a Resident or Nonresident

If you are considered a permanent resident by the IRS, then you are subject to federal income tax in the same manner as a U.S. citizen. In general, U.S. citizens and permanent residents are taxed on all income, regardless of where the income comes from, unless there is an explicit exception. Different tax rates apply according to the type of income it is. For example, qualified dividends, non-qualified dividends, gains on the disposition of property, and wages for services all have different rates that apply.

For immigrants who may continue to maintain connections with their country of origin, it is most notable that once individuals are considered U.S. residents for a tax year, they may be taxed in later years on income from outside the United States, even if they have not resided in the United States for a single day that year. A minimal exception exists where $80,000 of foreign earned income can be excluded from if the individual spent more than 330 days of the tax year in a foreign country.

There are some general benefits of U.S. residency which should be considered as foreign individuals come closer to the designation of residency, such as deductions from gross income for expenses related to profitable activities or for charitable contributions. There are also exemptions and tax credits that may further reduce a person’s tax liability. However, the detailed rules of taxation as a U.S. citizen or permanent resident is beyond the scope of the current discussion.

The general rule for nonresidents is that income earned from a U.S. source is subject to taxation by the United States. There are two main categories of income by nonresidents: income that is effectively connected to a United States trade or business, and income from a fixed or determinable annual or periodic, or “FDAP.” If income is effectively connected to a U.S. trade or
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business, then the nonresident alien will be subject to U.S. taxes for this income in the same way as U.S. citizens, including applicable deductions and credits.

For FDAP income, the first step is to determine whether income is from a U.S. source or foreign source. Determining the source of income and the subsequent tax treatment of that income depends on what type of income it is. Also, depending on what type of tax is owed, withholding methods may be used to ensure that the U.S. government receives the tax.

7.3. Income Effectively Connected to a U.S. Trade or Business

A nonresident alien is taxed in the same manner as a U.S. resident for any income that is effectively connected to a United States trade or business. Activities are considered a trade or business if they are profit-oriented activities that are regular, substantial, and continuous. 744 Some examples which the courts have concluded to be regular, substantial, and continuous are the purchasing and exporting of goods for sale in foreign countries, and the buying and selling of real property where the individual collected rents and paid operating expenses, made improvements and repairs, and hired labor over a period of years. 745 Even if the individual is never present in the country, income may be effectively connected if produced through an agent. 746 On the other hand, merely holding a U.S. office in which a small staff performed clerical and routine services has at times been ruled as not effectively connected to U.S. trade or business because the real business was investment activity conducted outside of the United States. 747

If a nonresident is the beneficiary of a trust that is engaged in a U.S. trade or business, then this individual is considered to be engaged in a U.S. trade or business. 748 In the same manner, if a partnership conducts a trade or business in the United States, then any partner of the partnership is

744 See e.g., U.S. v. Balanovski, 236 F.2d 298 (2d Cir. 1956), cert. denied, 352 U.S. 968.
746 See e.g., Lewenhaupt v. Commissioner, 20 T.C. 151 (1953).
748 I.R.C. § 875(b).
also considered to be engaged in the U.S. trade or business.\footnote{I.R.C. § 875(a).} Thus, if the partner receives a distribution from the partnership, a portion of those proceeds which corresponds with the U.S. trade or business is taxable income to the nonresident foreigner. Similarly, the proceeds from a sale of ownership interest in a partnership that has a fixed office or permanent establishment will also have some component that is taxable income or loss.\footnote{Rev. Rul. 91-32.}

Passive investments, however, are excluded. The trading of securities, commodities, and derivatives through a resident broker, commission agent, custodian or other independent agent is explicitly not a trade or business.\footnote{I.R.C. § 864.} Similarly, a non-dealer individual that trades in stocks, securities, or commodities in her own account is not a trade or business, regardless of whether the trading took place in the United States or not.\footnote{I.R.C. § 864(b)(2)(A)(ii).} Also, a foreign individual or company is not considered to be engaged in a U.S. trade or business for merely being a partner of a partnership which is trading its own stocks or securities.\footnote{Treas. Reg. § 1.864-2(c)(2)(ii).} For commodities trading income to be excluded, the trading must be from a customary transaction that occurs in an organized commodities exchange, and the taxpayer must not be part of a U.S. office that can have an effect on the commodity.\footnote{Treas. Reg. § 1.864-2(d).}

In general, any income from personal services performed within the United States is a U.S. trade or business.\footnote{I.R.C. § 864(b).} This includes single performances by an athlete or entertainment artist.\footnote{Treas. Reg. § 1.864-2(b).} There is a narrow exception for nonresidents that are providing personal services to other nonresidents who are not engaged in a U.S. trade or business if the service provider is only\footnote{See Rev. Rul. 70-543, 1970-2 C.B. 172.}
temporarily in the United States, is present for no more than ninety days, and the total compensation is $3,000 or less. 757

If a nonresident has a U.S. trade or business during the year, then any other income that is sourced from the United States is effectively connected to that trade or business. 758 For example, if an individual conducts retail sales in a foreign country, and also conducts an unrelated trade or business in the United States, like personal services, then this individual must include in income the proceeds from any retail sales with a source in the U.S., even if there is no regular retail business in the United States.

Income that is effectively connected to a U.S. trade or business is taxed as if the income was earned by a U.S. citizen. 759 Similarly, a nonresident may apply deductible items related to that income, such as expenses, and foreign tax credits for taxes paid to certain foreign countries that are connected with the U.S. trade or business. 760

7.4. Foreign Investors Real Property Tax Act (FIRPTA)

In 1980, Congress enacted Foreign Investors Real Property Tax Act, which imposed a tax on nonresidents for capital gains on real property located in the United States or the U.S. Virgin Islands. 761 The term “real property” includes land, natural resources, buildings and their structural components, permanent structures, and personal property associated with the use of the real property, such as walls, furnishings, and equipment used for mining, farming, or construction. 762

An “interest” in real property includes fee ownership, life estates, remainders, partial or co-ownership, leaseholds, options to acquire, and rights of refusal in interests in the real property. 763

758 I.R.C. § 864(c); Treas. Reg. 1.864-4(b).
759 I.R.C. § 871(b).
760 I.R.C. §§ 873(b) and 906.
761 I.R.C. §§ 897(a)(1) and (c)(1)(A)(i).
762 I.R.C. §§ 897(c)(1)(A) and (c)(6)(B).
763 I.R.C. § 897(c)(6)(A).
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Interest as a creditor, such as a mortgage, are not included as long as the creditor does not have any right to share in the appreciation of the property’s value, profits or sale proceeds. 764

Normally, sales of real estate are not necessarily characterized as a trade or business. For example, the sales of a person’s primary residence may yield gain, but does not otherwise qualify as a trade, business, or other for-profit activity. However, under FIRPTA, all income derived from property in the United States is considered to be effectively connected to a U.S. trade or business, even if the activity is entirely passive. 765

Taxation of real estate is based on the amount of capital gain or loss on the sale. The gain or loss is determined by taking the difference between the property’s basis and the amount realized by the seller from the sale. 766 The basis is generally either the original cost of the property or a transferred basis if received through a non-recognized transaction. 767 The original basis is then adjusted for the costs of any improvements on the property or other transactions designated by the tax code. 768 The amount realized refers to any cash received plus the fair market value of any property received in the transaction. 769 A resulting gain is taxed at a rate which corresponds with the individual’s overall income. 770

To protect itself against certain abuses, the tax on real property gain also extends to any gain realized on the sale of stock of a real property holding company. 771 A holding company is any domestic corporation whose assets are comprised of at least fifty percent real property in the United States. 772 The tax on a foreign shareholder is based on a portion of the property’s value in
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764 Treas. Reg. § 1.897-1(d).
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766 I.R.C. § 1001.
767 I.R.C. § 1011.
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769 I.R.C. § 1001.
770 I.R.C. § 1(h).
772 I.R.C. §§ 897(c)(2) and (4).
proportion to the shareholder’s stake in the company and in proportion to the company’s U.S. real property over its worldwide property holdings.

Calculating the share of a company’s assets that are U.S. real property is somewhat complex. Each asset’s value is the price it would be if currently sold. If the company is a fifty-percent shareholder or more of another corporation, then a proportional share of subsidiary corporation’s assets is included in the parent corporation’s assets instead of the value of the parent’s stock in the subsidiary. 773 If the company owns any interest in a partnership, trust or estate, then a proportionate share of the partnership’s assets is also included in the total calculation. 774 Other assets which are included in the calculation are any foreign real property directly held by the company and any assets used by the company in its trade or business. 775 So, the value of a company’s securities portfolio is not included. In addition to U.S. real property that is directly owned by the company, a company’s real property holding also includes any interests in a foreign corporation if it cannot establish that the foreign corporation is not a U.S. real property holding company. 776

An exception to the holding company rule is applied where the stock of the corporation is sold on an established stock exchange, and the taxpayer never held at least five percent of the corporation’s stock in the last five years. 777 Similarly, if a nonresident alien owns an interest in a partnership, each partner is deemed to own a ratable share of each real property. So, a sale of an individual’s partnership interest is considered a sale of a portion of the partnership’s real property in proportion to the partner’s interest in the partnership. 778

773 I.R.C. § 897(c)(5)(A).
775 Treas. Reg. §§ 1.897-1(d)(2) and (3).
776 Treas. Reg. § 1.897-2(a).
777 I.R.C. § 897(c)(3).
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7.5. Foreign Tax Credit

The United States generally allows U.S. citizens to reduce their tax liability by amounts that are paid as taxes to foreign countries. Some nonresident aliens are also allowed to take the credit on their effectively connected income in limited circumstances. A nonresident alien is only allowed to take claim of the tax credit if the person pays taxes to the United States on income effectively connected to a U.S. trade or business and that person is taxed on the same effectively connected income by a foreign country that is not the nonresident’s home country. With technology boosting global commerce, it is not uncommon for individuals to be engaged in business in the multitude of countries required for a nonresident alien to take advantage of this credit.

The amount of the credit allowed has limitations. The credit must be in proportion to the income sourced to the non-home foreign country when compared to the taxpayer’s total effectively connected income. For example, if 20% of a nonresident alien’s effectively connected income is also taxed by a country that is not the alien’s home country, and that person paid $200 of tax on that income to the third country, then a $40 credit, or 20% of $200, will be allowed to reduce that person’s U.S. tax liability. Also, the foreign tax credit may be denied where the country whose taxes would be offset have severed ties with the United States, does not conduct foreign relations with the U.S., or repeatedly provides support for acts of international terrorism.

7.6. Fixed or Determinable Annual or Periodic Income

When a nonresident alien receives income from a U.S. source other than the nonresident’s U.S. trade or business, it is taxable by the United States as fixed or determinable annual or periodic income, or FDAP income. Taxpayers must be careful though, the term “fixed and determinable annual or periodic” is merely a description and gain or income is still taxable under these sections.

779 I.R.C. § 906(a).
780 I.R.C. § 906(b)(2).
781 I.R.C. § 901(j).
whether the payments are periodic or received once. Sourcing rules for FDAP income depends on the type of income it is. FDAP income is taxed at a flat rate of thirty percent. Unlike income from a U.S. trade or business, deductions for expenses incurred are not allowed. As the taxpayer may not be subject to U.S. jurisdiction, the tax is collected by imposing a withholding system on the payor of the income.

7.6.1. Interest

Interest income is generally sourced from the residence of the payor. However, even a foreign corporation may be deemed a U.S. source of interest if it engages in a U.S. trade or business. So, if nonresident has lent money to a U.S. borrower, the interest that the borrower pays to the nonresident is deemed to come from the borrower’s domicile, the United States. However, if the interest is paid from the foreign branch of a U.S. bank on a foreign deposit, then the interest will be deemed from a foreign source. A partnership which pays interest is considered to be a U.S. source if it engages in a U.S. trade or business at any time during the tax year.

The definition of interest is broad and includes unstated interest on installment sales and original issue discounts. The tax on a nonresident’s interest income is typically withheld when the interest is paid. With original issue discounts, a debt instrument that is purchased at a discount and later sold for its “original” value after a set holding period, the interest is considered received when the full value of the note is redeemed.

Exceptions are made for portfolio interest and interest on bank deposits. Portfolio interest is a payment transferred to an individual on a registered debt instrument whose beneficial
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owner is an unrelated nonresident alien. The portfolio interest exception does not apply to any interest payed by a foreign bank, earned by a ten percent owner of a beneficial owner, or contingent on the debtor’s annual income, change in value or other similar specified measures related to the financial health of the debtor.

7.6.2. Dividends

A dividend is taxable to a nonresident alien individual if the payor is a U.S. corporation. Taxable dividends include cash or property paid from a corporation’s earnings and profits and also “dividend equivalents” paid pursuant to securities lending or sale-repurchase transactions.

Dividends paid by a foreign corporation are expressly not taxable, even if the foreign corporation derives income from a U.S. source.

A very narrow exception exists for dividends received by an “existing 80/20 company.” Before 2011, individuals who received dividends from corporations whose earnings were at least eighty percent from foreign sources could exempt a portion of their dividend that corresponded to its foreign sourced income. This split exemption no longer applies. However, companies that qualified for the 80/20 rule before 2011 are effectively grandfathered into current tax years if the corporation continues to meet the eighty percent requirement and there has not been a significant line of business added since 2010.
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7.6.3. Rents or Royalties

Rents are payments collected in exchange for the use of property. This rental income is subject to the FDAP tax if the property is located or used in the United States. However, in many cases, the activity of managing rental property is considered a U.S. trade or business, and the income is therefore taxed as effectively connected income instead of as FDAP. Even if the activity is passive, an individual may elect to treat it as a U.S. trade or business to take advantage of the graduated tax rates and applicable deductions.

Royalties, for tax purposes, encompasses any income received in exchange for the use of another’s rights, regardless if received periodically based on the amount of use or as a lump sum. Royalties are sourced from the United States if the property is used in the United States. Often, intellectual property is transferred to another as a sale, which would normally be sourced according to the location of the seller. However, if the amount in the exchange is contingent on future productivity, use or sales from exploiting the intellectual rights, or if less than the entire bundle of rights to the property are transferred, then the proceeds are classified as royalties.

7.6.4. Capital Gains

Capital gains and losses refers to the amount of money that a person profits from or loses on the disposition of property, whether it is real property, personal property, or intangible rights. An item of property is assigned a value basis that incorporates how much the property cost the taxpayer. The final sale proceeds, or “amount realized,” is compared to the property’s basis to determine whether money was gained or lost on the disposition. This difference is the capital gain.
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or loss. Generally, nonresident aliens are not taxed on their capital gains and losses, but there are a few exceptions.

One exception, discussed above, occurs where an intangible right is sold, but the sale does not transfer the entire bundle of rights, or the sale price is contingent on future productivity, use or sales. Then the transfer is considered a royalty, and not a disposition that is subject to capital gains. Thus, the exclusion of this income as capital gain does not apply.

A second exception applies for a nonresident alien that is present in the United States for 183 days or more in one year. A nonresident alien that is present for a total of 183 days pays a thirty percent tax on any capital gains which are sourced from the United States for that year. However, any nonresident who passes that test also passes the substantial presence test and will be taxed as a resident. For most nonresidents that are subject to Section 871 for capital gains, the substantial presence test negates the thirty-percent FDAP tax and they are taxed the same as U.S. citizens at a lower capital gains rate. However, the various exceptions that apply to the substantial presence test, such as for commuters or students, do not apply to Section 871 and their presence in the United States subjects their dispositions to the thirty percent capital gains tax of Section 871 if the income is from a domestic source.

The general sourcing rule for dispositions of personal property is that the income is sourced according to the seller’s domicile, and is therefore necessarily a non-U.S. source for nonresidents. Most likely, nonresident aliens will not pay tax on their capital gains. There are a few exceptions to the sourcing rules. Inventory property that is purchased from outside of the United States and later sold within the United States is therefore sourced from within the United States. Sales of depreciable personal property is sourced partially from within the United States for any
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amount of depreciation deduction taken on previous U.S. tax returns with respect to the property. As alluded to above, there are also specific situations where an alien is a nonresident for the purpose of the substantial presence test, but will be present in the United States for 183 days to satisfy the capital gains rule, and then also have a tax home with the United States for sourcing purposes.

In these rare cases, a nonresident will be subject to a thirty percent tax on capital gains for sales of personal property. For these nonresident aliens in these specific instances, a capital loss carryover that U.S. citizens often take advantage of does not apply.

7.6.5. Other Fixed or Determinable Annual or Periodic Income

Other types of income may not fall into the categories already discussed, however, all income with a U.S. source should be assumed to be taxable unless there is an exception. Gambling winnings are generally taxable as FDAP income. However, certain types of gambling are exempt. Specifically, a nonresident’s winnings from blackjack, baccarat, craps, roulette, and big-6 wheel are expressly exempt from taxation. Also, any income from legal wagering transactions on U.S. horse or dog racing that takes place outside the United States in a parimutuel pool is exempt. In addition, alimony, commissions, prizes, and life insurance proceeds have also been deemed to be FDAP income.

7.7. Tax Treaties

To reduce double taxation of the same income by two countries, the United States has entered into treaties with more than sixty other countries that affect the way each other’s citizens are taxed by the other country. Often, the treaties may reduce the thirty percent tax rate on FDAP income, or exempt certain types of income, such as royalties or interest. The tax treatment of
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each nonresident individual depends on the treaty in place with specific country of residence. If there is no treaty in place between the nonresident individual’s resident country and the United States, then the individual must pay all taxes according to the Internal Revenue Code. Similarly, if a treaty is in place between the U.S. and the individual’s resident country, but the treaty is silent on the treatment of a certain type of income, then the individual must pay taxes on that income according to the Internal Revenue Code.

A nonresident must be a resident of the treaty country, or “contracting state,” to take advantage of the benefits of the country’s treaty with the United States. The U.S. has invariably included a term for its tax treaties to prevent residents of third-party countries from abusing the benefits of another country’s tax treaty. With that said, residency requirements may differ between countries.

To determine the true effect of a treaty on an individual’s taxes, each treaty must be explored individually and each individual’s facts and circumstances will need to be applied. While it is difficult to generalize on the effect of tax treaties, there are a few principles that provide guidance. There may be common trends that the U.S. has followed in their treaties with other countries. Also, the United States Treasury and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, or “OECD,” published Model Tax Treaties with suggested treatment of taxes. The United States typically uses the Treasury’s Model Treaty as a starting point for negotiations. Many European countries will use the OECD’s Model Treaty as their starting point.

While the Treasury’s and the OECD’s treaties are similar in many respects, there are a few key differences. The United States tends to include a “savings clause” from the U.S. Model Treaty
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in which it reserves the right to tax its citizens regardless of where they are residing. This clause references the infamous taxation by the U.S. of its citizen’s “worldwide” income. Also, the U.S. Model tends to provide tax credits to directly reduce double taxation, where the OECD Model prefers to use exemptions from income as well. Again, while these model treaties will invariably differ from the actual treaties in place, they are a great way to understand the trends that have appeared and the U.S.’s philosophy towards different types of income.

The general rule for income effectively connected to a U.S. trade or business is that the United States may only tax the income attributable to a permanent establishment of a resident of a treaty partner. A permanent establishment is defined as “a fixed place business through which the business of an enterprise is wholly or partly carried on.” A foreign parent corporation which merely has a subsidiary in the U.S. does not necessarily mean that the foreign parent has a permanent establishment. Only where the subsidiary acts as an agent of the parent will a permanent establishment exist. A permanent establishment of a partnership or any of its partner is attributed to all of its partners.

Generally, nonresidents are not exempt from tax on FDAP dividends from domestic corporations or real estate rental income. On the other hand, the United States generally exempts FDAP income from pension plans or other deferred compensation, royalties, capital gains and losses, and miscellaneous FDAP sources, like gambling. The United States
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generally does not tax income from personal property rentals unless it is attributable to a permanent establishment in the United States. 827

For FDAP interest income, the U.S. Model Treaty generally assigns the individual’s country of residence the authority to tax most all types of the individual’s interest income. The OECD Model treaty reduces the tax rate on interest to ten percent. The United States has generally reduced the tax rate for residents of their treaty counterparts. However, the treaty exemption does not apply if the interest is related to personal services performed through a fixed U.S. office, which is taxed as business income. 828

For FDAP personal services income, employee compensation is generally exempt from the tax if the individual is present in the U.S. for less than 183 days, the employer is not a U.S. resident, and the income does not come through a permanent establishment or fixed office of the employer. 829 Nonresident entertainers and athletes are generally not exempt from income earned in the United States. 830 The U.S. Model treaty, however, exempts nonresident entertainers and athletes if the income does not exceed $20,000. 831

7.8. Withholding

The thirty percent tax on FDAP income is collected through withholding at the source of the income. Any U.S. person that pays or has control over taxable income under Section 871 must withhold the tax due. 832 Usually the last U.S. resident which holds the payment, and therefore has more knowledge that payment is going to a foreign recipient, is the “withholding agent” that

827 Bittker, supra at 67-41.
829 Bittker, supra at 67-43.
830 OECD Model Treaty art. 17(1).
831 U.S. Model Treaty art. 16.
832 I.R.C. §§ 1441(a) and 1442(a).
withholds the tax. Even if the foreign recipient is not the beneficial owner of the amount, the U.S. payor is still obligated because it is likely the last chance the U.S. will have control to tax a payment to the eventual nonresident taxpayer. Further, if a payor is making a payment to a U.S. resident and the payor has actual knowledge the recipient is an agent of a nonresident, then this payor must withhold the tax, unless the recipient is a financial institution and the payor has no reason to believe the financial institution will not comply with withholding laws. On the other hand, the U.S. payor is not obligated to withhold if the beneficial owner is a U.S. resident or the foreign payee is a qualified intermediary or other specified entity who has taken the primary responsibility of withholding the taxes for the U.S. government and the U.S. payor has received certification of the intermediary status.

A foreign recipient of the payment, either as beneficial owner or foreign payee, is obligated to file a Form 8233 or Form W-8 with the U.S. payor to certify his or her status as a nonresident. Nonresidents may use these forms to claim exemptions of applicable tax treaties. If a proper form is not filed by the nonresident and the payor does not have actual knowledge or a reason to know that a payee is domestic, the payor may choose to withhold the tax for a grace period of ninety days and await proper documentation. If documentation is still not provided after a grace period or the payor chose not to use the grace period, then the payee is presumed to be a U.S. resident.

The amount used to calculate the thirty percent withholding is generally the amount of gross income, without any allowance of deductions. If the exact amount of tax owed cannot be determined at the time of payment, then the withholding agent must withhold an amount “necessary
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to ensure that the tax withheld is not less than thirty percent” of the entire payment. However, the amount withheld should not exceed thirty percent of the payment made.\textsuperscript{841} This language may be confusing, so thirty percent is a good rule of thumb.

However, there are some exceptions to the thirty percent rule. The entire amount of interest payments is subject to withholding, with the exact amount owed to be corrected later and the excess refunded.\textsuperscript{842} The entire distribution from a corporation is likewise withheld from its foreign investors.\textsuperscript{843} Even though part of a distribution may not be taxable as a “return of capital” if the distribution exceeds a corporation’s earnings and profits, the portion of the distribution that is a return of capital, and not a taxable dividend, is not characterized until the end of the corporation’s fiscal year. However, a withholding agent may elect to not withhold the entire distribution if it exceeds a reasonable estimate of the corporation’s expected earnings and profits.\textsuperscript{844}

Other types of income are exempt from withholding or withheld at a reduced rate. Some examples of exempt income are discussed above, such as portfolio interest. Income that is effectively connected to a U.S. trade or business which is not subject to withholding the same way that FDAP income is and is generally included in the taxpayer’s gross income.\textsuperscript{845} Compensation for personal services is generally exempt where it is effectively connected to a U.S. trade or business and is subject to wage withholding by the employer.\textsuperscript{846}

Tax treaties between the United States and the nonresident’s country of residence may also reduce or eliminate withholding requirements for income. To take advantage of these reductions and exemptions, the nonresident is required to produce proper documentation to the payor.\textsuperscript{847} Each calendar year, the withholding agent files Forms 1042 and 1042-S to report any amounts paid that
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were subject to withholding. The withholding agent is personally liable to the U.S. for any amounts that were required to be withheld. 848 The withholding agent then corrects any overwithholding by paying the beneficial owner of the payment. For underwithholding, where the withholding agent pays more tax than it withheld, it may reimburse itself by reducing future payments or withholding deposits. 849

7.9. Foreign Trusts

A trust is a legal entity that is created when a grantor transfers property to a trustee who holds and invests the property and distributes the principal property and its income to designated beneficiaries in a manner specified by the trust agreement. The laws and benefits of a trust are numerous and beyond the scope of this writing. Trusts can potentially be very complex, and the complexity of the tax rules for a trust will likely mirror the level of complexity of the trust. Nonresident aliens should nevertheless be aware of basic trust and tax policies in case they choose to create one.

Trusts are most often used by U.S. citizens as a way to protect property from creditors or as a way to bypass expensive probate court proceedings when passing an estate to one’s beneficiaries. In pre-immigration planning, trusts are often used to displace an immigrant’s property so that the individual is not subject to tax on the property’s income after the immigrant becomes a U.S. resident. In fact, foreign trusts were such a vehicle for tax avoidance that the rules were changed substantially in 1996. 850

Within the United States, the transfer of property to a trust is tax free, but once the trust is created the government may tax the income of domestic trusts and the distributions to its U.S. beneficiaries. The trust, as its own entity, files its own tax return, pays tax on its income similarly

848 I.R.C. § 1461.
850 Lincoln Stone, Immigration Options for Investors & Entrepreneurs 384 (2d Ed. 2010).
to the taxation of an individual taxpayer. A foreign trust can be beneficial because as an entity, it is not subject to U.S. jurisdiction. A trust is designated as foreign when a U.S. court cannot exercise primary supervision over its administration. A foreign trust is classified as a nonresident alien and generally outside of the authority of the U.S. taxation, but taxes may reach the trust depending on whether its grantor, its income, or its beneficiaries are subject to taxation.

In trust law, the same individual may hold multiple roles. It is not uncommon for a grantor to also be the trustee and a beneficiary. In such a scheme, an individual makes a fictional transfer of her property to herself to hold as trustee, with restrictions set in a trust agreement on how she may invest the trust property. The grantor also lists herself as the beneficiary so that she may take advantage of the income that the property creates and finally receive the principal property back once the trust dispatches it. There are a variety of ways that the grantor may retain or relinquish control over the trust property.

The Internal Revenue Code is especially concerned with such trusts, known as “grantor trusts.” In grantor trusts, the grantor or the grantor’s spouse retains some level of control over the property, either by being a trustee or beneficiary, by retaining the right to revoke the trust and recall the property, or by implementing some other method to control the beneficial enjoyment of the trust. Grantor trusts are taxed as if the grantor directly owns the trust property, and therefore any trust income is included in the grantor’s gross income, not the trust’s. On the other hand, a non-grantor trust is taxed as a separate entity in a way similar to that of U.S. resident individuals.

If a grantor trust is created by a U.S. resident, then regardless if the trust is domestic or foreign, the U.S. government taxes the U.S. resident grantor as the owner of the property in the trust

851 I.R.C. § 641.
852 I.R.C. § 7701(a)(30(E).
853 I.R.C. §§ 674 and 677.
854 I.R.C. § 671.
and the U.S. owner is taxed accordingly. 855 If a foreign grantor trust is created by a nonresident alien, then the foreign grantor and foreign trust are outside of U.S. taxation. But if an alien becomes a U.S. resident within five years of transferring property to a foreign trust, then the foreign trust will be treated as though the property was transferred by the alien as a U.S. resident. 856 The new U.S. resident is treated as the owner of the trust property as if it was transferred at the start of the U.S. residency. 857 Thus, the new resident must include the trust activity when calculating gross income. However, if the grantor is a nonresident alien, transfers property to a foreign trust, and continues to be a nonresident alien for five years, then neither the foreign trust nor the foreign grantor is taxed on the property. Overall, a nonresident alien that creates a trust, whether in the United States or elsewhere, is not treated as the owner of the property. 858

Foreign non-grantor trusts are treated as nonresident aliens and are therefore taxed on FDAP income from U.S. sources and income effectively connected with a U.S. trade or business. 859 The foreign trust must file and pay taxes on its distributable net income, or “DNI.” The non-grantor trust must file a Form 1040NR if it was engaged in a trade or business, regardless of whether income was earned, or if the trust has other income in the tax year. 860 If the trust has a U.S. office, the 1040NR is due on April 15. If not, the tax return is due June 15. 861 A non-grantor trust may deduct any distributions of its DNI to beneficiaries to the extent that it is associated with its effectively connected income. 862

A U.S. Beneficiary which receives a distribution from a foreign trust must file Form 3520 for the year that the distribution is received. 863 A foreign beneficiary that may eventually become a
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863 I.R.C. § 6048(c)(1).
U.S. resident is ignored for trusts with U.S. grantors unless the beneficiary actually becomes a resident within five years of the grant.\textsuperscript{864} However, a U.S. beneficiary will still have to pay tax.\textsuperscript{865} If any of the trust’s DNI is not distributed to its beneficiaries, the income “accumulates” in the trust. Accordingly, any distribution is treated as though it was distributed in the year it was earned by the trust.\textsuperscript{866} Further, interest will be imputed over the amount of time the income went untaxed.\textsuperscript{867}

Trusts have been used in many ways to take advantage of tax rules. Examples include intentionally defective grantor trusts and irrevocable life insurance trusts.\textsuperscript{868} However, the potential for fraudulent tax avoidance through the use of trusts is very apparent to the IRS, so individuals must be careful to use the benefits of the trust as intended by the Internal Revenue Code. The United States has long held that the economic substance of the transaction rules over its form, and the IRS can collapse fraudulent evasion schemes if they are abusive.\textsuperscript{869}

7.10. Transfer Taxes

Transfers of property, including transfers of cash, from one party to another may be taxed as income tax or as a transfer tax. The burden of income tax falls on the recipient, whereas the burden of transfer tax falls on the transferor. For most gifts or transfers of an estate, the recipients are not taxed on the income.\textsuperscript{870}

Some transfers are specifically not taxable or not “recognized” regardless of whether the transferor or the recipient are nonresidents. Gain or loss on transfers of property or cash to fund a corporation is not recognized if it is in exchange only for stock of the corporation and the total amount of stock exchanged during the transaction to all parties is for at least eighty percent control
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of the corporation. 871 Similarly, gain or loss on transfers of property or cash to partnership in exchange for partnership interest is also not recognized. 872 In such transfers, the tax basis is preserved in the hands of the new owner so that any gain or loss is eventually recognized. 873

The primary transfer taxes are on the transfer of a decedent’s estate after death, and gratuitous transfers, or gifts. For these transfers, the donor or decedent is responsible for paying the tax. People are subject to transfer taxes depending on whether they are domiciled in the United States at the time of their death, for estate taxes, or at the time of the gift, for gift tax.

7.10.1. Domiciliary

Transfers are generally taxable if the donor or decedent is “domiciled” in the United States at the time of the gift or time of death. 874 Domiciliary depends more on the intent to establish permanent residency than on the instantaneous physical presence of the donor at the time of the transfer. This emphasis on the person’s intended permanence highlights the tax’s context as a tax on the transmission of personal wealth over the lifetime of the individual. 875 EB-5 and green card holder may be subject to income tax rules automatically, but may not be considered domiciled for the purpose of transfer taxes. Domicile can be established by an individual’s permanent residence regardless of whether the individual was residing in the United States illegally. 876

A person is considered domiciled in the U.S. if he or she lives in the U.S. with no definite present intention of moving away, or in other words, with the intention of living there indefinitely. 877 The intention to change domicile will not be effective until an actual permanent move is actually effectuated. 878 The intent to reside in the country is hard for the IRS to establish

871 I.R.C. § 351.
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875 Bittker, supra at 134-4.
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once a person is deceased, and a court will use certain factors to determine whether the intent existed. These factors include: the location, value, and size of the decedent’s residences; the location of family and friends; the location of personal possessions; the location of their businesses; whether they are licensed to drive; whether they are registered to vote; the location of any religious or social affiliations; the location of burial plots; terms of immigration status; whether they declared residency in a will or trust. If an immigrant plans to spend some time in the United States but does not intend to establish domicile there, it would be prudent to take these factors into consideration and take action to ensure that their intent is clear. Some actions may include: purchasing a principal residence and spending as much time there as possible, purchasing foreign burial plots, and engaging with political, social, or religious organizations.

7.11. Estate Tax

The general rule is that a person is subject to the United States estate tax if that person is domiciled in the U.S. at the time of death. However, there are certain situations in which a non-domiciled alien may be subject to estate tax, which is determined on where the property being transferred is situated, or its “situs.”

7.11.1. Estate Tax for Non-Domiciled Aliens

A nonresident alien’s gross estate is taxed to the extent that it contains property located in the United States. The “entire gross estate” of a nonresident alien decedent is determined in the same way that a U.S. citizen’s gross estate is calculated. This may include tangible and intangible property owned at death, property transferred during life, or life insurance proceeds, and is
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included in the gross estate property regardless of its location. However, only the portion of the
decedent’s estate that is “situated” in the United States is included in the taxable estate. 883

Property that is expressly situated in the United States is real property located in the United
States, tangible personal property located in the United States, stock of U.S. corporation, interest in
domestic partnerships, and the debt obligation owed by a United States person. 884 Determining the
situs of real estate and stock issued by domestic corporations is straightforward. If the corporation
is incorporated in the United States, its stock has a U.S. situs. If real property is located in the
United States, it has a U.S. situs. An interest in a partnership is situated in the United States if the
partnership conducts business in the United States. 885 For tangible personal property to be situated
in the United States, mere presence at the time of death is likely not sufficient and some degree of
permanence is required. 886 Debt obligations are situated in the United States if the obligor is a U.S.
citizen or resident, a domestic corporation, a domestic partnership, the United States government, a
U.S. state, or the District of Colombia or other political subdivision. 887 Bank deposits are situated
inside the United States if made with the U.S. branch of a foreign corporation or partnership
engaged in commercial banking. 888 Conversely, a deposit is situated outside of U.S. if it is made
with the foreign branch of a U.S. corporation or partnership engaged in commercial banking. 889

Proceeds from a life insurance policy on the decedent’s life are expressly situated outside of
the United States. 890 If the decedent has an interest in a trust as a beneficiary, the situs of the
property depends on the underlying property in the trust. 891 The situs of intangible personal
property, such as intellectual property rights, depends on whether the rights can be enforced against
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a resident of the United States, a domestic corporation, or government agency. If so, then it is situated in the United States.

Once the portion of gross estate that is situated in the United States has been identified, then deductions may be applied to the estate to determine the taxable estate. In general, most of the deductions that can be taken by U.S. citizens and residents may also be taken by nonresident alien decedents. Funeral expenses, administrative expenses, debt claims against the estate, mortgages on estate property, and casualty losses are deductible against the estate. However, these deductions are only allowed in proportion of the estate situated in the U.S. to the entire, world-wide gross estate.

Also, charitable contributions may be deducted if made to U.S. government bodies, domestic corporations that qualify for tax-exempt status under Section 501(c)(3), or trustees and fraternal societies that are within the United States. As long as the charitable corporation that receives the donation is organized in the United States, the donation may be used toward a benefit in any location.

Lastly, deductions are allowed for the value of property that is gifted to the decedent’s surviving spouse if the spouse is a U.S. citizen. If the surviving spouse is not a U.S. citizen, then the deduction is only allowed if the gift is made through a qualified domestic trust or the surviving spouse places the property in a qualified domestic trust shortly after the death. A qualified domestic trust is properly established if it has a U.S. trustee and is obliged to pay U.S. estate taxes upon the distribution of the principal, the termination or disqualification of the trust, or the death of
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the surviving spouse. 899 Also, if a noncitizen surviving spouse was a resident at the time of death and the spouse becomes a U.S. citizen before the estate tax return is filed, then the spouse may claim the deduction without the use of a trust. 900

Once deductions are applied to the portion of the gross estate that is situated in the U.S., the tax is calculated based on the remaining taxable estate. This tax is calculated for nonresidents in essentially the same fashion as for U.S. citizens, and refers to a bracketed rate schedule based on the total value of the taxable estate. 901 The tax on the estate of nonresident aliens receives a “unified credit” of $13,000. 902 Because this credit is a dollar-for-dollar reduction of taxes owed, this credit potentially covers $60,000 worth of one’s estate. 903 If the nonresident decedent previously used any unified credit for gifts, this credit would reduce the unified credit. 904 However, only a U.S. resident would be eligible to use the unified credit towards gifts, so this only applies in the limited case where a decedent was a U.S. resident for at least one year during his or her life and later died as a nonresident. An additional state death tax credit may be claimed if the entire gross estate is subject to state death taxes. 905

7.11.2. Estate Tax for Domiciled Persons

For people that are domiciled in the United States, their estate is taxed the same whether they are citizens or not. The decedent’s gross estate encompasses all the decedent’s property, regardless of whether the property is situated in the United States or elsewhere. 906 Further, different countries may have conflicting rules that may subject some of the decedent’s property to double taxation. 907 Because of this, it is important for those considering immigrating to the United
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States to investigate their own country’s tax laws so that they can plan transfers of their property accordingly, and limit the total estate tax. Opportunities for wealth management may exist in the creation of a trust as mentioned above, or by making gifts of property to intended beneficiaries before establishing domicile in the U.S.

Of course, each situation should be determined on its own merits. U.S. citizens benefit from a “unified credit” that can be used over the lifetime of an individual to offset both estate and gift taxes. The credit is expressed as a function of the “basic exclusion” of an estate, which is published every year by the IRS. For 2015, the basic exclusion for U.S. citizens is $5,430,000 and therefore the unified credit would be a dollar-for-dollar tax credit that would exempt that amount of the estate. The benefit of the additional unified credit that is allowed to domiciled persons may negate any benefit of pre-immigration transfers.

7.12. Gift Tax

In general, nonresident aliens are subject to the U.S. gift tax when the gift property is situated in the United States at the time of the transfer. Conversely, a non-domiciled person may gift foreign-situs property without any U.S. tax implications. The rules that determine where property is situated are generally the same for gift and estate taxes. However, because of the difficulty enforcing situs rules on intangible property, an exception applies for intangible property that is transferred by a nonresident alien. Also, because stock in U.S. corporations are considered intangible property here, gifts of such stock are not subject to the gift tax. Also, different rules may apply where the nonresident is a U.S. expatriate.
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U.S. persons are required to report the receipt of gifts from foreign trusts or other foreign sources when the aggregate value is in excess of a certain exclusion amount.\textsuperscript{915} For 2015, that amount is $15,601.\textsuperscript{916} Recipients must file form 3520 for any year in which they received a foreign gift.

If the gift is subject to gift tax, then other gift tax rules, such as the annual exclusion, deductions, and the generation skipping rules, also apply. An annual exclusion may be deducted from the gross value of gifts made each year.\textsuperscript{917} In 2015, the amount of this exclusion was $14,000.\textsuperscript{918} A marital deduction is also available where the recipient spouse is a U.S. resident.\textsuperscript{919} Charitable contributions are deductible if the recipient is either a domestic charitable, educational, religious, or other similar corporation; a trust, community chest, fund, foundation, or fraternal society that uses the gift within the United States; or a veterans group organized in the United States.\textsuperscript{920} The entire amount of the gifts is deductible for the marital and charitable contribution deductions.

Additional generation-skipping taxes apply where a direct gift or a taxable trust distribution is made to a recipient that is two or more generations younger than the donor.\textsuperscript{921} It also applies where a termination in a trust interest results in skipped generations as the sole beneficiaries of a trust.\textsuperscript{922} In general, generation skipping transfers are taxed at the highest estate tax rate, which is currently 55 percent.\textsuperscript{923} However, there is also an exemption for each donor’s generation-skipping transfers that is the same amount as the basic exclusion for estates ($5,430,000 for 2015).\textsuperscript{924}
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7.13. Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act

7.13.1. Introduction

Subtitle A, Chapter 4 of the Hiring Incentives to Restore Employment (HIRE) Act of 2010 introduced the Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) on March 18, 2010 as a revenue-raising proposition to the job stimulus bill. \(^{925}\) FATCA seeks to curtail offshore tax evasion and fraud by inducing foreign financial institutions (FFIs) to report on U.S. account holders in exchange for information about offshore accounts in the U.S. held by their own residents. Individual accounts with $50,000 or less are exempt from FATCA review. Should an FFI refuse to submit information on individual U.S. accounts valued at more than $50,000, they may be subject to a hefty 30% withholding tax on any payments related to interest, dividends, rents, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensations, remunerations, profits or income, or gross proceeds from the sale or other disposition of any property that could produce U.S.-source interest or dividends. \(^{926}\) The U.S. is the world’s only industrialized country to tax its citizens and residents living abroad even if those individuals earn income in their new domicile and never return to the U.S. \(^{927}\)

While some countries may hold privacy concerns related to disclosing account holders’ financial information, most countries have adopted FATCA in order to avoid the punitive withholding tax. The Philippines, China, and Vietnam are three countries worthy of closer examination as they are on different levels of FATCA compliance. The Philippines is the most advanced of the three in terms of its intergovernmental agreement (IGA) being in effect to implement FATCA. China has had an IGA in substance as of June 30, 2014, but it has yet to formally sign an IGA. Vietnam will likely seek an extension to have a formally recognized IGA in place.
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\(^{925}\) Treas. Reg. § 1.6038D (2010).
\(^{926}\) Treas. Reg. §§ 1.1471-74 (2012).
7.13.2. IGA Models

The U.S. Department of the Treasury developed IGAs to lay out the reporting requirements for FFIs to relay critical information about offshore U.S. accounts. Foreign financial institutions may choose from two models of the IGAs: Model 1 requires FFIs to relay U.S. account holder information to their domestic government agencies who will then submit that information to the Internal Revenue Service (IRS); Model 2 has the FFIs reporting information directly to the IRS. Like the great majority of countries, both the Philippines and China have opted for Model 1. In total, there were only 14 countries preferring Model 2. As of October 16, 2015, there are 76 FATCA IGAs signed and in effect, with another 36 IGAs agreed to in substance which are treated as FATCA-compliant and will not incur any penalties while they work to finalize a formal IGA for ratification. 928

7.13.3. The Philippines: IGA In Effect As of July 13, 2015

The Philippines signed a formal Model 1 IGA as of July 13, 2015. Given the sustained history of strong American-Philippine ties since the time of American colonial rule from 1898–1946, U.S. military base operations from 1947 to 1991, and even after military base closures that led to the broadening of economic ties, it is not surprising to find the Philippines at the vanguard of FATCA adoption. This tight bilateral relationship is made especially more significant now with the hotly contested claims over the Spratly Islands in the middle of the South China Sea involving China, Taiwan, Malaysia, Brunei, the Philippines, and Vietnam, as well as the disputed Senkaku Islands claimed by both Japan and China. 931

With China aggressively laying stake to this small archipelago of islands, valuable not only because of its proximity to key shipping lanes, but also because of the potential for oil and gas

---

reserves under its waters, the U.S. feels a sense of urgency to maintain a close presence in this volatile region. This is made even more pressing because the provisions of the 1960 Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and Security between the U.S. and Japan obligates the U.S. to defend Japan in the event of armed attacks. 932 Thus, the restoration of U.S. military presence in the Philippines may have been inevitable.

The latest news has the Philippine Bureau of Internal Revenue (BIR) postponing its financial information reporting, which was originally scheduled to begin on September 30, 2015 to actually start in the second quarter of 2016. 933 Part of this postponement is due to the fact that the Philippine Senate has yet to ratify FATCA. 934

The Agreement between the Government of the United States of America and the Government of the Republic of the Philippines to Improve International Tax Compliance and to Implement FATCA was enacted to “improve international tax compliance through mutual assistance in tax matters based on an effective infrastructure for the automatic exchange of information.” 935 Article 26 of the Convention between the U.S. and the Philippines implemented on October 1, 1976 (the “Convention”) authorized a bilateral exchange of tax information on an automatic basis. 936 The major elements of the Agreement include:

• Philippine financial institutions may not be able to comply with certain aspects of FATCA due to domestic legal impediments;

933 Press Release, Bureau of Internal Revenue, Republic of the Philippines, FATCA Advisory (Sep. 8, 2015) [on file with author].
934 Id.
936 Id.
• [The U.S.] Exchanging such information with the Government of the Republic of the Philippines and pursuing equivalent levels of exchange, provided that the appropriate safeguards and infrastructure for an effective exchange relationship are in place;

• An intergovernmental approach to FATCA implementation would address legal impediments and reduce burdens for Philippine financial institutions;

• Improve international tax compliance and provide for the implementation of FATCA based on domestic reporting and reciprocal automatic exchange pursuant to the Convention, and subject to the confidentiality and other protections provided for therein, including the provisions limiting the use of the information exchanged under the Convention.937

The agreement between the U.S. and the Philippines makes the mutual exchange of information possible as long as there are protections and the necessary infrastructure in place to ensure the secure transmission of data as well as the absence of any legal hurdles preventing FATCA’s ratification in the Philippines. The Philippine Senate is currently reviewing the law to determine its potential domestic impact as well as the benefits of receiving financial data reciprocity on Filipino residents living in the U.S.

Article 1 of the Agreement specifies the financial institutions referred to as (1) custodial institutions, (2) depository institutions, (3) investment entities, and (4) specified insurance companies. Article 1 goes on to define “Custodial Institution” as:

Any Entity that holds, as a substantial portion of its business, financial assets for the account of others. An entity holds financial assets for the account of others as a substantial portion of its business if the entity’s gross income attributable to the holding of financial assets and related financial services equals or exceeds 20 percent of the entity’s gross income during the shorter of: (i) the three-year period that ends on December 31 (or the final day of a non-calendar year accounting period) prior to the year

937 Id.
in which the determination is being made; or (ii) the period during which the entity has been in existence.  

Thus, if at least 20 percent of a custodial institution’s gross income is derived from managing the financial assets of others’ accounts, then it is considered a financial institution under FATCA. “Depository Institution” means “any Entity that accepts deposits in the ordinary course of a banking or similar business.” “Investment Entity” is defined as an entity trading in money market, exchange, securities, or commodities; managing a portfolio; or otherwise investing, administering, or managing other people’s funds.

“Specified Insurance Company” is “any Entity that is an insurance company (or the holding company of an insurance company) that issues, or is obligated to make payments with respect to, a Cash Value Insurance Contract or an Annuity Contract.” Thus, financial institutions assume the expected role associated with money management, investment portfolio administration, and funds exchange responsibilities common to American financial institutions. FATCA is meant to capture all types of companies that maintain fiduciary responsibilities for itself or for others, even if that supervisory role only accounts for 20 percent of a company’s gross income.

The types of financial accounts affected by this agreement include:

(1) In the case of an Entity that is a Financial Institution solely because it is an Investment Entity, any equity or debt interest (other than interests that are regularly traded on established securities market) in the Financial Institution;

(2) In the case of a Financial Institution not described in [] (1) [above], any equity or debt interest in the Financial Institution (other than interests that are regularly traded on established securities market), if (i) the value of the debt or equity interest is determined, directly or indirectly,

938 Id. at 2.
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primarily by reference to assets that give rise to U.S. Source Withholdable Payments, and (ii) the class of interests was established with a purpose of avoiding reporting in accordance with this Agreement; and

(3) Any Cash Value Insurance Contract and any Annuity Contract issued or maintained by a Financial Institution, other than a noninvestment-linked, nontransferable immediate life annuity that is issued to an individual and monetizes a pension or disability benefit provided under an account that is excluded from the definition of Financial Account in Annex II. 942

Under this classification, financial accounts are those encompassing any type of equity or debt interests, or insurance or life annuity contracts originating from the U.S. for its source payments. Thus, FATCA is meant to cover a wide breadth of accounts linking the financial institution to the U.S. through the regular exchange of funds.

A Philippine FFI is obligated to provide financial details on any “U.S. Reportable Account” if it is a financial account held or controlled by a “Specified U.S. Person.” In this case, a “Specified U.S. Person” is limited to an individual and not a corporation, agency or instrumentality of a corporation, a tax-exempt organization, an individual retirement plan, a bank, a real estate investment trust, a regulated investment company, a common or tax-exempt trust fund, a securities, commodities, or derivative dealer, or a broker. 943 Thus, the Philippine FFIs are required to pass along all relevant account information on individuals as long as the U.S. Person does not fall into any of the above exceptions meant for institutional entities which the U.S. Tax Code already accounts for by using different reporting standards from those imposed on individuals.

**Article 2** stipulates the information to be exchanged between the U.S. and the Philippine FFIs includes:
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(1) the name, address, and U.S. TIN of each Specified U.S. Person that is an Account Holder of such account and, in the case of a Non-U.S. Entity that, after application of the due diligence procedures set forth in Annex I, is identified as having one or more Controlling Persons that is a Specified U.S. Person, the name, address, and U.S. TIN (if any) of such entity and each such Specified U.S. Person;

(2) the account number (or functional equivalent in the absence of an account number);

(3) the name and identifying number of the Reporting Philippine Financial Institution;

(4) the account balance or value (including, in the case of a Cash Value Insurance Contract or Annuity Contract, the Cash Value or surrender value) as of the end of the relevant calendar year or other appropriate reporting period or, if the account was closed during such year, immediately before closure;

(5) in the case of any Custodial Account:

(A) the total gross amount of interest, the total gross amount of dividends, and the total gross amount of other income generated with respect to the assets held in the account, in each case paid or credited to the account (or with respect to the account) during the calendar year or other appropriate reporting period; and

(B) the total gross proceeds from the sale or redemption of property paid or credited to the account during the calendar year or other appropriate reporting period with respect to which the Reporting Philippine Financial Institution acted as a custodian, broker, nominee, or otherwise as an agent for the Account Holder;

(6) in the case of any Depository Account, the total gross amount of interest paid or credited to the account during the calendar year or other appropriate reporting period; and

(7) in the case of any account not described in subparagraph 2(a)(5) or 2(a)(6) of this Article, the total gross amount paid or credited to the Account Holder with respect to the account during the
calendar year or other appropriate reporting period with respect to which the Reporting Philippine Financial Institution is the obligor or debtor, including the aggregate amount of any redemption payments made to the Account Holder during the calendar year or other appropriate reporting period. 944

Depending on the type of reportable account, there are slightly different disclosure requirements, but the general information sought is the name, contact information, U.S. tax identification number (TIN), account number, FFI identification information and the account balance. In return, the U.S. will provide the same type of information to its Filipino counterpart.

Article 3 of the Agreement specifies the annual information exchange shall occur within nine months after the end of the calendar year to which the information pertains.945 Other details concerning procedures for automatic exchange may be negotiated between the respective parties, and the parties’ obligations to collect and exchange the pertinent information shall commence upon mutual satisfaction that the necessary infrastructure and security protocols are in place to ensure the accurate, timely and confidential exchange of information using effective and reliable channels.946

Article 4 includes provisions for exempting FFIs from the 30% withholding tax as long as they comply with Articles 2 and 3 of this Agreement; provide the names of Nonparticipating Financial Institutions to which the FFIs have made payments and the amounts of those payments; meet the online registration requirements on the IRS FATCA website; withhold the necessary 30% of U.S. Source Withholdable Payment to any Nonparticipating Financial Institution; and provide the necessary withholding and reporting requirements to any payor of U.S. Source Withholdable Payments.947

944 Id. at 9-10.
945 Id. at 11.
946 Id. at 10-12.
947 Id. at 13.
Philippine retirement plans, as specified in Annex II (to be described later), shall be treated like FFI-compliant or exempt beneficial owners. Philippine retirement plans are those “operated to provide pension or retirement benefits or earn income for providing such benefits under the laws of the Republic of the Philippines and regulated with respect to contributions, distributions, reporting, sponsorship, and taxation.” 948

If a Philippine financial institution has a Related Entity or a branch that is precluded from participating or being deemed FATCA-compliant, or is treated as a Nonparticipating Financial Institution, that financial institution may still be treated as deemed-compliant provided that: (1) the Philippine FFI corroborates each Related Entity’s or branch’s self-identification as a separate Nonparticipating Financial Institution; (2) each Related Entity or a branch adheres to the reporting requirements under section 1471 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code; and (3) the Related Entity or branch does not solicit U.S. accounts held by persons not residing in the jurisdiction where the Related Entity or branch is located. 949

Therefore, as long as the Philippine FFI makes a good faith effort to treat its Related Entity or branch as a separate Nonparticipating Financial Institution and the Related Entity or branch also distinguishes itself as a Nonparticipating Financial Institution for withholding purposes; each Related Entity or branch identifies all its U.S. accounts; and each Related Entity or branch does not solicit U.S. accounts held by non-residents of the jurisdiction in which it operates, then the Philippine FFI may still be deemed compliant or exempt.

**Article 5** of the Agreement requires administrative or other minor errors be timely reported so the affected Party can apply its domestic law to correct or resolve any potential infringements.

---
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caused by the error(s).\textsuperscript{950} Errors are meant to be sorted out as quickly and efficiently as possible by applying the laws of the home country.

\textbf{Article 6} of the Agreement reaffirms the U.S. and the Philippines’s mutual commitment to the Agreement’s goals of improving transparency and automatic information exchange between the countries.\textsuperscript{951}

\textbf{Article 7} of the Agreement ensures the Philippines is accorded the same benefits and any more favorable terms afforded to any other Partner Jurisdiction only if the Philippines undertakes the same obligations the other Partner Jurisdiction commits to, unless the Philippines declines in writing to be bound to the new obligations. The U.S. shall thus notify the Philippines of any more favorable terms which shall apply automatically under this Agreement and be effective as of the date of the Agreement’s original signing.\textsuperscript{952}

\textbf{Article 8} of the Agreement allows either Party to request consultations to ensure the Agreement’s enactment and makes concessions for amendments possible upon written mutual agreement of the Parties.\textsuperscript{953}

\textbf{Article 9} of the Agreement formally includes Annexes as an integral part of the Agreement. There are two Annexes currently.\textsuperscript{954}

\textbf{Article 10} of the Agreement specifies the date of this Agreement’s enforcement as beginning on the date of the Philippines’s written notification to the U.S. that it has completed all the necessary internal procedures to ensure compliance with the Agreement’s terms. It also grants either Party the right to terminate the Agreement upon written notice of termination that shall

\textsuperscript{950} Id. at 15.  
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become effective on the first day of the month following a 12-month expiration period after the date of the termination notification. 955

ANNEX I of the Agreement concerns the due diligence obligations for identifying and reporting on U.S. Reportable Accounts and payments to Nonparticipating Financial Institutions. Reporting FFIs are granted the choice of relying on the procedures described in the Annex or relying on the procedures described in relevant U.S. Treasury Regulations. The Annex also specifies the characteristics of Preexisting Individual Accounts that are not required to be reviewed, identified or reported as a U.S. Reportable Account—those having a balance or value not exceeding $50,000, a Cash Value Insurance Contract or Annuity Contract with a balance or value not exceeding $250,000 or those FFIs lacking the required registration under U.S. law to sell Cash Value Insurance Contracts or Annuity Contracts to U.S. residents. 956

Annex I holds FFIs responsible for conducting electronic record searches on Preexisting Individual Accounts with a balance or value exceeding $50,000 but not exceeding $1,000,000 for any of the following U.S. indicia:

a) Identification of the Account Holder as a U.S. citizen or resident;

b) Unambiguous indication of a U.S. place of birth;

c) Current U.S. mailing or residence address (including a U.S. post office box);

d) Current U.S. telephone number;

e) Standing instructions to transfer funds to an account maintained in the United States;

f) Currently effective power of attorney or signatory authority granted to a person with a U.S. address; or

g) An “in-care-of” or “hold mail” address that is the sole address the Reporting Philippine Financial Institution has on file for the Account Holder. In the case of a Preexisting Individual Account that is

955 Id. at 17-18.
a Lower Value Account, an “in-care-of” address outside the United States or “hold mail” address shall not be treated as U.S. indicia. 957

If none of the U.S. indicia is discovered through the electronic search, then no further action is required. However, if any of the U.S. indicia is discovered or a change to an account results in its being associated with one or more U.S. indicia, then all affected accounts must be treated as a U.S. Reportable Account unless there is some evidence that the Account Holder is neither a U.S. citizen nor U.S. resident for tax purposes. 958

For Preexisting Individual Accounts with a balance or value in excess of $1,000,000, there are enhanced review procedures. If any FFI’s electronically searchable databases do not capture all the U.S. indicia indicated above, then the FFI must conduct a paper record search of the documents associated with a high-value account for the last five years looking for any of the U.S. indicia. The exceptions to this paper document search pertain to those FFIs whose electronically searchable information includes:

a) The Account Holder’s nationality or residence status;
b) The Account Holder’s residence address and mailing address currently on file with the Reporting Philippine Financial Institution;
c) The Account Holder’s telephone number(s) currently on file, if any, with the Reporting Philippine Financial Institution;
d) Whether there are standing instructions to transfer funds in the account to another account (including an account at another branch of the Reporting Philippine Financial Institution or another Financial Institution);
e) Whether there is a current “in-care-of” address or “hold mail” address for the Account Holder;

957 Id. at 2-3.
958 Id. at 3-5.
f) Whether there is any power of attorney or signatory authority for the account.  

The FFI is also obligated to treat as a U.S. Reportable Account any high-value accounts assigned to a relationship manager if the relationship manager has actual knowledge that the Account Holder is a Specified U.S. Person.  

New Individual Accounts whose account balance or value do not exceed $50,000 do not need to be reviewed, identified or reported as a U.S. Reportable Account. However, FFIs need to obtain self-certifications from New Individual Accounts that can help determine whether the Account Holder is a Specified U.S. Person for tax purposes.  

A Preexisting Entity Account with an account balance or value that does not exceed $250,000 is not required to be reviewed, identified or reported as a U.S. Reportable Account until the account balance or value exceeds $1,000,000. For those Preexisting Entity Accounts that require reporting, the FFI must determine certain aspects of the Preexisting Entity Accounts: (1) determine whether the entity is a Specified U.S. Person; (2) determine whether a non-U.S. entity is an FFI; (3) determine whether an FFI is a Nonparticipating Financial Institution payments to which require reporting; and (4) determine whether a Non-Financial Foreign Entity (NFFE) account is a U.S. Reportable Account.  

A reporting FFI is not required to review, identify or report on any New Entity Account as long as it has policies and procedures in place to prevent an account balance owed to the Account Holder of more than $50,000.  

Annex I warns against FFIs relying only on self-certification or documentary evidence if the FFI knows or has reason to know that the self-certification or documentary evidence is inaccurate or  

---
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Annex I stipulates the Determination Date for the Philippines as November 30, 2014. The Determination Date is the date “on which the Treasury Department determines not to apply withholding under section 1471 of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code to Philippine Financial Institutions.”

**ANNEX II** details the types of entities that will be treated as exempt beneficial owners: (1) governmental entities; (2) international organizations; (3) legal institutions that issue instruments intended to circulate as currency; (4) certain retirement funds; (5) pension funds of an exempt beneficial owner; and (6) investment entities wholly owned by exempt beneficial owners.

Annex II also specifies the types of entities that will be treated as deemed-compliant FFIs: (1) financial institution with a local client base; (2) local bank; (3) financial institution with only low-value accounts; (4) a Philippine qualified credit card issuer; (5) a Philippine trustee-documented trust; (6) a Philippine sponsored investment entity and controlled foreign corporation; (7) a Philippine sponsored, closely held investment vehicle; (8) an investment advisor or investment manager established in the Philippines; and (9) collective investment vehicles established in the Philippines.

Annex II also excludes certain types of financial accounts from being treated as a U.S. Reportable Account: (1) certain retirement and pension accounts; (2) certain non-retirement savings accounts; (3) certain term life insurance contracts; (4) certain accounts held by an estate; (5) certain escrow accounts; and (6) certain Partner Jurisdiction accounts.

Annex II distinguishes between exempt and deemed-compliant entities, with the former comprising certain types of governmental and international organizations along with certain retirement savings accounts, life insurance contracts, and escrow accounts, and the latter involving

---
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most local Philippine institutions. These entities likely have to adhere to a different set of regulations pertaining to institutional organizations as distinguished from individuals, or their local connections make it highly improbable they are high-worth accounts that have to be reported.

7.13.4. China: IGA In Substance As Of June 26, 2014

The U.S. and China have agreed to a Model 1 IGA in substance, allowing Chinese FFIs to be exempt from the 30% withholding tax for non-compliance with the FATCA. This is hardly surprising given the astounding volume of Chinese foreign investment in the U.S., which reached $57.6 billion between 2005 and 2012, or 8.3 percent of a total of $688.1 billion invested worldwide. There are two types of people impacted by the enforcement of FATCA: (1) people with U.S. green cards or passports who have not disclosed their financial interests (such as bank accounts, retirement accounts, and life-insurance plans) in China to the IRS; and (2) Chinese citizens hiding their illegal funds from China’s authorities and exceeding their country’s $50,000 yearly transfer limits.

There were 71,320 Chinese nationals who became permanent residents in 2013, which was the second-largest group after the Mexicans, and the Chinese represented 80% of the EB-5 investment-for-immigration visas issued that year. Clearly, the Chinese feel a great deal of urgency in emigrating to the U.S., and among the reasons for leaving is the panic they likely feel in being caught profiting from their positions of power. Out of the millions of green card holders throughout the world subject to U.S. taxes, only a fraction of them actually file the requisite tax and disclosure forms, and most, either out of ignorance or willful intent, do not abide by the U.S. tax code. The Chinese will thus be doubly surprised once FATCA is regularly enforced through

969 Paul Cochrane, The Delay to FATCA’s Roll Out, THOMSON REUTERS, Sep. 2013, at 5.
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automatic withholding, since most Chinese have their income taxes automatically deducted from their paychecks.\textsuperscript{972}

Income taxes in China account for only 6\% of the total tax revenue for the government, whereas, in the U.S., income taxes make up 70\% of total tax revenues.\textsuperscript{973} With the dawn of FATCA, U.S. citizens and green card holders hiding their wealth in China are well advised that not properly disclosing their financial holdings could result in monetary penalties up to 50\% of the hidden account’s value and even possible jail time.\textsuperscript{974}

A December 2014 report from Global Financial Integrity titled \textit{Illicit Financial Flows from the Developing World: 2003-2012} finds China is the top exporter of illicit capital, as it shipped out $1.076 trillion from the country, followed by Russia with $881 billion exported and Mexico was third with $462 billion transferred out.\textsuperscript{975} The sheer potential for confiscating such great sums likely influenced the Chinese government in agreeing to an IGA in-substance at the end of June 2014. However, it has yet to ink a formal deal to have it go into effect.

But, as long as China “continues to demonstrate firm resolve to sign the IGA that was agreed in substance on or before June 30, 2014, as soon as possible,” then it will continue to be treated as having an IGA in effect, and thus avoid incurring withholding taxes.\textsuperscript{976} The Treasury Department is supposed to review on a monthly basis IGAs in-substance to see if the country should remain on the approved list or be removed and subject to the 30\% withholding tax.\textsuperscript{977} The U.S. is likely to accommodate China’s needs to ensure an IGA it likes since Beijing’s refusal to sign an
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IGA could severely damage FATCA’s legitimacy in the eyes of other nations and make it difficult for FFIs in China to comply with FATCA for fear of breaching China’s data privacy laws. The benefit of having the U.S. reciprocate by providing financial information on wealthy Chinese residents’ U.S. accounts is not lost on the Chinese government, although there is fear among some circles that this net will also implicate corrupt Chinese officials trying to flee China with billions of ill-gotten gains. A June 2011 report conducted by the People's Bank of China, China’s central bank, inadvertently disclosed that 18,000 officials in government and state-owned companies from 1995 until 2008 absconded overseas with 800 billion Chinese yuan (or about $126 billion). These Chinese officials moved their families to popular U.S. destinations such as Los Angeles, while they continue to work in China and funnel their riches to America surreptitiously. Thus, while the Chinese government wants to identify and bring to justice those Chinese citizens illegally transferring money out of the country, there are likely some government bureaucrats dragging their feet in fully implementing FATCA given their anxiety over being discovered as one of the perpetrators. Nevertheless, the looming hammer of a 30% withholding tax on any U.S. gains in Chinese investment portfolios, regardless of whether the assets belong to U.S. taxpayers or other nationals, is likely to convince China to ultimately sign the IGA.

7.13.5. Vietnam: Significant Developments

On March 27, 2015, the State Bank of Vietnam (SBV) issued its Official Letter 851/TTGSNH11 advising the country’s financial institutions to report to the IRS necessary financial information in accordance with FATCA before June 30, 2015. Prior to the SBV’s Official Letter issuance in 2015, on April 24, 2014, SBV’s Banking Inspection and Supervision Agency (BIS Agency) issued Official Letter No. 1118/TTGSNH7 which recommended credit institutions and

---
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foreign bank branches in Vietnam (CIs) proactively register for Global Intermediary Identification Number (GIIN) in preparation for FATCA implementation. \(^{982}\) Included in this Official Letter was a

*FATCA Implementation Assessment Survey* to help the SBV “identify the readiness, progress as well as difficulties, queries encountered during the implementation of FATCA by the credit institutions and foreign bank branches in Vietnam.” \(^{983}\)

Part I: General Assessment sought to understand the CIs’ relative preparedness for FATCA and asked questions concerning:

- GIIN registration
- Dedicated FATCA team/group
- Capacity for FATCA implementation
- FATCA training preparation
- Customer communication strategy in support of FATCA \(^{984}\)

Part II: Technical Questions involved more detailed inquiries about:

- Internal procedures for FATCA implementation
- Electronic search capabilities
- System upgrades to accommodate FATCA data fields
- Potential issues or difficulties identified during the assessment for FATCA implementation \(^{985}\)

A subsequent Official Letter No. 1882/TTGSN11 two weeks later provided additional instructions for CIs on FATCA implementation. \(^{986}\) In this Official Letter, SBV asked all financial institutions to mind the IRS’s deadline extension and provide the relevant files by June 29, 2015.

---
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Financial institutions experiencing difficulties and needing a hardship waiver could file a proper request for extension by August 13, 2015.\textsuperscript{987} The SBV also cautioned foreign bank branches in Vietnam from reporting FATCA-related information to their parent banks or overseas counterparts “unless they obtain approval from the Governor of the State Bank of Vietnam.”\textsuperscript{988}

While Vietnam may have some technological and logistical hurdles to overcome on its way to full FATCA compliance, it is likely that Vietnam will support FATCA as its financial institutions seek to increase their stature and competitiveness on the international stage by operating on the same level as their global cohorts. Moreover, Vietnamese financial institutions will do all they can to ensure FATCA implementation so as to avoid the agony of trying to replace the gaping hole left by a punitive 30% withholding tax.

**7.13.6. Latest News: Legal Challenges**

Senator Rand Paul is one of seven plaintiffs in a lawsuit filed August 12, 2015, accusing the Treasury Department and the IRS of enforcing foreign treaties the Obama administration refers to as IGAs so as to avoid Congressional debate and passage.\textsuperscript{989} The plaintiffs’ legal standing to sue includes alleged violations of the Fourth Amendment’s ban on unreasonable search and seizure and the Eighth Amendment’s ban on cruel and unusual punishments manifested through the sizable financial penalties assessed for noncompliance.

The plaintiffs decry the denial of banking and financial services in the foreign countries where they live and work as many foreign banks opt to simply turn away Americans as clients rather than deal with FATCA rules and reporting requirements. There is an estimated 8.7 million Americans living overseas who could potentially be impacted by FATCA.\textsuperscript{990} The ensuing constitutionality arguments for and against FATCA will make for stimulating exchanges liable to
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draw financial experts and legal scholars alike. Before FATCA is finalized, it may go through several iterations and could even serve as a presidential campaign issue.

### 7.13.7. FATCA Conclusion

There is a real fear among most FFI compliance officers, senior management and even its Boards that not complying with FATCA could result in false representation, perjury or being found an accomplice to would-be tax evaders of U.S. tax law which will ultimately compel FFIs to comply with FATCA. However, there are other issues related to data privacy and security that are not detailed within FATCA and give some countries reason for pause in fully getting behind FATCA.

A contrarian report by American Citizens Abroad (ACA) warns that the large cost of observing the legislation could lead many FFIs to proactively close the accounts of U.S. citizens and sell off U.S. holdings rather than complying with FATCA.\(^{991}\) Some have suggested that this could cause a larger impact on U.S. government revenue than the money raised by FATCA, as disinvestment deteriorates the state of the overall economy.\(^{992}\)

Nevertheless, momentum is on the side of FATCA compliance, with many nations having signed IGAs in effect and even China on-board in principle. Thus, most nations will eventually follow suit to implement FATCA since the U.S. has cleverly instituted both a carrot (reciprocity of financial information on a nation’s residents having accounts in the U.S.) and a stick (a hefty 30% withholding tax on any U.S.-source payments for non-compliance) that will virtually guarantee FATCA adoption.

---
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7.14. Conclusion

The United State tax code is complex. As much as it is far-reaching, there are many exceptions and exclusions that provide for ample tax planning for U.S. citizens as well as nonresident aliens. Nonresident aliens should know about the types of activity they can have with United States citizens and remain outside the purview of the U.S. tax system.

More importantly, they should also be aware of the subtle ways in which they may create a U.S. tax liability for themselves. Once a nonresident begins spending more than three months per year on United States soil, they should begin keeping close watch of their days and activities and be aware of whether they are creating a substantial presence in the United States. They should be aware of relationships that indirect create U.S. income. If they invest in corporations or partnerships, they must keep track of the business’s activity. Corporations, real estate holding companies, and trusts and partnerships that engage in a U.S. business or trade expose their shareholders, beneficiaries, and partners to U.S. tax liability.

Also, once a person immigrates and becomes domiciled in the U.S., then their entire estate becomes subject to estate and gift taxes. However, the estate would not include any property which was granted to a trust more than five years earlier or any property that was gifted to foreign relatives before immigration. Hopefully, with proper knowledge of the United States tax system, people will know when they are exposing themselves to its benefits or liability, and through adequate planning, they can be confident that they are making better, informed choices for themselves, their families, their associates, and their estates.
CHAPTER 8
CONCLUSION

Immigrants in the U.S. have proved their economic might and significance in improving local economies despite the hardships they face when immigrating to the U.S. This study offered insight into why immigration policies and laws are one of the most complex legal systems in the U.S. In many cases, U.S. immigration laws are needlessly confusing not only to foreigners, but even to legal practitioners and academics. Nevertheless, there must be political and legal moves towards streamlining the immigration system because of the positive economic impact immigrants provide the U.S.

U.S. immigration law can be unforgiving in the sense that one wrong decision an applicant makes can damage her whole application. This is why foreigners should be educated from the beginning as to their visa options. This study showed the differences among certain employment and investor visas. These are visas many foreign businesspeople should choose from because it matches their goals of being able to work or invest in the U.S. There are distinct advantages and disadvantages to each visa and each foreigner should be aware of such differences. This information should not only help foreigners, but also other legal practitioners and academics. Furthermore, immigrants from different Asian countries should be aware of their distinct issues when immigrating to the U.S.

Chinese are the largest Asian immigrant group in the U.S. who have a long history of immigrating to the U.S. ever since the Gold Rush. They use all kinds of visas from the investor visa to work visas. As a result, there are backlogs on many Chinese visa applications. Nevertheless, Chinese still move to the U.S. because of push and pull factors such as American education, China’s pollution, and political instability in China. Thus, Chinese immigrants should not only do research on which visas they should choose, but they should also be aware of backlog issues with certain visas.
Similarly to Chinese immigrants, Filipinos have a long and complex history of immigrating to the U.S. Filipinos have a culture of migration and the U.S. is a prime destination for them because of the connection between the two countries since World War II. For many Filipinos, the U.S. symbolizes a country of economic success and considering many Filipinos come from economic hardships, they see the U.S. as their way to economic prosperity. Many Filipinos speak English quite well and this is one factor why Filipinos are interested in moving to the U.S. They tend not to have major problems transitioning to the new language. However, like Chinese immigrants, there are backlogs Filipinos have to be aware of in many visa categories. Thus, Filipinos have to not only be familiar with U.S. immigration laws, but also Philippine money transfer laws.

Vietnamese immigrants to the U.S. have a unique story of struggle and success. Many Vietnamese who came to the U.S. came as refugees during and right after the Vietnam War. However, many of these immigrants became successful businesspeople and transitioned into American society. With the next few waves of Vietnamese immigrants, their moving to the U.S. was more of an economic choice rather than for personal safety issues. Therefore, the current group of Vietnamese immigrants should be aware of the employment and investor visas available to them and, unlike Filipino and Chinese immigrants, they do not currently have backlogs in these categories. However, all these Asian immigrants discussed should also be aware of the tax implications of moving to the U.S.

The U.S. tax system is arguably even more complicated than the U.S. immigration system. What immigrants tend not to comprehend is that they should be aware of both systems when immigrating to the U.S. This study explained the main issues immigrants should consider when immigrating to the U.S. For example, this study explained what is a “resident” for tax purposes. This study also addressed issues of owning real property abroad and reporting programs like
Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act. Consequently, immigrants have to be well educated as to how their immigrant status affects their tax status.

Considering the many issues immigrants face, more research needs to be done to synthesize and present immigration laws to foreigners. Foreigners not only have to worry about U.S. immigration laws, but also have to consider their own countries’ laws regarding money transfer issues, anti-money laundering issues, and bank laws especially if they are investors or obtaining employment visas. There is not enough information that helps foreigners understand the complexities and intricacies of U.S. immigration law. Consequently, there is a need for more research on the driving factors of immigration policies, push and pull factors of immigration, and how foreigners can more smoothly transition to the U.S.

Although there are many difficulties foreigners face when immigrating to the U.S., they still come and there are several reasons why. The U.S. is still widely recognized as the most economically advanced country and many Chinese, Filipino, and Vietnamese immigrants see this as the main reason to move to the U.S. Furthermore, they seek better education for themselves or for their children. The U.S. has world-renowned colleges which attract students from all over the globe. Lastly, the American Dream is still alive and seems more attainable for immigrants from these Asian countries. These immigrants are more and more educated than previous immigrants from such countries and are willing to do what it takes to put themselves in a position to obtain the American Dream. This study shows that while it is an extremely difficult process, immigrating to the U.S. is well worth the struggle and sacrifice.
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